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Important: Read me first! Critical print resolution issues Illustrator requires that you manually set the proper resolution for output of images that include transparency or live effects! For details, see the Transparency & Appearances chapter introduction. Lots of artwork on the CD! We're putting more of our Illustrator Wow! artists' artwork on our Wow! CD. You will find more than eighty examples of artwork from the book so you can follow along, or simply pick the art apart to see how it was constructed. Additional Illustrator training You'll find additional lessons in the "Ch02 The Zen of Illustrator" folder on the Wow! CD, including the Zen Lessons (which supplement The Zen of Illustrator chapter). These lessons walk you through some basics of working with the Pen tool, Bezier curves, layers, and stacking order. (If you're looking for more help with the Pen tool, look at the demo for zenofthepen.org on the Wow! CD). If you're new to Illustrator, you may even want to begin with a class. If you're teaching a class in Illustrator, look for the IllustratorCS Wow! Course Outline on the Web site: www.ssteuer.com/edu xvi



Important: Read me first!



This book has been fully updated, reworked, and expanded for Illustrator users of all levels to master the exciting (and sometimes perplexing) features of Adobe Illustrator CS. You'll find hundreds of essential production techniques, timesaving tips, and beautiful art generously shared by Illustrator Wow! artists worldwide. All lessons are deliberately kept short to allow you to squeeze in a lesson or two between clients, and to encourage the use of this book within the confines of supervised classrooms. In order to keep the content in this book tantalizing to everyone—I've assumed a reasonable level of competence with basic Mac and Windows concepts, such as opening and saving files, launching applications, copying objects to the clipboard, and doing mouse operations. I've also assumed that you've read through "Learning about Adobe Illustrator" in the beginning of the Adobe Illustrator CS User Guide (User Guide), and understand the basic functionality of most of the tools. I'd love to tell you that you can learn Adobe Illustrator just by flipping through the pages of this book, but the reality is that there is no substitute for practice. The good news is, the more you work with Illustrator, the more techniques you'll be able to integrate into your creative process. Use this book as a reference, a guide for specific techniques, or just as a source of inspiration. After you've read this book, read it again, and you'll undoubtedly learn something you missed the first time. As I hope you'll discover, the more experienced you become with Adobe Illustrator, the easier it will be to assimilate all the new information and inspiration you'll find in this book. Happy Illustrating! Sharon Steuer



How to use this book... Before you do anything else, read the Wow! Glossary on the pull-out quick reference card at the back of the book. The Glossary provides definitions for the terms used throughout The Illustrator CS Wow! Book (for example, is the Command key for Mac). WELCOME TO WOW! FOR WINDOWS AND MAC



If you already use Adobe Photoshop or InDesign you'll see many interface similarities to Illustrator CS. The similarities should make the time you spend learning each program much shorter (especially if you're a newcomer to all three products). Your productivity should also increase across the board once you adjust to the new shortcuts and methodologies (see "Shortcuts and keystrokes" following, and the Illustrator Basics chapter). Shortcuts and keystrokes Because you can now customize keyboard shortcuts, we're restricting the keystrokes references in the book to those instances when it's so standard that we assume you'll keep the default, or when there is no other way to achieve that function (such as Lock All Unselected objects). We'll always give you Macintosh shortcuts first, then the Windows equivalent ( -Z/Ctrl-Z). For help with customizing keyboard shortcuts, and tool and menu navigation (such as single key tool access and Tab to hide palettes), see the Illustrator Basics chapter. Setting up your palettes In terms of following along with the lessons in this book, you'll probably want to enable the "Type Object Selection by Path Only" option (see Tip "Selecting type by accident" in the Type chapter). Next, if you want your palettes to look like our palettes, you'll need to set swatches to be sorted by name, choose "Sort by Name" and "List View" from the Swatches pop-up menu (at right).



With the All Swatches icon selected choose "Sort by Name" then "List View" from the popup menu



The Swatches palette viewed with "Sort by Name" selected



How to use this book...
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Disable Appearance default If you want your Currently selected Default Disabled object to set all styling attributes for the next object, disable New Art Has Basic Appearance in the Appearance palette (see at right).



Illustrator CS sets an application default that could inhibit the way Illustrator experts work. In order for your currently selected object to set all the styling attributes for the next object you draw (including brush strokes, live effects, transparency, etc.), you must open the Appearance palette (Window menu) and disable New Art Has Basic Appearance. You can disable (and re-enable) this default either by: 1) clicking on the bottom left icon in the Appearance palette (dark shows that it's enabled; see Tip at left), or 2) choosing New Art Has Basic Appearance from the Appearance palette pop-up menu ( shows it's enabled). Your new setting sticks even after you've quit. HOW THIS BOOK IS ORGANIZED...



You'll find six kinds of information woven throughout this book—all of it up to date for Illustrator CS: Basics, Tips, Exercises, Techniques, Galleries, and References.



Tip boxes Look for these gray boxes to find Tips about Adobe Illustrator.



Red Tip boxes Red Tip boxes contain warnings or



1 Basics. Illustrator Basics and The Zen of Illustrator qualify as full-blown chapters on basics and are packed with information that distills and supplements your Adobe Illustrator manual and disk. Every chapter starts with a general overview of the basics. These sections are designed so advanced Illustrator users can move quickly through them, but I strongly suggest that the rest of you read them very carefully. Please remember, this book is a supplement to, not a substitute for, your User Guide.



other essential information.



2 Tips. When you see this icon , you'll find related artwork on the IllustratorCSWowCD (referred to hereafter as the Wow! CD) within that chapter's folder. Look to the information in the gray and red boxes for hands-on Tips that can help you work more efficiently. Usually you can find tips alongside related textual information, but if you're in an impatient mood, you might just want to flip through, looking for interesting or relevant tips. The red arrows found in tips (and sometimes with artwork) have been added to emphasize or further explain a concept or technique. How to use this book...



3 Exercises. (Not for the faint of heart.) We have included step-by-step exercises to help you make the transition to Illustrator technician extraordinaire. The Zen of Illustrator chapter and the Zen Lessons on the Wow! CD are dedicated to helping you master the mechanics (and the soul) of Illustrator. Take these lessons in small doses, in order, and at a relaxed pace. All of the Finger Dances are customized for Mac and Windows. 4 Techniques. In these sections, you'll find step-by-step techniques gathered from almost a hundred Illustrator Wow! artists. Most Wow! techniques focus on one aspect of how an image was created, though I'll often refer you to different Wow! chapters (or to a specific step-by-step technique, Tip, or Gallery where a technique is introduced) to give you the opportunity to explore a brieflycovered feature more thoroughly. Feel free to start with almost any chapter, but, since each technique builds on those previously explained, try to follow the techniques within each chapter sequentially. Some chapters include Advanced Technique lessons, which assume that you have assimilated all of the techniques found throughout the chapter. Advanced Techniques is an entire chapter dedicated to advanced tips, tricks, and techniques. 5 Galleries. The Gallery pages consist of images related to techniques demonstrated nearby. Each Gallery piece is accompanied by a description of how the artist created that image, and may include steps showing the progression of a technique detailed elsewhere. Illustrator & Other Programs consists almost entirely of Gallery pages to give you a sense of Illustrator's flexibility. 6 References. Resources and Artists appendixes, Glossaries, and General Index can be found in the back of this book and in the pull-out card. In addition, we will occasionally direct you to the User Guide when referring to specific information that's already well-documented in the Adobe Illustrator CS User Guide. H o w t o use t h i s b o o k . . .
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What's New in Illustrator CS? By Dave Awl



Illustrator's new floral application icon. All of the Creative Suite applications have icons inspired by nature—Illustrator's flower corresponds to Photoshop CS's new feather and InDesign CS's butterfly



Adobe's Creative Suite is available in Standard and Premium versions



Still in love with Venus? If you can't face life without



One of the first things you might notice about the newest version of Adobe Illustrator is that numbers are out, and letters are in. Instead of the predictable "Illustrator 11," this release has been given the name "Illustrator CS." The CS stands for Creative Suite, and in fact it is a pretty suite deal (ouch). "Creative Suite" refers to the fact that Illustrator is now engineered to function more closely than ever with its sibling applications, Photoshop and InDesign. All three are now available as a suite, akin to the way Microsoft Office bundles together Microsoft's most popular applications. (In addition to the Standard version of the Suite, which contains Illustrator, Photoshop, and InDesign, there's also a Premium version that includes Acrobat and GoLive.) But Illustrator CS has plenty more excitement to offer than just sibling bonding. Read on for a quick tour of Illustrator CS's new capabilities.



Venus's lovely visage from previous versions of Illustrator, don't



SPEED, GLORIOUS SPEED



worry—she isn't gone entirely



Adobe knows that getting it done on time is half the battle. So Illustrator CS has been blessed with speed enhancements in almost every area of the application. This means Illustrator can move faster than ever to keep up with your working pace and help you to sustain your creative momentum.



from Illustrator CS, she's just hiding. You can get her to make an appearance by typing the letters V-E-N-U-S (making sure the Type tool isn't active first); then take a look at the Toolbox.



A WELCOME BEGINNING



Accessing the Welcome screen



xx



Preface: What's New in Illustrator CS?



Illustrator CS lays out the welcome mat for its users with a brand new Welcome screen that greets you at startup (and can be accessed at any time during your session via the Help menu). The Welcome screen lets you quickly choose from three handy options for getting started: creating a new blank document, creating a new document from a template, or opening an existing document. Illustrator's virtual welcome mat also gives you handy access



to Illustrator tutorials, a guide to Illustrator CS's new features, and a PDF catalog of the "cool extras" included on the CD (such as fonts, templates, swatch and symbol libraries, and more). JOURNEY ACROSS THE THIRD DIMENSION



The first of two exciting graphics effects Illustrator CS offers is the ability to render objects in glorious 3D—even if you're a beginner without a sophisticated knowledge of perspective. The 3D effect lets you transform type and shapes into 3D objects, and extrude, revolve, or rotate them in space. You can even customize their lighting and surface appearance. This might sound familiar to users of Adobe Dimensions; but Illustrator's 3D shapes are live effects, so changes you make to your 2D original are automatically reflected in your 3D version. Even better, you can map artwork onto the 3D objects you create. So you can create, for example, a 3D wine bottle (as in the illustration at right)—and then it's a snap to create a label that wraps around it with perfect 3D perspective. You can learn lots more about the 3D effect and its various capabilities in the Live Effects & Graphic Styles chapter.



Illustrator's new Welcome screen helps you get started quickly



Mordy Golding used Illustrator's 3D effect to create the wine bottle (left) from the half bottle segment (right). He then wrapped the label art around it. See the "Wine Bottle" Gallery in the Live Effects & Graphic Styles chapter for details



SCRIBBLING: NOT JUST KID STUFF



Illustrator CS's other new graphics effect lets you indulge your inner child's urge to scribble without any risk to your nice clean walls. Use Illustrator's Scribble effect to give your original artwork a friendly, hand-drawn feel; or add it to existing clip art or other objects for a dash of eye-catching personality. You can also use it to mask images, create scratchboard-like illustrations, add crosshatching to a design, or create animated wiggly lines. Like the 3D effect described above, the Scribble effect is live, so you can edit your original object without having to reapply or modify the effect. Learn more about the Scribble effect in the Live Effects & Graphic Styles chapter. Judy Stead used Illustrator's Scribble effect to create this eye-catching holiday card. See the "Scribble Basics" lesson in the Live Effects & Graphic Styles chapter for details



Preface: What's New in Illustrator CS?
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TEMPLATES: NO MORE REINVENTING THE WHEEL



One of several Web site templates included with Illustrator CS



Left, one of the Illustrator's restaurant menu templates; Right, one of Illustrator's newsletter templates



Illustrator's convenient new template file format makes it easy for you to save finished designs that can be used as the basis for new work. Templates come in handy any time you've got an overall design that remains largely the same, except for certain specific content that changes. Templates can store Artboard dimensions, swatches, character and paragraph styles, symbols, guides, and other elements used to create the precise look and feel you want for a particular client or project. When you create a new file from a template, Illustrator opens a new untitled document that's an exact duplicate of the template. You can then make any changes you like to the new file, while the original template file remains unchanged, ready for the next time you need it. But wait, there's more. Adobe has thoughtfully included a selection of more than 200 professionally designed templates to get you started, including CD and DVD labels, booklets and tray cards to Web page layouts, business cards, gift certificates, and just about anything else you can think of. And, as mentioned above, Illustrator gives you easy access to your templates via the new Welcome screen. COMPATIBILITY: PLAYING WELL WITH OTHERS



/4 business card template, from one of several coordinated "Business Sets" included in Illustrator CS. Each includes templates for a variety of items with a common design theme. See the Illustrator Basics chapter for more



MS Office and transparency Illustrator's new Save for Microsoft Office command is useful, but it doesn't yet support transparency. So, if you need to move artwork with transparency into an MS Office application, you may be better off exporting to a format like PNG. xxii
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Illustrator CS displays admirable team spirit by offering increased compatibility with other important applications. For starters, as previously mentioned, Illustrator CS is part of Adobe's new Creative Suite, along with Photoshop CS and InDesign CS. All three applications are designed to function work more closely together than ever before. In particular, the CS versions of Photoshop and Illustrator do a much better job of cooperating with each other than previous releases. Illustrator is now better at handling Photoshop's raster objects, and Illustrator's layers, text, slices, transparency, and image maps are more likely to display correctly in Photoshop (though there may still be some discrepancies).



Illustrator CS also offers increased compatibility with Microsoft Office. For example, it includes a new "Save for Microsoft Office" command that can make it easier to move artwork from Illustrator into a PowerPoint presentation, a Word document, or an Excel Spreadsheet. (Learn more about Illustrator's compatibility with other programs in the Illustrator & Other Programs chapter.) A FLEXIBLE RELATIONSHIP WITH ACROBAT AND PDF While we're talking compatibility, Illustrator CS offers



Thе Adobe PDF Options dialog box



better support for the PDF format (including the new PDF 1.5 format, compatible with Acrobat 6), making it easy to save PDF files for use with Adobe Acrobat or the free Adobe Reader. You can choose to save your files as Acrobat 4, 5, or 6. Illustrator CS also includes many powerful features from Acrobat Distiller, giving you increased



The Compatibility menu in the Adobe PDF Options dialog box lets you choose a specific version of PDF



control over the process of making PDFs from your Illustrator documents. Illustrator CS offers support for layers, printer's marks, and bleeds in PDF documents, as well as extensive security options. In addition, Illustrator's new time-saving PDF presets help you streamline production while ensuring consistency in the way transparency and layers are treated as you export or print PDFs. For more details about working with PDFs in Illustra-



The Presets menu in the Adobe PDF Options dialog box offers three default presets as well as the option to create and save your own custom presets



tor CS, see the chapters Illustrator Basics, Transparency & Appearances, and Illustrator & Other Programs.



PDF presets and transparency Illustrator's new Transparency



A BOLD NEW APPROACH TO TYPE



Flattener presets are particularly



With Illustrator CS, Adobe's engineers brought Illustra-



helpful in light of the fact that



tor's type capabilities to a whole new level. The results



PDF file formats earlier than 1.5



include a redesigned text engine and a full-featured,



(Acrobat 6) don't process trans-



exquisitely-detailed new set of controls that allow design-



parency natively; yet, you may



ers to design and set type with satisfying precision. Also,



find yourself needing to save to



many of Illustrator's new features function similarly to



the 1.3 (Acrobat 4) and 1.4 (Acro-



their InDesign counterparts—part of the compatibility



bat 5) formats. These controls can



improvements of the Creative Suite.



help you to find the right balance



Illustrator CS takes full advantage of the advanced layout features of the OpenType format, so you'll be able



between quality and speed of output as you save to PDF. Preface: What's New in Illustrator CS?
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to make good use of the free OpenType fonts that come with the application. OpenType fonts make it easier to share documents between platforms, because both Windows and Mac OS use the same font file for OpenType. OpenType fonts also give you easy, context-sensitive access to special characters that let you design your type ОрепТурв fonts automatically set standard ligatures as you type. The type on the top row is set using a standard version of Adobe's Minion font. The bottom row is set using Minion Pro, one of the OpenType fonts included with Illustrator CS. Minion Pro supplies the ligatures for "ff" and "ffl", which give the type a more sophisticated look. See the Type chapter for more



more elegantly and precisely. When you type using any OpenType font, Illustrator CS automatically sets standard ligatures. There are also two new palettes to help you take advantage of OpenType's benefits: The OpenType palette gives you access to OpenType's special features, while the Glyphs palette gives you easy access to special characters. Illustrator CS's new paragraph and character styles will help you achieve precise and consistent formatting, while saving you time by letting you apply multiple formatting attributes—ranging from simple to elaborate—with a single mouse click. Accessed via the new Paragraph and Character Styles palette, these styles can be updated live and can easily be shared among colleagues and team members. Particular attention has been paid to Illustrator's ability to create blocks of text that are pleasing to the eye. Illustrator CS's new Every-line Composer allows you to create even, polished-looking text columns with minimal



Here, the same text composed using Every-line Composer, which automaticaliy creates less ragged-looking text blocks with more uniform line lengths. See the Type chapter for more



hyphenation and consistent spacing—without having to fine-tune line breaks by hand. Illustrator CS also gives you increased control over multi-column layouts, with detailed Rows & Columns



Working with legacy text



controls (in the Area Type Options dialog box) that allow



Because Illustrator CS's new type



you to precisely define the characteristics of the columns



engine handles text differently



and rows in any text area. Optical Kerning and Opti-



than previous versions of Illustra-



cal Margin Alignment allow you to easily optimize the



tor, text created in Illustrator 10



spacing between characters and the way characters align



or earlier is considered legacy text



at the margins. The new Custom Tab leaders feature lets



and must be updated before it's



you customize the dot type and pattern for tab leaders (or



editable in Illustrator CS. See the



even design your own graphics to be used as leaders).



Type chapter for more on working with legacy text. xxiv
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Other benefits included in Illustrator CS's new approach to type are new, more flexible path type options;



improved controls for hyphenation and justification; onscreen highlighting of missing fonts; expanded language support (including the ability to spell-check and hyphenate in 29 languages); improved text linking and deletion; a WYSIWYG font menu so you can see what fonts look like before selecting them; and more. See the Type chapter for more about Illustrator CS's type capabilities. A MORE PRECISE WAY TO PRINT



One of Adobe's top priorities for Illustrator CS was to refine the printing experience—to make Illustrator print jobs more efficient and reliable to output, no matter whether you're using a desktop printer or a high-end production printer. The key to Illustrator's printing revolution is a streamlined, comprehensive Print dialog box that manages to simultaneously simplify the printing process and give you much more control over it. From the new Print dialog box, you can specify all print settings, from tiling and custom page sizes to printer's marks, color management output profiles, and transparency flattener settings— enhanced controls for flattening transparent artwork as you print or export it. You can even save transparency flattener settings as presets to save time and maximize consistency. The new Print interface gives you a thumbnail-sized interactive Print Preview right in the dialog box, as well as convenient scaling options, intuitive tiling controls, the ability to create time-saving print presets, and more flexible printer's marks and bleed settings that can be specified independently of each other. Illustrator CS also offers new separation options that can help you output jobs more quickly, and achieve better control over PostScript output (via the new Device Independent option). Find out more about Illustrator CS's new Print interface in the Illustrator Basics chapter.



The new Area Type Options dialog box, with improved controls for rows and columns



Illustrator's new full service, one-stop Print dialog box. Note the preview area in the lower left-hand corner



The Marks & Bleed section of the new Print dialog box gives you detailed control over flexible printer's marks and bleeds that can be set independently of each other
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IT'S THE LITTLE THINGS THAT MATTER



Illustrator CS offers a number of other enhancements to help make your life easier. You can now open and save libraries (including Graphic Style, Swatch, Brush and Symbol libraries) right from their respective palettes, thanks to the new Open Library and Save Library commands in the palette menus. The Save Library command lets you save libraries directly from the Graphic Styles, Swatches, Brushes, and Symbols palettes



The Transform palette has a new lock button that lets you scale objects proportionately. Just click the button and you can resize an object without fear of distorting it. The Eyedropper now allows you to choose how large an area to sample from (single point, 3 x 3, or 5 x 5 pixels), like you can in Photoshop. You can now print and export an Illustrator document containing linked EPS and PDF files that interact with transparency without having to embed the linked files first.



The Open Library command lets you open libraries from the Graphic Styles, Swatches, Brushes, and Symbols palettes



SCRIPTING: AUTOMATICALLY EASIER



Speaking of convenience, Illustrator CS lets you automate more tasks than ever with enhancements to its Scripting capabilities. All of Illustrator's new features can be automated with expanded scripting support, including the new printing interface. The new lock button in the Transform palette makes it easy to scale objects proportionately



WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR?



Now that you've had a quick tour of Illustrator CS's new features, it's time to learn more about how to use them (and the rest of Illustrator's great features). That's what the rest of this book is here to help you do.
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Introduction Computer & System Requirements Setting Up Your Page Making Your Moves Easier Working with Objects Watch Your Cursor! Bezier-Editing Tools Geometric Objects Selecting & Grouping Objects Joining & Averaging Working with Palettes Graphing & Charting Transformations Working Smart Changing Your Views Zooming In & Out Show/Hide Choices Color in Illustrator Saving as PDF Image Formats PostScript Printing & Exporting Actions Scripting and Variables Data-driven graphics



Illustrator Basics Don't start yet! Before you begin this book, make sure you read both the "How to Use This Book" section in the front of the book, and the pullout Glossary at the back.



System requirements Any improvements to these mini-



This chapter is packed with tips and techniques chosen to help you use Adobe Illustrator with optimal ease and efficiency. Whether you're a veteran of Illustrator or a relative newcomer, you're likely to find information here that will greatly increase your productivity and help you get up to speed on the latest features. Remember, this chapter is an addendum to, not a replacement for, Adobe Illustrator's User Guide. (And be sure to heed the advice of the "Don't start yet!" Tip at left.)



mum system requirements will increase Illustrator's performance.



COMPUTER & SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS



Macintosh:



Creating artwork on the computer is as rewarding as it is challenging. Computer art tools, including Adobe Illustrator, have undergone great improvements in the past few years. In order to accommodate demands for faster and more powerful software, the more powerful upgrades might not run on older computers. For example, the minimum requirement is now at least 192 MB of RAM available to run Illustrator, and Adobe recommends 256 MB. You'll also need more hard disk space than ever before: at least 470 MB and probably much more, because Illustrator files containing live blends, brushes, raster images, gradient meshes, live effects, and transparency can be quite large. (Not to mention that the Adobe Illustrator CS CD contains lots of bonus content you'll want room for, including templates, libraries, and fonts.) Illustrator doesn't require a large monitor, but 1024 x 768 or larger is recommended to avoid feeling cramped. The best solution is two monitors. This allows you to keep your palettes on one monitor, while using the other to create your artwork.



• PowerPC G3, G4 or G5 processor • Mac OS X, version 10.2.4 or later Windows: • Intel Pentium III or 4 processor • Windows 2000 (SP3) or Windows XP Both systems: • 192 MB of RAM installed • 470 MB of available hard drive space • If using Adobe PostScript Printers: Adobe PostScript Level 2 or Adobe PostScript 3 • 1024x768 or better monitor resolution recommended • CD-ROM drive for installation



Preferences in Mac & Windows You'll find Illustrator Preferences located under different menus in



SETTING UP YOUR PAGE



Mac and Windows. In Mac OS X,



New Document



Preferences(



When you first launch Illustrator, you'll be greeted by a Welcome screen (new in Illustrator CS) that allows you to choose one of three possible options for getting started:



-K) are located in



the Illustrator menu; but in Windows, Preferences(Ctrl-K) are in the File menu. 2
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New document (which simply opens a new blank document), New from Template (which allows you to select a template file on which to base your document), and Open Document (while lets you choose a pre-existing file to open). After startup, New, New from Template, and Open are accessible from the File menu, and the Welcome screen remains available from the Help menu. To create a new blank document, select New from the File menu or the Welcome screen. In the dialog box, select the Artboard Setup (the document dimensions and orientation) and the Color Mode (CMYK or RGB). For dimensions, the default page size is 612 pt x 792 pt, which is equivalent to 8.5" x 11.'' You can choose different page sizes from the pop-up menu (including common paper sizes for print purposes, and several common Web page sizes in pixels), and you can also choose your preferred measurement system. Pages can be as small as 1 pixel x 1 pixel, or as large as 227.5" x 227.5.'' For orientation, choose either Portrait or Landscape by clicking one of the two buttons. For color mode, Illustrator doesn't allow you to create new art that uses both CMYK and RGB colors in the same document, so you'll need to pick one or the other. Templates Illustrator CS takes convenience to a new level with its new template files. Illustrator's templates are actually a special file format (ending in .ait). When you choose New from Template (from either the File menu or the Welcome screen), Illustrator creates a regular Illustrator document (ending in .ai) based on the template, while the original .ait template file remains unchanged, no matter what changes you make to your new document. When you create a new file from a template, Illustrator automatically loads the various settings associated with the template file (including details such as Artboard dimensions, swatches, character and paragraph styles, symbols, guides), as well as any content the template contains. This comes in handy any time you need to create a number of documents or pages with common design



The Welcome screen offers you a number of options for starting your session, as well as convenient access to information and extras



If Welcome isn't welcome If you don't want the Welcome screen to appear every time you launch Illustrator, don't worry. Just uncheck the "Show this dialog at startup" box in the Welcome screen's lower left corner and it will no longer appear automatically. (But it will remain available via the Help menu if you change your mind.)



The Templates folder inside the Illustrator application folder (accessed here via File >New from Template) contains more than 200 professionally designed templates to choose from, organized into helpful categories Chapter 1 Illustrator Basics
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elements, but specific content that changes. You can create as many original templates as you need or want, and you can also take advantage of the more than 200 professionally designed templates included with Illustrator CS—everything from business cards to Web pages to restaurant menus. Letterhead and Business card templates



Brochure template and CD label template



Web site template Pictured above are items from one of several coordinated Business Sets included among Illustrator CS's free templates, each offering a variety of items sharing a common design theme



A zoomed-out view of the Artboard
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The Artboard A box with a solid black outline defines the Artboard dimensions and the final document size. Double-click the Hand tool to fit your image to the current window. One change you may notice from previous versions of Illustrator is that the dotted line indicating page tiling (and showing the current printable area) no longer displays on the Artboard by default. That's because page tiling is now displayed and controlled from the preview in the Print dialog box (as discussed below), so most users will never need to view page tiling on the Artboard. (That said, you can still use View > Show Page Tiling to display dotted lines if you want them, and View > Hide Page Tiling to conceal them. Use the Page tool to click-drag the dottedline page parameters around the Artboard.) Prior to Illustrator CS, only objects within the dotted line would print. However, with Illustrator's sophisticated new print controls, you can now make very precise choices about what to print: Using the Crop Artwork to menu in the Print dialog box's Setup options, you can choose to print all artwork in the file, everything within the preview area's dotted line, or everything within your own user-defined crop area. The One-Stop Print Dialog Box Thanks to Illustrator's new full-service Print dialog box, it's no longer necessary to use a Page Setup dialog box to change things like page size and orientation. You can now control all those settings and more from within the Print dialog box. (In fact, although the Mac version still has a Page Setup button, if you click on it you'll get a warning that the Page Setup dialog box is provided by the OS, and



for best results you should set all options from within Illustrator's Print dialog box). As previously mentioned, the preview area in the Print dialog box shows you the page's printable area. It also lets you scale artwork to order as you go to print it, while choosing exactly which artwork in the document you want to print. So you no longer have to worry about changing the size of the Artboard itself in order to print things at a different scale. Illustrator CS also lets you save your Print settings as time-saving presets, so if you're designing billboards or other very large media sizes, you can set the appropriate scale and then save it as a Print preset for easy access.



Illustrator's one-stop Print dialog box—note the preview area in the lower left corner, which shows you the printable area of the page, and lets you adjust and scale your artwork to print



MAKING YOUR MOVES EASIER



Look over this section to make sure you're aware of the many ways to select tools and access features. Learning these simple techniques will free you from mousing to the toolbox or depending on the pull-down menus. Keyboard shortcuts for tools and navigation Need to access a tool? Press a key. Press "T" to choose the Type tool, "P" for the Pen tool, and so on. Choose any tool in the toolbox by pressing its keyboard shortcut. (Each shortcut used to be a single key, but there are now so many tools that a few of them have double-key shortcuts.) To learn the default keyboard shortcuts for your tools, with Show Tool Tips enabled (this is on by default), hold the cursor over any tool in the toolbox, and its keyboard shortcut will appear in parentheses next to the tool name (toggle the Tool Tip option in General Preferences). Note: Keyboard shortcuts won't work while you're in text editing mode. Press Escape to leave text editing mode and use a keyboard shortcut. Your text will remain unchanged, with edits preserved.



Mac users: It's recommended that you set all your options in Illustrator's Print dialog box, rather than through the OS-provided Page Setup dialog box. If you forget, Illustrator will remind you with the message shown above



Custom keyboard shortcuts To assign a shortcut to a menu item or tool, select Edit > Keyboard Shortcuts. Making any changes will rename the set "Custom." If you choose a shortcut already in use, you will get a warning that it is currently being used and that reassigning it will remove it from the item it is currently assigned to. When you exit



Changing keyboard shortcuts To change a shortcut for a tool or menu item, open the Keyboard Shortcut dialog box (Edit > Keyboard Short-



the dialog box you will be asked to save your custom set. You can't overwrite a preset. Chapter 1 Illustrator Basics
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Resizing and stroke weight If you double-click the Scale tool, you can resize your selection with or without altering line weights: • To scale a selection, while also scaling line weights, make sure to enable the Scale Strokes & Effects checkbox. • To scale a selection while maintaining your line weights, disable Scale Strokes & Effects. • To decrease line weights (50%) without scaling objects, first scale the selection (200%) with Scale Strokes & Effects disabled. Then scale (50%) with it en-



cuts). Making a change to a shortcut will change the Set name to "Custom." When you're finished making changes and want to exit the dialog box, you will be asked to save your shortcuts to a new file. This file will be saved in the Illustrator application folder and will end in ".kys". As long as these file types are located in the application folder, they will be available as choices in the Set pop-up menu. In addition, every time you make any changes to a saved set (not a default preset), you'll be asked if you want to overwrite that set. You can also use the Save button to create a new keyboard shortcut file. Click the Export Text button if you need a text file as a reference for a specific set of shortcuts or need to print them. Note: You can't change most palette items, but the few you can change are found at the bottom of the menu commands list in the Edit >Keyboard Shortcuts dialog box.



abled. Reverse to increase line weights.



Context-sensitive menus



If you're not already familiar with context-sensitive menus, you might find them a great time saver. Windows users merely click the right mouse button. If you're on a Mac with a single-button mouse, press the Control key while you click and hold the mouse button. In both cases a menu pops up (specific to the tool or item you are working with) providing you with an alternative to the regular pull-down menus. Tear off palettes



The Illustrator Toolbox lets you tear off subsets of tools so you can move the entire set to another location. Click on a tool with a pop-up menu, drag the cursor to the arrow end of the pop-up, and release the mouse. WORKING WITH OBJECTS Anchor points, lines, and Bezier curves



Tear off tool palettes
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Instead of using pixels to draw shapes, Illustrator creates objects made up of points, called "anchor points." They are connected by curved or straight outlines called "paths" and are visible if you work in Outline mode (for-



merly Artwork mode). (Choose View>Outline to enter Outline mode, and View > Preview to change back.) Illustrator describes information about the location and size of each path, as well as its dozen or so attributes, such as its fill color and its stroke weight and color. Because you are creating objects, you'll be able to change the order in which they stack. You'll also be able to group objects together so you can select them as if they were one object. You can even Ungroup them later, if you wish. If you took geometry, you probably remember that the shortest distance between two points is a straight line. In Illustrator, this rule translates into each line being defined by two anchor points that you create by clicking with the Pen tool, or drawing with the Line Segment tool. In mathematically describing rectangles and ellipses, Illustrator computes the center, the length of the sides, or the radius, based on the total width and height you specify. For more complex shapes involving free-form curves, Adobe Illustrator allows you to use the Pen tool to create Bezier curves, defined by non-printing anchor points (which literally anchor the path at those points), and direction points (which define the angle and depth of the curve). To make these direction points easier to see and manipulate, each direction point is connected to its anchor point with a non-printing direction line, also called a "handle." The direction points and handles are visible when you're creating a path with the Pen tool or editing the path with the Direct Selection tool. While all of this might sound complicated, manipulating Bezier curves can become intuitive. Mastering these curves, though initially awkward, is the heart and soul of using Illustrator.



Changing measurement units To set units of measurement for rulers, palettes, and some dialog boxes or filters, as well as units for measuring strokes and text, use the Units & Display Performance area of Preferences. Note: Control-click (Mac) or right mouse-click (Win) the rulers to select different units.



Clicking with the Pen tool to create anchor points for straight lines



More about Bezier curves



If you're new to using Bezier curves, take some time to go through the Adobe training materials. The "Ch 02 The Zen of Illustrator" folder on the Wow! CD includes several "Zen" practice lessons that will help you fine-tune your Bezier capabilities.



Click-dragging with the Pen tool to create anchor points and pulling out direction lines for curves
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When direction handles are short, curves are shallow; when handles are long, curves are deep



The length and angle of the handles determine the gesture of the curves



Many graphics programs include Beziers, so mastering the Pen tool, though challenging at first, is very important. Friskets in Corel Painter, paths in Photoshop, and the outline and extrusion curves of many 3D programs all use the Bezier curve. The key to learning Beziers is to take your initial lessons in short doses and stop if you get frustrated. Designer Kathleen Tinkel describes Bezier direction lines as "following the gesture of the curve." This artistic view should help you to create fluid Bezier curves. Some final rules about Bezier curves The length and angle of the handles "anticipate" the curves that will follow. To ensure that the curve is smooth, place anchor points on either side of an arc, not in between. The fewer the anchor points, the smoother the curve will look and the faster it will print. Adjust a curve's height and angle by dragging the direction points, or grab the curve itself to adjust its height. WATCH YOUR CURSOR!



Starting an object



Illustrator's cursors change to indicate not only what tool you have selected, but also which function you are about to perform. If you watch your cursor, you will avoid the most common Illustrator mistakes.



Adding a point



Removing a point Creating a corner (when over an existing point) Continuing from an anchor point Joining two line segments



Closing an object Basic cursor feedback for the Pen tool
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If you choose the Pen tool: • Before you start, your cursor displays as the Pen tool with "x" indicating that you're starting a new object. • Once you've begun your object, your cursor changes to a regular Pen. This indicates that you're about to add to an existing object. • If your cursor gets close to an existing anchor point, it will change to a Pen with "-" indicating that you're about to delete the last anchor point! If you click-drag on top of that anchor point, you'll redraw that curve. If you



hold the Option (Mac)/Alt (Win) key while you click-drag on top of the point, you'll pull out a new direction line, creating a corner (as in the petals of a flower). If you click on top of the point, you'll collapse the outgoing direction line, allowing you to attach a straight line to the curve.



Ways to "hinge" Bezier curves A Bezier curve is "hinged" when it's attached to a line, or to another curve by a



• If your cursor gets close to an end anchor point of an object, it will change to a Pen with "o" to indicate that you're about to "close" the path. If you do close the path, then your cursor will change back to a Pen with "x" to indicate that you're beginning a new object.



corner. • To hinge a curve as you draw #1: While you are click-dragging to draw a curve, press Option/ Alt to hinge the curve—pulling the handle in a new direction



• If you use the Direct Selection tool to adjust the object as you go, be sure to look at your cursor when you're ready to continue your object. If it's still a regular Pen, then continue to place the next point, adding to your object. If the Pen tool has "x" (indicating that you are about to start a new object), then you must redraw your last point. As you approach this last anchor point, your cursor will change to a Pen with "/"; click and drag over this last point to redraw the last curve. To form a hinged corner on the point as you draw, hold down Option (Mac) /Alt (Win) as you click-drag out a new direction line.



• To hinge a curve as you draw #2: With the Pen tool, hold Option/Alt and click-drag over the last drawn anchor point to hinge the curve—pulling the handle in a new direction • To attach a curve to a line: Place the Pen tool on a line's anchor point and click-drag to pull out a direction handle for your next curve. • Use the Convert Anchor Point



BEZIER-EDITING TOOLS



Tool to smooth hinged anchor



The group of tools you can use to edit Illustrator paths are called Bezier-editing tools. To access them, click and hold the Pen, Pencil, or Scissors tool and drag to select one of the other tools. You can also tear off this palette. (To learn how to combine paths into new objects, read about the Pathfinder palette in the Drawing & Coloring chapter.)



points and hinge curves.



The hollow snap-to arrow



• The Pen tool and Auto Add/Delete can perform a variety of functions. Auto Add/Delete (which is on by default, but can be disabled in General Preferences) allows the Pen tool to change automatically to the Add Anchor Point tool when the tool is over a selected path segment, or to the Delete Anchor Point tool when over an anchor point. To temporarily disable the Auto



As long as Snap to Point is enabled (View menu), you can grab objects from any path or point and drag until they snap to a guide or another anchor point. Watch for the cursor to change to a hollow (white) arrow. Chapter 1 Illustrator Basics
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Correcting common mistakes Avoid these common mistakes: • If you try to deselect by click-



Add/Delete function of the Pen tool, hold down the Shift key. If you don't want the path to constrain to an angle, release the Shift key prior to releasing the mouse.



ing outside your object while you still have the Pen tool chosen, you'll scatter extra points throughout your image, causing possible problems later. If you're aware that you clicked by mistake, Undo. To remove stray points, choose Edit > Select >Stray Points and then press Delete. (Or, alternatively, you can choose Object > Path > Clean Up.) The best solution is



• The Convert Anchor Point tool, hidden within the Pen tool (default is Shift-C), converts an anchor point from a smooth curve to a corner point by simply clicking on it. To convert a corner point to a smooth curve, click-drag on the anchor point counterclockwise to pull out a new direction handle (or twirl the point until it straightens out the curve). To convert a smooth curve to a hinged curve (two curves hinged at a point), grab the direction point and hold Option/Alt as you drag out to the new position. With the Pen tool selected, you can temporarily access the Convert Anchor Point tool by pressing Option or Alt.



to remember to hold down the Ctrl (Win) or



(Mac) key when



you click; the cursor will temporarily toggle to the Selection



• The Add Anchor Point tool, accessible from the Pen pop-up menu or by pressing the + (plus) key, adds an anchor point to a path at the location where you click.



tool and you can safely click to deselect. • If you try to delete an object that you selected with the Direct Selection tool, you'll delete only the selected point or



• The Delete Anchor Point tool, accessible from the Pen pop-up menu or by pressing - (minus), deletes an anchor point when you click directly on the point. Note: If you select the Add/Delete Anchor Point tools by pressing + or -, press P to get back to the Pen tool.



path. What remains of the object will now be fully selected. Press Delete again to remove the remaining portions of your object.



• The Pencil tool reshapes a selected path when Edit selected paths is checked in the tools preferences. Select a path and draw on or close to the path to reshape it. (For a Pencil lesson, see "Tracing Details" in the Layers chapter.) • The Smooth tool smooths the points on already-drawn paths by smoothing corners and deleting points. As you move the Smooth tool over your path, it attempts to keep the original shape of the path as intact as possible. • The Erase tool removes sections of a selected path. By dragging along the path you can erase or remove portions of it. You must drag along the path—drawing perpen-
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dicular to the path will result in unexpected effects. This tool adds a pair of anchor points to the remaining path, on either side of the erased section of the path. • The Scissors tool cuts a path where you click by adding two disconnected, selected anchor points exactly on top of each other. To select just one of the points, deselect the object, then click with the Direct Selection tool on the spot where you cut. This will allow you to select the upper anchor point and drag it to the side in order to see the two points better.



Serious fun with shapes The Ellipse (select by typing "L"), Polygon, Star, and Spiral are simple, but powerful, tools. Used with these key combinations, you



• The Knife tool slices through all unlocked visible objects and closed paths. Simply drag the Knife tool across the object you want to slice, then select the object(s) you want to move or delete.



may find them indispensable: • Spacebar-drag allows you to reposition your object. • Shift constrains the object's proportions.



GEOMETRIC OBJECTS



The Ellipse, Rounded Rectangle, Polygon, and Star tools create objects called "geometric primitives." These objects are mathematically-described symmetrical paths grouped with a non-printing anchor point, which indicates the center. Use the centers of the geometric objects to snapalign them with each other, or with other objects and guides. You can create these geometric objects numerically or manually. Access the tools in the pop-up palette from the Rectangle tool in the Toolbox. (See the Zen of Illustrator chapter for exercises in creating and manipulating geometric objects, and Tip at right.)



• Up-arrow



increases points on



a star, sides on a polygon, and coils on a spiral. • Down-arrow



removes points



from a star, sides from a polygon, and coils from a spiral. • Option (Mac)/Alt (Win) increases the angle of the star's points. •



-drag changes the inside and outside radius of a star, or increases or decreases the decay in a spiral.



• ~-drag (tilde-drag) creates mul-



• To create a geometric shape manually, select the desired geometric tool, and click-drag to form the object from one corner to the other. To create the object from the center, hold down the Option (Mac)/Alt (Win) key and drag from the center outward (keep the Option/Alt key down until you release the mouse button to ensure that it draws from the center). Once you have drawn the geometric objects, you can edit them exactly as you do other paths.



tiple objects based on the speed and length of your drag. Try it using the Star tool with stroke, but no fill. . • Combinations: Experiment with all the keys separately and in combination with the other keys. Doing so is the only way to fully understand these fun tools. Chapter 1 Illustrator Basics
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Tool tolerance options Drawing freehand while holding a mouse or even a digital pen can be less than elegant. The Pencil, Smooth, and Brush tools contain options that can help you to create more types of paths, ranging from very realistic to more shapely and graceful ones, without the constant need to adjust anchor points. Double-click on the tool to view the options. • Fidelity: Increases or decreases the distance between anchor points on the path created or edited. The smaller the number, the more points that will make up the path and vice versa. • Smoothness: The smoothness option varies the percentage of smoothness you'll see as you create and edit paths. Use a lower percentage of smoothness for more realistic lines and brush strokes, and a higher percentage for less realistic but more elegant lines. Note: Closing Pencil and Brush tool paths is a bit awkward. If you hold down the Option (Mac)/Alt (Win) key when you are ready to close a path, a straight line segment will he drawn between the first and last anchor points. If you hold down the Option/Alt key and extend slightly past the first anchor point, the path will close automatically. Set the tool preferences to low numbers to make closing easier. — Sandee Cohen 12
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• To create a geometric object with numeric input,



select a geometric tool and click on the Artboard to establish the upper left corner of your object. Enter the desired dimensions in the dialog box and click OK. To create the object numerically from the object's center, Option-click (Mac)/Alt-click (Win) on the Artboard. To draw an arc, select the Arc tool and then click and drag to start drawing the arc. Press the "F" key to flip the arc from convex to concave, and use the up and down Arrow keys to adjust the radius of the arc. Pressing the "C" key will "close" the arc by drawing the perpendicular lines that form the axes, and pressing the "X" key will flip the arc without moving these axes ("F" flips both the arc and the axes). Release the mouse to finish the arc. To draw a grid, select either the Rectangular Grid tool or the Polar Grid tool and click-drag to start drawing the grid. You can control the shape of the grid by pressing various keys as you draw (see the User Guide for details). Release the mouse to finish the grid. SELECTING & GROUPING OBJECTS Selecting



The Select menu gives you easy access to basic selection commands, including the ability to select specific types of objects and attributes. You can use the Selection tools to select individual or multiple objects. You can use the target indicators in the Layers palette to select and target objects, groups, and layers. Targeting a group or layer selects everything contained within it, and makes the group or layer the focus of the Appearance and Graphic Styles palettes. (For more on targeting and selecting via the Layers palette, see the Layers chapter.) Use the Lasso tool to select an entire path or multiple paths by encircling them. Option (Mac)/Alt (Win) + the Lasso tool subtracts entire paths from a selection. Shift + Lasso tool adds entire paths to a selection. You can also use the Lasso tool to select individual anchor points or path segments by encircling them with the tool. Option (Mac)/Alt (Win) + Lasso tool subtracts



anchor points from a selection. Shift + Lasso tool adds anchor points to a selection.



If you can't group. If you try to group objects and get the



Grouping and selecting Many programs provide you with a grouping function so you can act upon multiple objects as one unit. In Illustrator, grouping objects places all the objects on the same layer and creates a container in the Layers palette; remember don't choose group if you want your objects on different layers. (For more on layers and objects, see the Layers chapter.) So, when do you want to group objects? Group objects when you need to select them repeatedly as a unit or want to apply an appearance to the entire group. Take an illustration of a bicycle as an example. Use the Group function to group the spokes of a wheel. Next, group the two wheels of the bicycle, then group the wheels with the frame. We will continue to refer to this bicycle below. • With the Direct Selection tool. Click on a point or path with the Direct Selection tool to select that point or portion of the path. If you click on a spoke of a wheel, you'll select the portion of the spoke's path you clicked on.



message "Can't make a group of objects that are within different groups": • Make certain that the objects to be grouped are fully selected. • Cut the objects. • Use Paste in Front or Paste in Back to paste the objects back into your image in exactly the same location (see introduction to the Layers chapter). While the objects are still selected, select Object > Group.



Efficient ungrouping To select an object in a group, you don't need to Ungroup it;



• With the Selection tool. Click on an object with the Selection tool to select the largest group containing that object. In our example, it would be the entire bicycle.



just use the Group Selection tool. To group, select the objects and



-G (Mac)/Ctrl-G (Win). If



you want to Ungroup, select the



• With the Group Selection tool. Use the Group Selection tool to select sub groupings progressively. The first click with the Group Selection tool selects a single object. The next click selects the entire spoke path. The third click selects the entire wheel, the fourth selects both wheels, and the fifth, the entire bicycle. Note: To grab and move objects selected with the Group Selection tool, you must change to one of the other selection tools or, during a selection, drag without releasing the mouse. When you continually click with the Group Selection tool, you're always selecting the next group up.



group with the Selection tool and Ungroup once for each level of grouping you wish to remove. For the example of the bicycle (given in the "Grouping and Selecting" section), selecting the entirebicycle and pressing



-Shift-G (Mac)/



Ctrl-Shift-G (Win) the first time would remove the last grouping applied; typing it four times would remove all the groupings. Chapter 1 Illustrator Basics
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• See the "Finger Dance" lessons in the Zen chapter.



This section includes a variety of selection exercises. JOINING & AVERAGING



Two of Illustrator's most useful functions are Average and Join (both found under the Object > Path menu or in the Context-sensitive menu). Use the Average function to sandwich two endpoints on top of each other. Use the Join function to join two endpoints. The Join function will operate differently depending on the objects. Averaging also allows you to align selected points. (To align objects, use the Align palette.) To average, use the Direct Selection tool or Lasso tool to marquee-select or Shift-select any number of points belonging to any number of objects. Then use the Context-sensitive menu (for the Mac hold the Control key, use the right mouse button for Windows) to average, aligning the selected points horizontally, vertically, or along both axes.



Using the Average command to align selected endpoints vertically, then choosing Both



Joining warning If you get an error message that you can't join points, do the following—in addition to the conditions in the warning:



• Make sure you've selected only two points (no third stray point selected by mistake). • Make sure you've selected endpoints, not midpoints. 14
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• If the two open endpoints are exactly on top of each other, then Join opens a dialog box asking if the join should be a smooth point or a corner. A smooth point is a curved Bezier anchor that smoothly joins two curves, with direction handles that always move together; a corner point is any other point connecting two paths. Once you've clicked OK in the dialog box, both points will fuse into a single point. However, keep in mind that a true smooth point will only result if the proper conditions exist: namely, that the two curves that you are trying to join have the potential to join together into a smooth curve. Otherwise, you'll get a corner point, even if you chose Smooth in the dialog box. • If the two open endpoints are not exactly on top of each other, then Join will connect the two points with a line. If you try to Join two points to fuse as one but don't get a dialog box, then you've merely connected your points with a line! Undo ( -Z for Mac/Ctrl-Z for Windows) and see "Averaging & Joining in one step" below.



• If you select an open path (in this case, you don't need to select the endpoints), then Join closes the path. • If the two open endpoints are on different objects, then Join connects the two paths into one. • Averaging & Joining in one step. Use the following keyboard command: -Option-Shift-J (Mac)/Ctrl-AltShift-J (Win); there is no menu equivalent! The command forms a corner when joining two lines, or a hinged corner when joining a line or curve to a curve. WORKING WITH PALETTES



Modes of expansion for docked palettes; lower figure is Gradient palette, alone and expanded



Most of Illustrator's palettes are accessible via the Window menu. Each palette is unique, but they all share common features: • You can regroup tabbed palettes to save desktop space. Reduce the space that palettes require by nesting the palettes together into smaller groups. Grab a palette's tab and drag it to another palette group to nest it. You can also drag a tab to the bottom of a palette to dock the palettes on top of one another.



Typing units into palettes To use the current unit of measurement, type the number, then Tab to the next text field or press Return. To use another unit of measurement, follow the number



• You can make most palettes smaller or larger. If there's a sizing icon in the lower right corner, click and drag it to shrink or expand the palette. Palettes also have pop-up menus offering additional options. If a palette contains more options, it will have an double arrow to the left of the palette name. Click on the arrows to cycle through the various options. Click the square (minimize box), on the top of the title bar to shrink all palettes docked or nested together down to just title bars and tabs. Click the right square again, and the palettes will re-expand. Double-click the title bar to cycle through the states, from maximum to collapsed.



with "in" or " (inch), "pt" (point), "p" (pica), or "mm" (millimeter) and Return. To resume typing into an image text block, press ShiftReturn. You can also enter calculations in palettes: for example, if you were specifying the size of a rectangle, you could type 72 pt + 2 cm for the height. Illustrator would then perform the calculation and apply the result. Partial calculations work as well; if you type + 2, Illustrator will add two



• Reset palettes easily. Certain palettes (including the Character, Paragraph and OpenType palettes) contain a



of whatever unit you're currently using. Try it! Chapter 1 Illustrator Basics
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Teeny tiny palettes Double-click the tab name or the



Reset Palette command that allows you to easily restore the palette's default settings.



space to the right of the tab, or single-click the double arrows on the tab to cycle through expanded and collapsed views of the palette. Only palettes with more options have double arrows on the palette tab.



The original objects



Objects selected (the bottom of the Toolbox indicates different strokes and fills are selected)



Palette be gone! If you want to get rid of the various palettes on your screen temporarily, it's easy to do. Just press Tab to hide the palettes and Toolbox; then press Tab when you want to toggle them into view



• You must select your object(s) before you can make changes. With your objects selected, you can click on the label or inside any edit box in the palette containing text and begin typing. If you're typing something that has limited choices (such as a font or type style), Illustrator will attempt to complete your word; just keep typing until your choice is visible. If you're typing into a text field, use the Tab key to move to other text fields within the palette. IMPORTANT: When you've finished typing into palette text fields, you must press Return (or Enter). This action signals the application that you are ready to enter text somewhere else or to resume manipulating your artwork. • There are many ways to fill or stroke an object. Focus on a selected object's fill or stroke by clicking on the Fill or Stroke icon near the bottom of the Toolbox, or toggle between them with the X key. To set the stroke or fill to None, use the / (slash) key. Set your color by: 1) adjusting the sliders or sampling a color from the color ramp in the Color palette, 2) clicking on a swatch in the Swatches palette, 3) sampling colors from the color picker, or 4) using the Eyedropper to sample from other objects in your file. In addition, you can drag color swatches from palettes to selected objects or to the Fill/Stroke icon in the Toolbox. • Objects, groups of objects, or layers can have appearances associated with them. Appearance attributes are properties that affect the look of an object without affecting its underlying structure—such as strokes, fills, transparency and effects. The term appearance is used in this book to refer to an object's appearance attributes collectively. All objects have an appearance, even if that appearance is no stroke and no fill.



again. If you'd rather keep the Toolbox visible and just hide the other palettes, use Shift-Tab. 16
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• You can apply a graphic style to an object, group of objects, or a layer. The total sum of applied character-



istics can be saved as a style in the Graphic Styles palette. Graphic styles are "live" (updatable) combinations of fills, strokes, blending modes, opacity, and effects. For details about working with the Graphic Styles palette, see the Live Effects & Graphic Styles chapter, especially the chapter introduction and the "Scratchboard Art" lesson.



Copying stroke and fill It's easy to copy your stroke and fill settings from one object to the next. Select an object with the stroke and fill you want your next object to have. Illustrator automatically picks up those at-



GRAPHING & CHARTING



tributes, so the next drawn object



Using the Graph tools, Illustrator allows you to create charts and graphs in nine different styles. If you're new to charts or graphs, be sure to read "Creating Graphs" in the "Advanced Drawing Chapter" of the User Guide. Please keep in mind that the purpose of a chart or graph is clear communication of numeric information as a visual aid. A properly selected chart design will accomplish this. If you create a lot of charts or graphs, look into a specialty graphic application. Before you begin, set a default chart or graph style by double-clicking on a Graph tool and choosing the style you want. To produce your graph, use the Graph tool you've chosen as you would use the Rectangle tool: either click-drag to create a rectangular object from corner to corner, or click with the tool to numerically specify the dimensions of your graph. After you establish the dimensions, the Graph dialog box opens, awaiting input of numeric data. Enter labels and numbers by highlighting the desired cell and typing into the entry line along the top. Tab to enter text in the next horizontal cell. See the PDF version of the User Guide on the application CD to determine how you should enter data for the specific graph style you want. Note: It's very easy to enter text into the wrong field by mistake; so be meticulous. Mistakes are difficult to correct. Alternatively, you can import data that's been saved in Tab-delineated text format. Most word processing, spreadsheet, or charting programs let you save or export data and labels as text, separated by Tabs and Returns. To change the style of an existing graph, select the entire graph with the Selection tool and double-click on the current Graph tool in the Toolbox. Choose another



will have the same stroke and fill as the last one selected. Note: This doesn't work for type.



To update or replace a graphic style throughout the entire document, select an object and apply the style you want to modify and update. With the object selected, make changes to its appearance and choose Replace Graphic Style from the Appearance palette menu. The name of the style will display next to the replace command. This will globally update all objects using this named graphic style. To change the name of the style, clouble-click on the proxy in the Graphic Styles palette and rename it.
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Maintaining "graphness" If you want to continue to work with your graph numerically, don't, under any circumstances, Ungroup your graph; it will make numerical data changes impos-



style and click OK. Be aware that some types of charts may not be translatable to all other formats. To re-access a graph's numeric data, save your graph, then select your graph with the Selection tool and choose Object > Graph > Data. There is no Cancel command in data entry, but you can always use Undo ( -Z/Ctrl-Z).



sible. To avoid losing the special graph formatting, follow these



Customizing graph designs



special precautions:



Being able to insert design elements into a graph is a snazzy—but overused—aspect of the graphing feature. Illustrator allows you to define graph designs, which can be used as substitutes for rectangular column bars and line markers. For instance, using the "scaling" option, you can take a heart-shaped design and incorporate it into a graph by stretching (vertically scaling) or enlarging (uniformly scaling) the heart to the correct height. A variant of this technique allows you to define a portion of the heart to be scaled (called the "Sliding" Design). By using the "repeating" option, you can stack the hearts on top of each other until they reach the correct height.



• Using the Selection tool, select the entire graph for changes in style. With the graph selected, 1) Double-click the current Graph tool to change the graph style; or 2) Choose Object > Graph >Data to change numeric data; or 3) To apply shaped design elements, see "Customizing graph designs" in this section. • Use the Group Selection tool to select a category of data, then restyle or recolor as desired. • Use the Direct Selection tool to select individual elements to change their styling. • Use the Direct Selection tool or Type tool to select and change individual text elements.



When you do Ungroup Once you're completely finished numerically adjusting a graph, you may wish to delete some objects. Select the graph (with the Selection tool) and Ungroup (



-U/Ctrl-U). Once ungrouped,



the objects are no longer part of a graph and can be deleted. 18
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Here's how to define a graph design element. After creating the object(s) you wish to use as a design element, select the object(s) and choose Object > Graph > Design. In the dialog box, click the New Design button; your creation will appear in the list of designs with the name "New Design." To give it a distinctive name, make sure "New Design" is selected in the list, click the Rename button, and name your design. To apply the design, use the Selection tool to select a previously created graph, and choose Object > Graph > Column. In the Graph Column dialog box, select your new design from the list and choose from the options that determine how your design will be adapted to the column size (e.g. whether it's scaled or repeating, how many units each incidence of the design represents, how fractions of that amount are represented, etc.) You can also use design elements to serve as "markers" (indicating plotted points) for line and scatter graph styles. Follow the above procedure to create and name your design, select your graph, and choose Object >



Graph > Marker to select the previously defined design that will be used as a marker in the graph. Some of the nation's busiest newspapers and periodicals say that even though they may finish their charts and graphs in Illustrator, most use other programs to translate numbers into graphics. Fortunately for those using Mac OS X, documents from other programs (like Microsoft Excel) can be easily converted to Illustrator documents using OS X's built-in support for PDF format. The Print dialog box in many OS X applications contains a Save as PDF button, and/or a Preview option that can be saved as a PDF. The resulting PDF can be opened in Illustrator.



Defining a design; using the heart to create columns vertically scaled; uniformly scaled; forming a repeating design



Using graphs as templates Designers use the Graph tools



TRANSFORMATIONS



to plot points and generate the



Moving, scaling, rotating, reflecting, and shearing are all operations that transform selected objects. Begin by selecting what you wish to transform. If you don't like a transformation you've just applied, use Undo before applying a new transformation—or you'll end up applying the new transformation on top of the previous one. In Illustrator, you can perform most transformations manually (see the Zen of Illustrator chapter for exercises), through a dialog box for numeric accuracy, with the Free Transform tool (as an effect), or with the Transform palette. In addition, you can select more than one object and choose Object >Transform >Transform Each. Illustrator remembers the last transformation you performed, storing those numbers in the appropriate dialog box until you enter a new transform value or restart the program. For example, if you previously scaled an image and disabled Scale Strokes & Effects, the next time you scale (manually or numerically), your strokes and effects won't scale.



scale and legend. They create an



The bounding box The bounding box should not be confused with the Free Transform tool (which allows you to perform additional functions; see discussion of the Free Transform tool below). The bounding box appears around selected objects when you are using the Selection tool (solid



illustration that uses the placement of the graph as a guide. See the Brushes & Symbols chapter for help in locking the graph for use as a template.



Eve Elberg used this bar graph as a template to plot the basic points in this illustration. For the glowing effect, she used blends and gradients (see the Blends, Gradients & Mesh chapter)
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Updating graphs with symbols Try defining a graph design element using a symbol. Then you can update your graph easily just by redefining the symbol. (See the Brushes & Symbols chapter for more info on symbols.) Moving complex images If the Transform palette fails, create a proxy rectangle closely surrounding the objects you wish to move. Move the proxy in one motion to the desired location,



arrow), and can be useful for quick moving, scaling, rotating, or duplicating objects. With the bounding box, you can easily scale several objects at once. Select the objects, click on a corner of the bounding box and drag. To constrain proportionally while scaling, hold down the Shift key and drag a corner. By default, the bounding box is on. Toggle it on/off via the View > Hide/Show Bounding Box, or switch to the Direct Selection tool to hide the bounding box. To reset the bounding box after performing a transformation so it's once again square to the page, choose Object >Transform > Reset Bounding Box. Note: Holding down the Option or Alt key when you transform with the bounding box will not create a duplicate, but will instead transform from the center.



and delete. To apply the move, select your objects, double-click the Selection arrow, and click OK. Free Transform variations With the Free Transform tool you can apply the following transformations to selected objects: • Rotate—click outside the bounding box and drag. • Scale—click on a corner of the



Moving In addition to grabbing and dragging objects manually, you can specify a new location numerically: Double-click the Selection arrow in the Toolbox or use the Contextsensitive menu to bring up the Move dialog box (select the Preview option). For help determining the distance you wish to move, click-drag with the Measure tool the distance you wish to calculate. Then immediately open the Move dialog box to see the measured distance loaded automatically, and click OK (or press Return/Enter).



bounding box and drag. Option-drag/Alt-drag to scale



The Free Transform tool



from the center and Shift-drag



The Free Transform tool can be an easy way to transform objects once you learn the numerous keyboard combinations to take advantage of its functions. In addition to performing transformations such as rotate, scale, and shear, you can also create perspective and distortions (see the Tip "Free Transform variations" at left, and the "Distort Dynamics" lesson in the Drawing & Coloring chapter). Bear in mind that the Free Transform tool bases its transformations on a fixed center point that can not be relocated. If you need to transform from a different location, use the individual transformation tools, Transformation palette, or the Transform Each command.



to scale proportionally. • Distort—click on a corner handle of the bounding box and -drag/Ctrl-drag. • Shear—click on a side handle of the bounding box and



-drag/



Ctrl-drag the handle. • Perspective—click on a corner handle of the bounding box and



-Option-drag/Ctrl-Alt-



Shift-drag. 20
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The Transform palette



Transform again



From this palette, you can determine numeric transformations that specify an object's width, height, and location on the document and how much to rotate or shear it. You can also access a palette pop-up menu that offers options to Flip Horizontal and Vertical; Transform Object, Pattern, or Both; and to enable Scale Strokes & Effects. The current Transform palette is a bit odd: You can Transform Again once you've applied a transformation, but the information in the text fields is not always retained. To maintain your numeric input, apply transformations through the transform tool's dialog box, discussed on the next page.



Illustrator remembers the last transformation you performed— from simple moves to rotating a copy of an object. Use the Context-sensitive menu to repeat the effect (Transform Again).



Transform palette modifiers To modify your transformations when you press Return, hold down Option (Mac)/Alt (Win) to transform and make a copy. Click a point in the Transform palette



Individual transformation tools



For scaling, rotation, reflection, and shearing of objects with adjustable center points, you can click (to manually specify the center about which the transformation will occur), then grab your object to transform it. For practice with manual transformations see the Zen chapter. Each transformation tool has a dialog box where you can specify: the parameters for the tool, whether to transform the object or make a copy with the specified transform applied, and whether to transform just the objects and/or any patterns they may be filled with. (For more on transforming patterns see the Drawing & Coloring chapter.) Here are three additional methods you can use to apply the individual transformation tools to objects:



to select a reference point.



Scaling objects to an exact size • The Transform palette way: Type the new width or height in the palette and press



-Return



(Mac)/Ctrl-Return (Win). (Click the lock icon in the palette to scale proportionately.) • The proxy way: Create a proxy rectangle the size of your image, then from the upper left corner of the proxy, Option/Alt-



• Double-click on a transformation tool to access the dialog box. This allows you to transform the objects numerically, originating from an object's center.



click to create another rectangle in the target dimensions. With your proxy selected, click with the Scale tool in the upper left



• Option (Mac)/Alt (Win)-click on your image with a transformation tool to access the dialog box that allows you to transform your objects numerically, originating from where you clicked.



and grab-drag the lower right to match the target. (Hold Shift to scale in only one dimension.) Delete these rectangles, select you objects, double-click the Scale tool and apply settings. Chapter 1 Illustrator Basics
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An exception to the rule! Usually, you should scale an image before placing it in a page layout program. But, if the file contains brushes, patterns, gradients, and gradient meshes, you may want to scale the final image after you've placed it. (For best results, be sure the Transform Pattern Tiles and Scale Strokes & Effects options are enabled in General Preferences.) Don't forget about your edges! Unlike Photoshop's Hide Edges command, once you hide your edges (View>Hide Edges or -H/ Ctrl-H), they stay hidden for all subsequent paths and selections. If you are trying to select a path or draw a new object, but the anchor points and path are not visible, try toggling to Show Edges. To change your object... To make changes to a path, click on it with the Direct Selection tool. Then make adjustments by selecting and dragging anchor points, direction points, or the curve itself. If you select an object but don't see direction handles: • Deselect it, then try again. • If you're in Preview mode, be sure to click on the path itself or switch to Outline mode. • Check Object Selection by Path Only in the General Preferences. • Enable View >Show Edges. Note: Only curves have handles! 22
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• Click-drag on your image with a transformation tool



to transform the selected objects, originating from the center of the group of selected objects. Reshape & Shear



The Reshape tool is quite different from the other transformation tools. Start by Direct-selecting the paths you wish to reshape. If you use the Selection tool by mistake, the entire path will move, and if you haven't made any selection you won't be able to use the tool. Next, choose the Reshape tool from the Scale tool pop-up menu. With this tool, marquee or Shift-select all points you wish to affect, then drag the points to reshape the path. The selected points move as a group, but instead of all moving the same distance, as they would if you dragged with the Direct Selection tool, the points closer to the cursor move more, and the ones farther away move less. You will also find the Shear tool hidden within the Scale tool. It's used to slant objects. Transform Each



To perform multiple transformations at once, open the Transform Each dialog box (Object >Transform >Transform Each). You can perform the transformations on several objects or on a single one. Additions to this dialog box include the ability to reflect objects over the X and Y axes, and to change the point of origin. If you want to apply a transformation, but you think you might want to change it later, try a Transformation Effect (see the Transparency & Appearances chapter). WORKING SMART Saving strategies



Probably the most important advice you'll ever get is to save every few minutes. Whenever you make a substantial change to your image, use File > Save As and give your image a new name. It's much more time-efficient to save incremental versions of your image than it is to reconstruct an earlier



version. Back up your work at least once a day before you shut down. Just think to yourself, "If this computer never starts up again, what will I need?" Develop a backup system using CDs, DVDs, Zip or Jaz drives, DATs (digital audio tapes), or opticals so you can archive all of your work. Use a program such as Dantz's Retrospect to automatically add new and changed files to your archives. Get in the habit of archiving virtually everything, and develop a file-naming system that actually helps you keep track of your work in progress—simplifying your recovery of a working version if necessary. A good system involves three components. First, start with a meaningful description of your current image ("hearts compound"), and second, add a numerical notation of the version ("1.0"). Keep your numbering system consecutive, regardless of the label, throughout the entire project. Keep the number in a decimal sequence when you make an incremental change to your image ("1.1,1.2,1.3..."). Change to the next numeric sequence when you make a substantive change ("2.0"). Don't start numbers at 1.0 for each phase of the project or you'll be unable to figure out which came first: "Sky 1.0" or "Heart 1.0." Instead, if labels are "Sky 1.0" and "Heart 4.0," then the creation order is self-explanatory. Third, add a suffix to indicate its file type (.ai for Illustrator, .psd for Photoshop, .eps for Encapsulated PostScript file). Also, make sure that you keep all files in a named and dated folder that distinguishes them from other projects. (For saving in other formats see "Image Formats" later in this chapter.) Multiple Undos Some programs give you only one chance to undo your last move. Illustrator CS allows "unlimited undos," which, practically speaking, means that the number of undos you can perform is limited only by how much memory you have available. Even after you save a file, your Undos (and Redos) will still be available (as long as you haven't closed and reopened the file), making it possible for you to save the



The selected area indicated in red



Direct-selected and dragged wing objects



For Eric Hess's "Soaring Hearts Futons" logo, he roughly Direct-selected, then with Reshape he marqueed as indicated above, and dragged



The Transform Each dialog box (Object > Transform > Transform Each)
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Faster Saves You may know that Illustrator's native format is PDF, which means you can view Al files in Acrobat Reader. But the PDF content in Al files adds to their size, which means it takes Illustrator longer to save the files and open them. If you're working on a large file and



current version, undo it to a previous stage and save it, or continue working from an earlier state. But once you close your file, your undos are cleared from memory, so they won't be available the next time you open the file. You can also revert the file to the most recently saved version by choosing File > Revert, but you can't undo a revert, so you'll want to be careful. Note: Not all operations are undoable. For example, changes to Preferences aren't affected by Undo.



saving often (as you should), save times might be slow. When you



CHANGING YOUR VIEWS



save as an Al file, you have the



Preview and Outline



option to "Create PDF Compatible



To control the speed of your screen redraw, learn to make use of the Preview mode and the Outline mode (formerly Artwork mode), which can be toggled in the View menu. In Preview mode, you view the document in full color; in Outline mode you see only the wire frames of the objects. Illustrator CS also adds a great new way to control the speed and quality of your screen redraws when using the Hand Tool. In the Units & Display Performance area of Preferences, there's a Display Performance slider for the Hand Tool that lets you set your own preferred balance between speed and quality of redraws.



file" or turn it off (on by default) in the Illustrator Options dialog box that pops up after the Save dialog box. Turning this option off reduces file size and speeds up saves. But it's important to note that some applications (like InDesign and LiveMotion) read the PDF content in Illustrator files. So if you're going to import your artwork into those programs, leave PDF compatibility on.



How many Undos are left? The status line in the lower left corner of your image window is actually a pop-up menu that lets you choose to display Current Tool, Date and Time, Number of



New View New View (View > New View) allows you to save your current window viewpoint, remembering also your zoom level and which layers are hidden, locked, or in Preview mode. Custom views are added to the bottom of the View menu to let you easily recall a saved view. You can rename a view, but the views themselves are not editable—if you need to make a change to a view, you'll have to make a New View.



Undos, or Document Color Profile. Easter egg alert: Try Option-clicking (Mac) or Alt-clicking (Win) the menu for some other fun choices.
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New Window Illustrator gives you the ability to display different aspects of your current image simultaneously. This allows you to separately view different Proof Setups, Overprint or Pixel Previews, and zoom levels. You can resize them, have



edges hidden or visible, or hide or lock different layers in Preview or Outline (see the Layers chapter and "Hide/ Show Edges" later in this chapter). Most window configurations are saved with the file.



Interrupting Preview You don't have to wait for Illustrator to finish redrawing the Preview before you pull down the next menu or perform another



Window controls



task. You can interrupt redraw-



There are three small icons at the very bottom of the Toolbox. One is always selected; this is the default in which Illustrator displays your file window. Starting at the far left, choose from Standard Screen mode (desktop showing around the edges of your file), Full Screen mode with menu bar (file window visible, but confined to the center of the screen with no desktop showing; you can access your menu bar) and Full Screen mode (same as above, but you cannot access your menu bar). You can toggle among the views by pressing the "F" key.



ing the preview and go to Outline mode by typing



(Mac)/Ctrl



(Win)-, period, or the Esc key for Windows.



Two views Illustrator allows you to preview precise anti-aliasing in Pixel Preview mode, and allows you to preview overprints and traps in



ZOOMING IN & OUT



Overprint Preview mode.



Illustrator provides many ways to zoom in and out. • From the View menu. Choose Zoom In/Out, Actual Size, or Fit in Window. • With the Zoom tool. Click to zoom in one level of magnification; hold down the Option (Mac)/Alt (Win) key and click to zoom out one level. You can also click-drag to define an area, and Illustrator will attempt to fill the current window with the area that you defined. • Use the shortcut (Mac)/Ctrl (Win) for Zoom. With any tool selected, use -hyphen (Mac)/Ctrl-hyphen (Win)—think "minus to zoom out"—and + (Mac)/ Ctrl+ (Win)—think "plus to zoom in". • Use Context-sensitive menus. With nothing selected, Control-click (Mac) or use the right mouse button (Windows) to access a pop-up menu so you can zoom in and out, change views, undo, and show or hide guides, rulers, and grids.



Zoom shortcuts while typing Press /Ctrl + spacebar to zoom in or -Option/Ctrl-Alt + spacebar to zoom out even while typing.



Grabbing and dragging the ruler corner to recenter the ruler origin (zero point)



Clicking inside the ruler and dragging into your image to create a vertical or horizontal guide
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The Navigator palette & views The Navigator palette (always in Preview mode) offers many ways to zoom in and out of documents:



• Navigator palette. With the Navigator palette, you can quickly zoom in or out and change the viewing area with the help of the palette thumbnail (see Tip "The Navigator palette & views" at left).



• Double-click the mountain icons along the bottom edge of the



SHOW/HIDE CHOICES



palette window to increase or



From the View menu, you can show and hide several items, such as grids, guides, smart guides, transparency grid, edges, Artboard, and page tilings.



decrease the amount of zoom in 200% increments. • Hold the



(Mac)/Ctrl (Win)-key



drag to marquee the area in



Rulers, Guides, Smart Guides, and Grids



the palette thumbnail that you



Toggle Illustrator's Show/Hide Rulers, or use the -R / Crtl-R shortcut, or use the Context-sensitive menu (as long as nothing in your document is selected). The per-document ruler units are set in Document Setup. If you want all new documents to use a specific unit of measurement, change your preferences for Units (Preferences > Units & Display Performance). In some previous versions of Illustrator, the ruler origin (where 0,0 is) was in the lower right corner of the image. In Illustrator CS, the location of the ruler origin depends on the tiling options you've chosen in the Setup area of the Print dialog box. Generally, if you've chosen either Single Full Page or Tile Full Pages, the origin will be in the lower left corner. To change the ruler origin, grab the upper left corner (where the vertical and horizontal rulers meet) and drag the crosshair to the desired location. The zeros of the rulers will reset to the point where you release your mouse (to reset the rulers to the default location, double-click the upper left corner). But beware—resetting your ruler origin will realign all patterns and affect alignment of Paste in Front/Back between documents (see the Layers chapter for more on Paste in Front/Back).



want to zoom into or out from. • Enable View Artboard Only to keep your view limited to the Artboard area. This is helpful if you are working on a large document with objects on the pasteboard that are distracting your focus.



Change the color of the border around the thumbnail in the View Options dialog box (found in the Navigator palette pop-up menu). Note: Navigator might slow down files with a lot of text objects. The Navigator creates a thumbnail view of the document; every time you zoom or scroll, the Navigator must redraw its thumbnail. Unless you need to view the Navigator palette, close it. Where did the window go? If you have many file windows open, simply select the file you want to bring to the front from the list of files at the bottom of the Window menu. 26
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To create simple vertical or horizontal ruler guides, click-drag from one of the rulers into your image. A guide appears where you release your mouse. You can define guide color and style in General Preferences. Guides automatically lock after you create them. To release a guide



quickly, -Shift-double-click/ Ctrl-Shift-double-click on the guide. You can lock and unlock guides with the Context-sensitive menu in Preview mode. You should note that locking or unlocking guides affects every open document. If you have too many guides visible in your document, simply choose View > Guides > Clear Guides. This only works on guides that are on visible, unlocked layers. Hiding or locking layers retains any guides you have created (see the Layers chapter). To learn how to create custom guides from objects or paths, see the "Varied Perspective" lesson in the Layers chapter. Smart Guides can be somewhat unnerving when you see them flash on and off as you work. However, with practice and understanding of each option, you'll be able to refine how to incorporate them into your work flow. Illustrator also has automatic grids. To view grids, select View > Show Grid, or use the Context-sensitive menu. You can adjust the color, style of line (dots or solid), and size of the grid's subdivisions from Preferences > Guides & Grid. As with guides, you can also enable a snap-to grid function. Toggle Snap to Grid on and off by choosing View > Snap to Grid (see Tip "Glorious grids" at right).



Zippy zooming



Current magnification is displayed in the bottom left corner of your document. Access a list of percentages (3.13% to 6400%) or Fit on Screen from the pop-up, or simply select the text and enter any percentage within the limit.



Glorious grids Customize your, grids in Illustrator. Select a grid style and color. • View>Show Grid, use the Context-sensitive menu or



(Mac)/



Ctrl (Win)-' apostrophe. • Toggle SnaptoGrid on and off from the View menu or use the shortcut



(Mac)/Ctrl (Win)-



Shift-' apostrophe. • Set the division and subdivision for your grid in Preferences >



IMPORTANT: If you adjust the X and Y axes in Prefer-



Guides & Grid and choose either



ences > General > Constrain Angle, it will affect the drawn



dotted divisions or lines and the



objects and transformations of your grid, as they will fol-



color of those lines.



low the adjusted angle when you create a new object. This



• To toggle the grid display in



works out well if you happen to be doing a complicated



front or in back of your art-



layout requiring alignment of objects at an angle.



work, check or uncheck the Grids In Back checkbox (Prefer-



Transparency Grid & Simulate Color Paper



Now that Illustrator can use transparency, you might want to change the background of the Artboard to the transparency grid, or better yet, to a color. Both the transparency grid and simulated color paper are non-printable attributes. To view the transparency grid, select View > Show Transparency Grid. Change the grid colors in the Transparency panel of the Document Setup dialog box. If you change both grid colors to the same color, you can change



ences>Guides & Grid). • Tilt the grid on an angle by choosing Preferences >General and then changing the Constrain Angle value.



Note: The Constrain Angle affects the angle at which objects are drawn and moved. (See the Drawing & Coloring chapter on how to adjust it for creating isometrics.) Chapter 1 Illustrator Basics
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Understanding Smart Guides There are a multitude of Smart Guide preferences. Here's what each one does: • Text Label Hints provide information about an object when the cursor passes over it—helpful for identifying a specific object within complicated artwork. • Construction Guides are the temporary guidelines that help you align between objects and anchor points. • Transform Tools help with transformations. • Object Highlighting enables the anchor point, center point, and path of a deselected object to appear as your cursor passes within a specified tolerance from the object. This can be very useful for aligning objects. For best alignment results, select an object's anchor point or center point. Note: Smart Guides will slow you down when working on very large files. Also, you can't align using Smart Guides if View > Snap to Grid is enabled. Bounding box and Hide edges When you toggle to Hide Edges and have Show Bounding Box enabled (both in the View menu), the bounding box will remain visible while the anchor points and paths of objects will be hidden. 28
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the white background to a color (see the Transparency chapter). Hide/Show Edges



If looking at all those anchor points and colored paths distracts you from figuring out what to do with selected objects in your current window, choose View > Hide/ Show Edges to toggle them on or off. (Or use the shortcut: -H/Crtl-H.) Once you hide the edges, all subsequent path edges will be hidden until you show them again. Hide/Show Edges is saved with your file. COLOR IN ILLUSTRATOR



Consumer-level monitors, which display color in red, green, and blue lights (RGB), cannot yet match four-color CMYK (cyan, magenta, yellow, black) inks printed onto paper. Therefore, you must retrofit the current technology with partial solutions, starting with calibrating your monitor. Some programs (such as the Apple Display Calibrator, found in the Apple Displays control panel) provide some degree of control over the way your monitor displays colors. ColorSync (Mac) and Kodak Digital Science Color Management (Windows) are the two main systems. The colors displayed on the screen will be closer to the color you output if you follow a few key steps (see the User Guide for more information on using color management). In addition to color management through software calibration, methods of hardware calibration are available that actually adjust the beams of the cathode-ray tube emitting the RGB lights. Generally, the larger the monitor, the more likely the colors will vary in different areas of the screen. Monitor color is also affected by the length of time your monitor is on and the ambient light in your workroom. In order to produce an accurate proof (if a printing press is your target), Illustrator needs to support printing profiles for both composite (your printer) and separation (the final printing device) ICC(M) printers. Illustrator



now supports ICC(M) profiles for both types of printing, although it is still not possible to emulate the separation printer on the composite printer. It is, however, possible to use Illustrator for proofing directly on your screen and for printing a more accurate proof to your printer when you are not soft proofing to the screen. If you are creating art for placement into QuarkXPress, InDesign, or PageMaker, there is no application-level color management module currently supporting the EPS file format. Always consult with your pre-press house and run a proof prior to printing an entire job.



CMY (Cyan, Magenta, Yellow) subtractive colors get darker when mixed; RGB (Red, Green, Blue) additive colors combine to make white



Whiter whites/blacker blacks If your whites or blacks seem to be taking on an undesirable color cast, look to your color manage-



Working in RGB or CMYK



ment system as the possible



Illustrator offers you the flexibility of working and printing in either RGB or CMYK color. This is a mixed blessing, because the printing environment cannot accurately capture vibrant RGB colors. As a result, the RGB colors are usually muddy or muted when printed. If your final artwork is going to be printed, work in CMYK! Work in an RGB color space when creating artwork that will be displayed on-screen, or to simulate a spot color (such as a day-glo color) on your printer. (For more on working in RGB, see the Web & Animation chapter.)



source of the problem. (See the User Guide for more details on color management in this version of Illustrator.) Also, check your Proof Setup or preview modes.



Single color space



When you open a new document, you select a color model (or color space). Illustrator no longer allows you to work in multiple color spaces at the same time. If you work in print, always check your files to make certain they are in the appropriate color model before you output. The document's color model is always displayed next to the file name, on the title bar. You can change the document's color mode at any time by choosing File > Document Color Mode > CMYK Color or RGB Color. Opening legacy documents (documents created with older versions of Illustrator) with objects containing mixed color spaces will invoke a warning asking you to decide which color space (RGB or CMYK) the document should open in. Currently, linked images are not



Converting RGB to CMYK Although Illustrator can make conversions from RGB to CMYK (and vice versa), File >Document Color Mode>CMYK/RGB, such conversions may result in undesirable color shifts. Consult the User Guide, your service bureau, and/ or printer for detailed directions based on your job specifications. Chapter 1 Illustrator Basics
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Trapping issues Continuous-tone, anti-aliased bitmapped images naturally form "traps" to hide misregistration of CMYK inks, but hard, crisp PostScript edges are a registration nightmare. Some products globally trap pages. If you know the exact size and resolution of your final image, you can rasterize Illustrator files (or specific objects) into raster images by using Ob-



converted to the document's color space. If you open the Document Info palette and select Linked Images, the "Type" info is misleading. For example, if you have a CMYK document with a linked RGB image, the linked image type is Transparent CMYK. The linked image has not been converted, but the image preview has been converted to CMYK. There are some effects (and graphic styles that use them) that work only in RGB mode. If you start off in RGB mode and use some of the default RGB graphic styles, they won't be rendered correctly if you then convert your document to CMYK mode.



ject > Rasterize and Flatten Transparency or rasterize in Photoshop.



Enabling color management



If your image is not rasterized:



The default color setting for Illustrator is "Emulate Adobe Illustrator 6.0," which is all color management off. To start color managing your documents, select Edit > Color Settings. Choose a setting from the pop-up menu, or customize your own setting. Depending on how you set up color management, you might get several warnings about colors, such as when you open documents or paste colors between documents. The User Guide offers detailed explanations about these warnings and what to do.



• Construct your images so overlapping shapes having common inks form natural traps. • Set individual colors to Overprint in the Attributes palette. • Globally set blacks to Overprint (Filter>Colors>Overprint Black). • Seethe User Guide for details on setting traps in solid objects



Color systems and libraries



using Pathfinder palette: Trap.



Besides creating colors in RGB, HSB, or CMYK, you can also select colors from other color matching systems, such as the 216-color Web color palette or the color picker. You can access Focoltone, Diccolor, Toyo, Trumatch, and Pantone libraries or the Web palette by choosing Window > Swatch Libraries, then selecting it from the menu. (Also, new in Illustrator CS, you can access the swatch libraries through the menu in the Swatches palette itself.) Keep in mind that color libraries open as separate uneditable palettes, but once you use a color swatch, it will automatically load into your Swatches palette, where you can then edit it. The default for the Swatches palette is to open with swatches—not view by name. Use the palette menu to change to List View if you prefer. Holding down



• For trapping patterns and gradients, (see Tip "Manual Trapping..." in the Drawing & Coloring chapter).



Adobe Color Picker
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Option/Alt while you choose a view will set that view for each of the types of swatches. To access styles, brushes, or swatches in other documents, either choose Window > Graphic Style, Brush, Symbol, or Swatch Libraries > Other Library. You can also use the new Open Library command in the Graphic Styles, Brushes, Symbols or Swatches palettes. Then select the file that contains the item you want. This opens a new palette with that document's components. To store a component from an open library in your current document, just use the graphic style, brush, symbol or swatch—or drag the swatch from its library palette to the document's palette.



Links are manageable The Links palette keeps a running (and updatable) list of all images in your document, whether they are linked or embedded. The key features of this palette are: • You can quickly find out if you are missing a link (stop sign icon on the link layer) or need to update a link (exclamation icon). • You can replace a link, update a link, go to a link, or edit a link with the click on an icon.



SAVING AS PDF



Illustrator CS makes it easy to save your document as a PDF (portable document format) file, and even lets you choose what version of PDF you'd like to save as, while providing handy PDF presets that let you quickly save PDFs with different settings for different circumstances. To save a document as a PDF, choose File > Save or File > Save As, and choose Illustrator PDF from the Format menu. In that next Adobe PDF Options dialog box, you can choose from a variety of options and settings, including compatibility (PDF version), compression, printer's marks and bleeds, security settings, and more. The Compatibility menu lets you choose from a number of versions of PDF. Illustrator CS's default is PDF 1.4, which is compatible with Acrobat 5. You can also choose to save in the new PDF 1.5 format, which is compatible with Illustrator 6 and preserves advanced features, such as PDF layers. However, these files may not be compatible with earlier versions of Acrobat, so if you're going to be distributing the file widely, you may want to save as PDF 1.4 or even 1.3 (the menu's third option) to maximize compatibility. PDF 1.3 is compatible with Acrobat 4 and will be viewable and printable by the widest range of users, but it doesn't support transparency.



• You can change a linked image into an embedded image through the pop-up menu. • You can find out information about the link (file name, location, size, kind, date modified, and transformations made) by double-clicking on a link layer to open the Link information dialog box (not all information is available for all formats). Note: Until the Links palette provides information on the color mode (RGB, CMYK, Grayscale, or raster images), be careful to check your links manually!



You can choose a PDF preset from the Preset menu to quickly access frequently used PDF settings. You can Chapter 1 Illustrator Basics
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Out of Gamut Warning Caution



create your own custom presets by choosing Custom



If you plan to print in CMYK and see an Out



from the menu, adjusting your settings, and then clicking the Save Preset button at the bottom of the dialog box.



of Gamut Warning in the Color



Additionally, Illustrator ships with the following three



palette, take this as a caution



predefined presets:



that the current color is out of the range of printable colors. Either switch your color mode



• Illustrator Default uses PDF 1.4 and creates a PDF in which all Illustrator data is preserved.



to CMYK from the Color popup menu, or click on the Closest



• Press uses PDF 1.3 and is best for creating a high-qual-



Approximation box next to the



ity file for imagesetters or placesetters at a commercial



gamut warning for an RGB or HSB



printer or service provider. Use this preset when file size



color approximation. Switching to



is not an issue and the primary consideration is to pre-



CMYK mode will allow you to see



serve the maximum amount of information needed to



the actual values of the plates.



print the document correctly.



Verify PDF settings When preparing a PDF file for a commercial printer or service provider, remember to check with



• Acrobat б Layered uses PDF 1.5 and creates a file where top-level Illustrator layers are saved as PDF layers. For more detailed information on PDF settings and presets, see the User Guide.



the provider to find out what the final output resolution and other settings should be. It may be necessary to customize the settings for a particular provider, in which case you may find it helpful to create a custom preset.



The Adobe PDF Options dialog box (choose Illustrator PDF in the Format menu of the File >Save or File >Save As dialog box)
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IMAGE FORMATS You might need to open a document created in an earlier version of Illustrator (FreeHand, CorelDraw, and some 3D programs allow you to save images in older Illustrator formats). To open any file saved in an earlier version (known as a legacy file), drag it onto an Illustrator alias, or open the older formatted file from within Illustrator by choosing File > Open and selecting the document you want to open. Your document will be converted to Illustrator CS format, and "[Converted]" will be added to the file name. If you want to save it back to any pre-Illustrator CS format, you'll need to export it by choosing the Illustrator Legacy format in the File > Export dialog box. If you open any legacy file containing type, you'll get a dialog box asking you how to handle the conversion, because Illustrator CS's new type engine handles things very differently. See the Type chapter (as well as the User Guide) for details on working with legacy type.



EPS (Encapsulated PostScript)



EPS is a universal format, which means that a wide variety of programs support importing and exporting EPS images for printing to PostScript printers. As in most programs, when saving an image in EPS format you can choose to include a Preview. This preview is an on-screen PICT or TIFF representation of your image. When an EPS image is placed into another program without a preview, it will print properly, but it cannot be viewed. In order to import an EPS image into Illustrator, choose File > Place (see the Layers and Illustrator & Other Programs chapters to learn more about EPS). Other image formats Illustrator supports many file formats (such as SWF, SVG, GIF, JPEG, TIFF, PICT, PCX, Pixar, and Photoshop). You can also open and edit PDF documents, and even "raw" PostScript files, directly from within Illustrator. If you place images into a document, you can choose whether these files will remain linked (see Tip "Links are manageable" in this chapter) or will become embedded image objects (see the Illustrator & Other Programs chapter for specifics on embedding, and the Web & Animation chapter for details on Web-related formats). If you use File > Open, then images become embedded. (See the User Guide and Read Me files for lists of supported formats that shipped with this version.) Check Adobe's Web site (www.adobe.com) for the latest information on supported formats, as well as other file format plug-ins. (For more on file format issues, see the Other Programs chapter.)



The Compatibility menu in the Adobe PDF Options dialog box



The Preset menu in the Adobe PDF Options dialog box



The Save Preset dialog box that results when you click the Save Preset button at the bottom of the Adobe PDF Options dialog box



Illustrator adds the "[Converted]" tag to file names in the title bars of legacy files



•



POSTSCRIPT PRINTING & EXPORTING



When you're ready to print your image (to a laser or inkjet printer, imagesetter, or film recorder), you should use a PostScript printing device. Adobe owns and licenses the PostScript language, making PostScript printers somewhat more expensive than non-PostScript printers. Some companies produce PostScript-compatible printers or provide PostScript emulation. Although Illustrator



The Illustrator Legacy Options dialog box lets you export to a number of earlier Illustrator formats (choose Illustrator Legacy format in the File>Export dialog box)
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Proofing your prints Get into the habit of proofing all your images to a laser printer to gauge whether your image will take a long time to print. The higher your printing resolution, the longer your PostScript image will take to print. Based on your laser test, if you know that your image will require hours to print, you might be able to arrange for your service bureau to print your image overnight or on a weekend to save extra charges.



Hand tool while typing First press



/Ctrl + spacebar, then



release the



/Ctrl key to access



the Hand tool, even while typing.



Clean Up stray paths & points Select Object >Path >Clean Up and check the items you want to delete from your document. Choose Stray Points, Unpainted Objects, and/or Empty Text Paths. Click OK and all of those items are removed.



New levels of PostScript Adobe's PostScript 3 language is full of new features that improve printing time, deliver truer colors, and provide Web-Ready printing. For details on PS3, refer to Adobe's "white paper" on PS3 on the Web at www.adobe.com. 34
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images often print just fine to these printers, sometimes you can run into problems. In general, the newer the PostScript device, the faster and less problematic your printing will be. PostScript Level 2 and Level 3 printers provide better printing clarity and even some special effects, such as Illustrator's integration of PostScript Level 3's "smooth shading" technology (which should greatly enhance gradients and reduce banding problems). Finally, the more memory you install in your printer, the quicker your text and images will print. For crucial jobs, develop good relations with your service bureau, and get into the habit of running test prints to identify possible problems. (Also see the Tip "Proofing your prints" at left.) Correcting and avoiding printing problems If you have trouble printing, first make sure your placed images are linked properly and the fonts needed to print the document are loaded. Second, check for any complex objects in the document (e.g., objects with many points, compound masks or shapes, or gradient meshes). (See the Blends, Gradients & Mesh chapter for issues regarding printing gradient mesh objects.) Use Save a Copy (to retain the original file), remove the complex object(s), and try to print. If that doesn't work, make sure File d o c u ment Setup and the File > Print dialog box have the correct settings for your output device. Keep in mind that Illustrator CS's new comprehensive Print dialog box takes on many of the functions that belonged to the Page Setup and Separation Setup dialog boxes in previous versions of Illustrator. But the new Print dialog box gives you much more control over every part of the printing process. If you're using transparency, or effects that contain transparency, you might want to preview how your art will print using the Flattener Preview palette (Window > Flattener Preview). For information on the Flattener Preview palette, and other ways to control flattening settings, see the Transparency & Appearances chapter. Printing results will vary depending on these settings.



More about controlling the size of your files



In a jam? There's help available



The major factors that can increase your file size are the inclusion of image objects, path pattern, brushes and ink pen objects, complex patterns, a large number of blends and gradients (especially gradient mesh objects and gradient-to-gradient blends), linked bitmapped images, and transparency. Although linked bitmaps can be large, the same image embedded as an image object is significantly larger. If your Illustrator file contains linked images, and you need to save the entire file in EPS (for placement and printing in other programs), you have the option Include Linked Files. Most service bureaus highly recommend this option, as it will embed placed images in your Illustrator file and make printing from page layout programs and film recorders much more predictable (be sure to see the Tip "Proofing your prints" at left). However, since including placed images will further increase the file size, wait until you've completed an image and are ready to place it into another program before you save a copy with placed images embedded. Whether or not you choose to embed linked images, you must collect all of the files that have been linked into your Illustrator documents and transport them along with your Illustrator file. Illustrator makes your task easier if you choose File > Document Info > Linked Images, which outputs a text file of all images in your document. Press Save to create a text file that you can keep for future reference or give to your service bureau as a record of the images included in your files.



Adobe provides many ways to help you learn Illustrator and troubleshoot problems. Find help under the Help menu, along with instant access to Adobe Online. You can also access Adobe Online by clicking the flower icon on top of the Toolbox.



Is Raster the answer? Most printing problems in Illustrator CS involve transparency and flattening. The optimal setting for the Raster/Vector slider in your flattening settings is all the way to Vector, but if you're having trouble printing, you can try setting it all the way to Raster which may help in some cases. The flattening settings can be accessed via the Print dialog box and the new Flattener Preview palette, among other places. See the Transparency & Appearances chapter for details about the many ways to control



•



ACTIONS



Actions are a set of commands or a series of events that you can record and save as a set in the Actions palette. Once a set is recorded, you can play back an action in the same order in which you recorded it, to automate a job you do repeatedly (such as a production task or special effect). Select the action in the Actions palette and activate it by clicking the Play icon at the bottom of the palette,



flattening settings in Illustrator.



The proof is in the Preview Want the best on-screen preview for your art? Choose View >Overprint Preview for the best way to proof color on your screen and to see how your art will look when printed. Chapter 1 Illustrator Basics
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Illustrator's new Flattener Preview palette



Resolution templates If you're saving a batch of documents, and want them all to have the same resolution settings, Illustrator's new Templates feature makes it easy. Just set up a new document with the settings you want, and then save it as a template (.ait) file (File >Save as Template). Then you can base as many new documents on your template as you like, and they'll have your



by choosing Play from the pop-up menu, or by assigning the action to a keyboard "F key" (function key) so you can play the action with a keystroke. You can select an action set, a single action, or a command within an action to play. To exclude a command from playing within an action, disable the checkbox to the left of the command. In order to play some types of actions, you may have to first select an object or text. Load action sets using the pop-up menu. (You can find sets of actions on the Adobe Illustrator CS CD in the Illustrator Extras folder, and in the "WOW Actions" folder on the Wow! CD.) Since you must record actions and save within an action set, begin a new action by clicking the Create New Set icon or by choosing New Set from the pop-up menu. Name the action set and click OK. With the new set selected, click the Create New Action icon, name the action, and click Record. Illustrator records your commands and steps until you click Stop. To resume recording, click on the last step, choose Begin, and continue adding to the action. When you've finished recording, you'll need to save the action file by selecting the action set and choosing Save Actions from the pop-up menu. When you are recording, keep in mind that not all commands or tools are recordable. For example, the Pen tool itself is not recordable, but you can add the paths the Pen tool creates to an action by selecting a path and choosing Insert Selected Paths from the pop-up menu. Recording actions takes some practice, so don't get discouraged, always save a backup file, and refer to the User Guide for more details on Actions.



preferred resolution settings. SCRIPTING AND VARIABLES



Selecting objects in an action When recording an action, use the Attributes palette (Show Note) to name an object, and Select Object (Action pop-up) to type in the object's name (note) to select it. 36
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Illustrator CS offers expanded scripting support to let you automate more tasks than before. Illustrator supports AppleScript (for Mac), Visual Basic scripting (for Windows), and JavaScript (for both platforms). If you're familiar with any of these scripting languages, you can use them to your advantage to save time in Illustrator. For more information on scripting in Illustrator, see the



"Adobe Illustrator CS Scripting Guide," found on the Adobe Illustrator CS CD. Illustrator also supports XML variables. You can specify variables using the Variables palette, found in the Window menu. With variables, you can hook up an Illustrator file to a database, using any of the scripting languages mentioned above, to automatically generate versions of artwork. For example, you can create a business card and then link that card to a database that contains a list of names. A script could then generate a separate card for each name in the database. For more information on this, see the User Guide on Data-Driven Graphics, and the "Illustrator CS XML Grammar Guide" on the Adobe Illustrator CS CD.



Saving time and space Note: Before you attempt to minimize the size of your file, make certain that you're working on a copy. To minimize the size of your file, first remove all your unused colors, patterns, and brushes. You can do this easily using a handy set of Actions, included by default, in the Illustrator CS Actions palette. Open the palette (Window > Actions) and choose Delete Unused Palette Items, which will automatically select and delete all unused graphic styles, brushes,



Variables palette and mockups



swatches, and symbols. (Click the



Illustrator's Variables palette can help create useful design mockups within Illustrator. It's helpful not only for trying out different sets of data for a design, such as localizing content, but also for showing the same set of data within multiple designs. It's handy for being able to test out different kinds of data simultaneously in various comps. It can also be used as a communication tool between the front end (designers) and the back end (engineers): one can specify the things that will change in the design and share that variable set (XML file) with the other to either make sure that the variable names and types are in synch, the data is in synch, or both. One of the biggest concerns for many Web designers is preserving their designs, and having this intermediate step can help them do so.



triangle next to Delete Unused



!



Palette Items to choose specific Actions.) You should minimize the time it takes to print an Illustrator file, even if it's been placed into another program, such as QuarkXPress or PageMaker (see the Other Programs chapter for details on exporting). If you've scaled or rotated an Illustrator image once it's been placed into another program, note the numeric percentages of scaling and the degrees of rotation. Next, reopen the file in Illustrator, perform the identical



•



DATA-DRIVEN GRAPHICS



To see an example of data-driven graphics in action, take a look at the Travel Ads.ai sample file included in the Illustrator CS Sample Art folder.



scale or rotation, then place this pre-transformed version back into the other program. Make sure you reset scaling and rotation to zero. Note: Be certain to scale line weight, objects, and pattern tiles when you perform these transformations in Illustrator.
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The Zen of Illustrator
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Introduction Building Houses: Sequential Object Construction Exercises A Classic Icon: Five Ways to Re-create Simple Shapes Zen Scaling Zen Rotation Creating a Simple Object Using the Basic Tools A Finger Dance: Turbo-charge with Illustrator's Power-keys



The Zen of Illustrator



Zen: "Seeking enlightenment through introspection and intuition rather than scripture." *



You're comfortable with the basic operations of your computer. You've read through "An Overview of Adobe Illustrator" in the User Guide. You've logged enough hours to Illustrator to be familiar with how each tool (theoretically) functions. You even understand how to make Bezier curves. Now what? How do you take all this knowledge and turn it into a mastery of the medium? As with learning any new artistic medium (such as engraving, watercolor, or airbrush), learning to manipulate the tools is just the beginning. Thinking and seeing in that medium is what really makes those tools part of your creative arsenal. Before you can determine the best way to construct an image, you have to be able to envision at least some of the possibilities. The first key to mastering Illustrator is to understand that Illustrator's greatest strength comes not from its many tools and functions but from its extreme flexibility in terms of how you construct images. The first part of this chapter, therefore, introduces you to a variety of approaches and techniques for creating and transforming objects. Once you've got yourself "thinking in Illustrator," you can begin to visualize how to achieve the final results. What is the simplest and most elegant way to construct an image? Which tools will you use? Then, once you've begun, allow yourself the flexibility to change course and try something else. Be willing to say to yourself: How else can I get the results that I want?



* Adapted from Webster's New World Dictionary of the English Language
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The second key to mastering Illustrator (or any new medium) is perfecting your hand/eye coordination. In Illustrator, this translates into being proficient enough with the "power-keys" to gain instant access to tools and functions by using the keyboard. With both eyes on the monitor, one hand on the mouse, and the other hand on the keyboard, an experienced Illustrator user can create and manipulate objects in a fraction of the time required otherwise. The second part of this chapter helps you to learn the "finger dance" necessary to become a truly adept power-user. The ability to harness the full power of Illustrator's basic tools and functions will ultimately make you a true master of Adobe Illustrator. Treat this chapter like meditation. Take it in small doses if necessary. Be mindful that the purpose of these exercises is to open up your mind to possibilities, not to force memorization. When you can conceptualize a number of different ways to create an image, then the hundreds of hints, tips, tricks, and techniques found elsewhere in this book can serve as a jumping-off point for further exploration. If you take the time to explore and absorb this chapter, you should begin to experience what I call the "Zen of Illustrator." This magical program, at first cryptic and counterintuitive, can help you achieve creative results not possible in any other medium.
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Building Houses Sequential Object Construction Exercises



Overview: Explore different approaches to constructing the same object with Illustrator's basic construction tools.



This sequence of exercises explores different ways to construct the same simple object, a house. The purpose of these exercises is to introduce you to the flexibility of Illustrator's object construction, so don't worry if some exercises seem less efficient than others. In Preferences > Units & Display Performance, set Units > General for Inches (so you can use the numbers provided and the measurements above). And read through the recommendations below for preparing your working environment. Dragging out a guide from the Ruler, and choosing Window>lnfo to open the Info palette if it's not open before you begin



1 Work in Outline mode. Doing so keeps you from being distracted by fills or line weights, and lets you see the centers of geometric objects (marked by "x"). 2 Use Show Rulers and Show Info. Choose Show Rulers (View menu) so you can "pull out" guides. Use the Info palette to view numeric data as you work, or ignore the numeric data and just draw the houses by eye. 3 Read through the Wow! Glossary. Please make sure to read How to use this book and the Glossary pull-out card.



Hold down the Shift key to constrain movement to horizontal/vertical direction. For more modifier key help, see the end of this chapter for the "Finger Dance" lesson.
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4 Use "modifier" keys. These exercises use Shift and Option (Opt) or Alt keys, which you must hold down until after you release your mouse button. If you make a mistake, choose Undo and try again. Some functions are also accessible from the Context-sensitive menu. Try keyboard shortcuts for frequently-used menu commands.



Exercise #1:



Use Add Anchor Point tool



1 Create a rectangle and a vertical guide. Create a wide rectangle (1.5" x 1") and drag out a vertical guide that snaps to the center. 2 Add an anchor point on the top. Use the Add Anchor Point tool to add a point on the top segment over the center guide. 3 Drag the new point up. Use the Direct Selection tool to grab the new point and drag it up into position (.75" for a total height of 1.75").



Exercise #2:



Make an extra point



1 Create a rectangle, delete the top path and place a center point. Create a wide rectangle (1.5" x 1"). With the Direct Selection tool, select the top path segment and delete it. With the Pen tool, place a point on top of the rectangle center point. 2 Move the point up. Double-click on the Selection tool in the Toolbox to open the Move dialog box and enter a 1.25" vertical distance to move the point up. 3 Select and join the point to each side. Use the Direct Selection tool to select the left two points and Join (Object > Path > Join) them to the top point. Repeat with the right two points. Chapter 2 The Zen of Illustrator
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Exercise #3:



Rotate and Add



1 Create two rectangles, one centered on the other. Create a wide rectangle (1.5" x 1") and drag out a vertical guide, snapping it to the center. Hold down Opt/Alt and click with the Rectangle tool (Opt/Alt-click) on the center guide (on the top segment). Enter 1.05" x 1.05". 2 Rotate one rectangle. Double-click the Rotate tool to rotate the new rectangle around its center and enter 45°. 3 Select and Add the rectangles. Marquee-select both objects, choose Widow > Pathfinder and click the Add icon. Switch to Preview mode to see the single shape!



Exercise #4:



Make a six-sided polygon



1 Create a six-sided polygon. With the Polygon tool selected, click once and enter 6 sides and a .866" Radius. Then double-click the Rotate tool and enter 30°. 2 Delete the bottom point. With the Delete Anchor Point tool, click on the bottom point to delete it. 3 Move the two bottom points down, then the two middle points. Use the Direct Selection tool to select the bottom two points. Then grab one of the points and Shift-drag in a vertical line (down .423"). Lastly, Directselect, grab and Shift-drag the middle two points down vertically into position (down .275"). 44
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Exercise #5:



Use Add Anchor Points filter in a three-sided polygon 1 Create a three-sided polygon. With the Polygon tool selected, click once, then enter 3 sides and a 1.299" Radius. 2 Use the Add Anchor Points filter. With the polygon still selected, choose Object > Path > Add Anchor Points (use the default keyboard shortcut, or create your own). 3 Average the two left points, then Average the two right points. Direct-select the two left points and Average them along the vertical axis (Context-sensitive: Average, or Object > Path > Average), then repeat for the two right points. 4 Delete the bottom point. With the Delete Anchor Point tool, click on the bottom point to delete it. 5 Move the top point down. Use the Direct Selection tool to select the top point, then double-click on the Direct Selection tool itself (in the Toolbox) to open the Move dialog box and enter a -.186" vertical distance. 6 Slide in the sides towards the center. Use the Direct Selection tool to click on the right side of the house and drag it towards the center until the roofline looks smooth (hold down your Shift key to constrain the drag horizontally). Repeat for the left side of the house. Alternatively, select the right side and use the key on your keyboard to nudge the right side towards the center until the roofline looks smooth. Then, click on the left side to select it, and use the key to nudge it towards the center. (If necessary, change your Keyboard Increment setting in the Preferences > General dialog.) Chapter 2 The Zen of Illustrator
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Exercise #6:



Cut a path and Paste in Front



1 Cut, paste, then move the bottom of a triangle. With the Polygon tool selected, click once and enter 3 sides and a .866" Radius. With the Direct Selection tool, select and Cut the bottom path to the Clipboard, choose Edit > Paste in Front, then grab the bottom path and drag it into position (down .423"). 2 Create the sides and move middle points into place.



Direct-select the two right points and join them, then repeat for the two left points. Finally, select the two middle points, and grab one to drag both up (.275"). Exercise #7:



Join two objects



1 Make two objects. Click once with the Polygon tool, enter 3 sides and a .866" Radius. Zoom in on the lower left corner and, with the Rectangle tool, click exactly on the lower left anchor point. Set the rectangle to 1.5" x 1". 2 Delete the middle lines and join the corners. Directselect marquee the middle bisecting lines and delete. Select the upper-left corner points and Average-Join by either Averaging and then Joining the points (see exercises #5 and #6 above) or by pressing -Shift-Option-J/ Ctrl-Shift-Alt-J to average and join simultaneously. Select and Average-Join the upper right points. 3 Drag the top point down. Grab the top point, hold the Shift key and drag it into position (down .55"). 46
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Exercise #8:



Use Add Anchor Points filter, then Average-Join



1 Make a tall rectangle, delete top path, add anchor points, remove bottom point. Create a tall rectangle (1.5" x 1.75") and delete the top path. Choose Add Anchor Points (Object >Path) and use the Delete Anchor Point tool to remove the bottom point. 2 Select and Average-Join the top points and move middles into position. Direct-select the top two points and Average-Join (see Exercise #7, step 2). Then Directselect the middle points, grab one, and with the Shift key, drag them both into position (up .125").



Exercise #9:



Reflect a Pen profile



1 Create a house profile. Drag out a vertical guide, then reset the ruler origin on the guide. To draw the profile, use the Pen tool to click on the guide at the ruler zero point, hold down Shift (to constrain your lines to 45° angles) and click to place the corner (.75" down and .75" to the left) and the bottom (1" down). 2 Reflect a copy of the profile. Select all three points of the house profile With the Reflect tool, Option/Alt-clickon the guide line. Enter an angle of 90° and click Copy. 3 Join the two profiles. Direct-select and Join the bottom two points. Then Direct-select the top two points and Average-Join (see Exercise #7, step 2). Chapter 2 The Zen of Illustrator
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A Classic Icon Five Ways to Re-create Simple Shapes



Overview: Finding different ways to construct the same iconic image.



You can construct even the simplest of iconic images in many ways. Patricia McShane and Erik Adigard of the M.A.D. graphics firm designed this classic logo for the Computers Freedom & Privacy annual conference. This conference addresses the effects of computer and telecommunications technologies on societal and personal freedom and privacy. This simple iconic representation of an eye is a perfect example of how you can explore different ways to solve the same graphics problem. The Outline view of the original logo



The original logo, constructed from a stroked line and a solid circle
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1 First, construct your logo in the way that seems most logical to you. Everybody's mind works differently, and the most obvious solutions to you might seem innovative to the next person. Follow your instincts as to how to construct each image. If design changes require you to rethink your approach (for instance, what if the client wanted a radial fill instead of the black fill?), try something slightly, or even completely, different. Viewed in Outline mode, the original Computers Freedom & Privacy logo is clean and elegant with a minimum number of anchor points and lines. The M.A.D. team constructed the eye from a stroked line (made with the Pen tool) and a filled, black circle.



2 Make the outer eye shape. Create the solid black, almond-shaped object in any way you wish: Draw it with the Pen tool like M.A.D. did, or convert an ellipse into the correct shape by clicking on the middle points with the Convert Anchor Point tool from the Pen tool pop-up. 3 Try using solid objects. Starting with your base object, construct the eye with overlapping solid objects. Scale a version of the outline for the green inset and place a black circle on the top. 4 Try making a compound object. Use the objects that you created in the previous version to make a compound object that allows the inner part of the eye to be cut out. Select the outer black outline and the inner green inset and choose Object >Compound Paths >Make. 5 Try using compound shapes. Compound shapes are powerful tools that let you combine shapes or create knockouts (see the Drawing & Coloring chapter for details on compound shapes). To create the back of the eye, start by creating an ellipse. With the ellipse still selected, switch to the Selection tool. Now hold Option-Shift (Mac)/Alt-Shift (Win) keys, grab the center of the ellipse and drag downward until the center of the new ellipse is at the bottom of the original ellipse. Select both shapes and click the Intersect button on the Pathfinder palette. To create the shape that will become the white of the eye, select the back of the eye, open the Object >Transform > Transform Each dialog box and enter: 70 % H, 50% V, then click Copy. To use this shape to knockout the white of the eye, first put it behind the back of the eye by using Object > Arrange > Send to Back, then select both objects and click on the Exclude button on the Pathfinder palette. Next, create the circle for the pupil over the knocked out eye shape, select them both, and click on the Vertical Align Center and Horizontal Align Center buttons on the Align palette. To finish, click on the Add button on the Pathfinder palette.



Converting an oval to make the back of the eye



Constructing the logo with three solid objects



Constructing the logo from an outer compound object and an inner solid circle



The same logo constructed using Copy, Compound Shape modes, and Transform Each
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Zen Scaling Note: Use the Shift key to constrain proportions. Zen Scaling practice is also on the Wow! CD. 1 Scaling proportionally towards the top Click at the top, grab lower-right (LR), drag up



2 Scaling horizontally towards the center Click at the top, grab LR, drag inwards



3 Scaling vertically towards the top Click at the top, grab LR, drag straight up



4 Scaling vertically and flipping the object Click at the top, grab LR, drag straight up
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Z e nS c a l i n g(continued) Note: Use the Shift key to constrain proportions. Zen Scaling practice is also on the Wow! CD. 5 Scaling proportionally towards towards lower-left lower-left (LL) (LL) Click Click LL, grab upper-right, upper-right, drag drag to to LL LL



6 Scaling horizontally to the left side Click LL, grab lower-right (LR), drag to left



7 Scaling vertically towards the bottom Click center bottom, grab top, drag down



8 Scaling proportionally towards the center Click the center, grab corner, drag to center



Or, to scale about the center, use the Scale tool to click-drag outside the object towards the center Chapter 2 The Zen of Illustrator
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Zen Rotation Note: Use the Shift key to constrain movement. Zen Rotation practice is also on the Wow! CD. 1 Rotating around the center Click in the center, then grab lower-right (LR) and drag



Or, to rotate about the center, use the Rotate tool to click-drag outside the object towards the center



2 Rotating from a corner Click in the upper left corner, then grab LR and drag



3 Rotating from outside Click above the left corner, then grab LR and drag



4 Rotating part of a path Marquee points with the Direct Selection tool, then use Rotate tool



Marquee the forearm with Direct Selection tool
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With the Rotate tool, click on the elbow, grab the hand and drag it around



Creating a Simple Object Using the Basic Tools Key: Click where you see a RED cross, grab with the С Make an ellipse and Option-drag a copy



Shear the top of the hat



With the Option key, use Reflect on arm



Scale the copy



Shift-Group-select the entire hat, then rotate



Add an elbow with Add Anchor Point tool



Draw rectangle ends, Fill hat, draw one eye, draw Pen smile Alt-drag for eye, buttons



Y arrow and drag towards BLACK arrow.



Scale a copy of middle ellipse—flipping it



Make two rectangles, one thin, one tall



Scale the top two points outward



With the Pen tool draw an arm with 3 points



Direct-select top point, Opt-drag, repeat



Marquee the arm with Group-select



Marquee the forearm with Direct-select



Rotate the forearm path upwards



Make a rectangle, delete the right path



Shift-Direct-select multiple points on ellipses



Grab one of the selected points, drag slightly



The final snowman
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A Finger Dance Turbo-charge with Illustrator's Power-keys



Overview: Save hours of production time by mastering the finger dance of Illustrators power-keys.



If you are using the mouse to choose your selection tools from the Toolbox, then you need this lesson. With some time and patience, you'll be able to free up your mouse so that practically the only thing you do with it is draw. Your other hand will learn to dance around the keyboard accessing all of your selection tools, modifying your creation and transformation tools, using your Zoom and Hand tools, and last but not least, providing instant Undo and Redo. Find a summary of Finger Dance power-keys on the pull-out quick reference card



This "Finger Dance" is probably the most difficult aspect of Illustrator to master. Go through these lessons in order, but don't expect to get through them in one or even two sittings. When you make a mistake, use Undo ( /Ctrl-Z). Try a couple of exercises, then go back to your own work, incorporating what you've just learned. When you begin to get frustrated, take a break. Later—hours, days, or weeks later—try another lesson. And don't forget to breathe. Rule #1: Always keep one finger on the key (Ctrl for Windows). Whether you are using a mouse or a pressure-sensitive tablet, the hand you are not drawing with should be resting on the keyboard, with one finger (or thumb) on the key. This position will make that allimportant Undo ( -Z/Ctrl-Z) instantly accessible.
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Rule #2: Undo if you make a mistake. This is so crucial an aspect of working in the computer environment that I am willing to be redundant. If there is only one key combination that you memorize, make it Undo ( -Z/Ctrl-Z). Rule #3: The (Ctrl) key turns your cursor into a selection tool. In Illustrator, the /Ctrl key does a lot more than merely provide you with easy access to Undo. The /Ctrl key will convert any tool into the selection arrow that you last used. In the exercises that follow, you'll soon discover that the most flexible selection arrow is the Direct Selection tool. Rule #4: Watch your cursor. If you learn to watch your cursor, you'll be able to prevent most errors before they happen. And if you don't (for instance, if you drag a copy of an object by mistake), then use Undo and try again. Rule #5: Pay careful attention to when you hold down each key. Most of the modifier keys operate differently depending on when you hold each key down. If you obey Rule #4 and watch your cursor, then you'll notice what the key you are holding does. Rule #6: Hold down the key(s) until after you let go of your mouse button. In order for your modifier key to actually modify your action, you must keep your key down until after you let go of your mouse button.



Universal Access conflict (Mac) When you're using Illustrator, you should probably disable Universal Access, which is a feature developed for those with limited



Rule #7: Work in Outline mode. When you are con-



manual dexterity (System Prefer-



structing or manipulating objects, get into the habit of



ences > Universal Access > Allow



working in Outline mode. Of course, if you are designing



Universal Access Shortcuts). It can



the colors in your image, you'll need to work in Preview,



interfere with Illustrator's normal



but while you're learning how to use the power-keys,



functioning. If you have limited



you'll generally find it much quicker and easier if you are



manual dexterity, try using CE



in Outline mode.



Software's QuicKeys to simplify menu selection, keystrokes, and object creation.
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Drawing & Coloring
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Introduction Basic Drawing & Coloring Expanding Your Drawing & Coloring Toolset Pathfinder Palette Simple Realism: Realism from Geometry and Observation Gallery: Mark Fox Cutting & Joining: Basic Path Construction with Pathfinders Add & Expand: More Pathfinder Palette Basics Divide & Color: Applying Pathfinder Divide & Subtract Cubist Constructs: Creative Experimentation with Pathfinders Isometric Systems: Arrow Keys, Constrain Angles & Formulas Galleries: Rick Henkel, Kurt Hess, Jared Schneidman Objective Colors: Custom Labels for Making Quick Changes Galleries: Jean Tuttle, Clarke Tate, Christopher Burke, Dorothy Remington, Karen Barranco, Filip Yip, Gary Ferster Distort Dynamics: Adding Character Dynamics with Transform Distort Filter Flora: Applying Distort Filters to Create Flowers Gallery: Laurie Grace Vector Photos: Pen and Eyedropper Technique Gallery: Brad Hamann Advanced Technique: Intricate Patterns: Designing Complex Repeating Patterns Gallery: Tiffany Larsen



Drawing & Coloring



Illustrator allows you to fill open paths. When you fill an open path (left) the fill is applied as though the two endpoints were connected by a straight line (right)



Drawing and coloring are the heart and soul of creating with Illustrator. This chapter continues the discussion of basic techniques that began in the first two chapters, rounding out the essential knowledge you'll need to work with Illustrator's drawing and coloring tools. After reading this chapter, you'll be ready to move on to the more advanced techniques in the chapters that follow. Once you've mastered the techniques in this book, Illustrator offers unlimited possibilities for creating quick, simple, and elegant images. The first part of this chapter, "Basic Drawing & Coloring," defines the basic tools and terms you'll need in order to understand the material in the rest of the book. The second part of the chapter, "Expanding Your Drawing & Coloring Toolset," is intended as a reference that you can consult as you work in Illustrator. BASIC DRAWING & COLORING



In this section, you'll learn the fundamentals of strokes and fills, as well as the ins and outs of the Color palette and the Swatches palette. You'll also learn how to use those handy tools—the Eyedropper and Paint Bucket—to pick up and deposit color (plus other functions). Fill Left, same object as above with Stroke set to None; Right, same object with Fill set to None



Fill is what goes inside of a path (hence the name). The fill you choose might be a color, a gradient, or a pattern. You can even choose a fill of None, in which case there will be no fill. When you fill an open path (where the endpoints aren't connected), the fill is applied as though the two endpoints were connected by a straight line. Stroke



Stroke palette
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The stroke refers to the basic "outline" of your path. While the fill gives you control over the space enclosed by a path, you can think of the stroke as the way you "dress



up" the path itself to make it look the way you want. You do this by assigning various attributes to the stroke, including weight (how thick or thin it looks), whether the line is solid or dashed, the dash sequence (if the line is dashed), and the styles of line joins and line caps. You can also assign your path a stroke of None, in which case it won't have a visible stroke at all. (Dashed lines, joins, and caps are covered in the following section, "Expanding Your Drawing & Coloring Toolset.")



Swapping fill and stroke When you press the X key by itself, it toggles the Stroke or Fill box to active (in front of the other) on the Tools and Color palettes. If you press Shift-X it swaps the actual attributes or contents of the Stroke and Fill boxes. For example, if you start with a white fill and a black stroke, after you



The many ways to fill or stroke an object



press Shift-X you will have a black



To set the fill or stroke for an object, first select the object and then click on the Fill or Stroke icon near the bottom of the Toolbox. (You can toggle between fill and stroke by pressing the X key.) If you want to set the object's stroke or fill to None, use the / key, or click the None button on the Toolbox or the Color palette (the little white box with a red slash through it). You can set the fill or stroke color you want using any of the following methods: 1) adjusting the sliders or sampling a color from the color bar in the Color palette; 2) clicking on a swatch in the Swatches palette; 3) using the Eyedropper tool to sample color from other objects in your file; or 4) sampling colors from the Color Picker. (To open the Adobe Color Picker, double-click the Fill or Stroke icon in the Toolbox or the Color palette.) In addition, you can drag color swatches from palettes to selected objects, or to the Fill/Stroke icon in the Toolbox.



fill and a white stroke. Note: Because gradients are not allowed on strokes, Shift-X will not work when the current fill is a gradient.



Fill and Stroke section of the Tools palette



Color palette



The Adobe Color Picker



The Color palette is a collection of tools that allows you to mix and choose the colors for your artwork. In addition to the sliders and edit fields for locating precise colors, this palette includes a None button so you can set your Fill or Stroke to no color at all. The Color palette also sometimes displays a Last Color proxy; this allows you to easily return to the last color you used before choosing a pattern, a gradient, or setting None. The Color palette's menu options include Invert and Complement. Invert



The Color palette. The sliders show the settings of the Fill or Stroke color—whichever is in front. Shown on the right is the Last Color proxy (outlined in red); when it appears you can click it to return to the last color used before choosing a pattern or gradient, or setting a style of None
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Color palette and pop-up menu



Swatches palette showing only the color swatches



Swatch Options dialog box



Global colors in gradients



CATER (©INMOTION 2003)



By using just two global colors in the definition of his gradients, David Cater was able to easily change the color of this Mini Cooper as his clients required. See the David Cater/lnMotion Gallery in the Advanced Techniques chapter for details 66
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converts a color to its negative color (as in photographic negative). Complement locates the Adobe color complement of a selected color (the complements don't seem to match art school color wheels). If you're doing print work in CMYK mode, you'll know you've chosen a non-CMYK color if an exclamation point appears on the Color palette. Illustrator will automatically correct your color to the nearest CMYK equivalent. Click the exclamation point to move the sliders—this will show you the corrected color settings. If you're creating artwork for the Web, you can choose Web safe RGB from the Palette menu, which displays the hexadecimal values for colors in the Color palette. If a non-Web-safe color is selected, an out-of-gamut Web color icon displays (it looks like a 3D cube). If you want to stay aware of the CMYK gamut while working in RGB mode, watch for the exclamation point mentioned in the preceding paragraph. It displays when you choose a nonCMYK color, and you can click it to correct the color. Swatches palette To save colors you've mixed in the Color palette, drag them to the Swatches palette from the Color palette, the Toolbox, or the Gradient palette. You can also save your current color as a swatch by clicking the New Swatch button at the bottom of the Swatches palette. If you want to name the Swatch and set other options as you save it, either hold Option/Alt as you click the New Swatch button, or choose New Swatch from the palette menu. Whenever you copy and paste objects that contain custom swatches or styles from one document to another, Illustrator will automatically paste those elements into the new document's palettes. The Swatch Options dialog box (which you can open by double-clicking any swatch) lets you change the individual attributes of a swatch—including its name, color mode, color definition, and whether it's a process or spot color. (For pattern and gradient swatches, the only attribute in the Swatch Options dialog box is the name.)



There's also a check box that lets you decide whether changes you make to the swatch will be Global (in which case they'll be applied to all objects using the swatch color throughout the document) or not. The Global check box is off by default.



Using the libraries The Swatch Library palettes (Window >Swatch Libraries) let you open Swatch palettes for specific color systems (such as Pantone or Trumatch). Or choose



Saving custom swatch libraries



Other Library to access saved



Once you've set up your Swatches palette to your satisfaction, you can save it as a custom swatch library for use with other documents. This can help you avoid having to duplicate your efforts later on. Saving a swatch library is easier than ever in Illustrator CS, thanks to the new Save Swatch Library command in the palette menu. Use this command to name and save your swatch library to the Adobe Illustrator CS > Presets > Swatches folder. The next time you launch Illustrator, the name you gave your file will appear in the Window > Swatch Libraries menu.



colors from any document.



This is the most efficient method in most cases, but there are other ways to make your custom Swatches palette accessible to other documents. If you want, you can choose to save the custom Swatches palette as part of your own custom Template (.ait) file, in which case it will be available when you base new files on the Template (see the Illustrator Basics chapter for more on Illustrator's new Templates feature). Or, you can simply save your file wherever you'd like, and use the Other Library menu command (available either through the palette menu's Open Swatch Library command, or via Window > Swatch Libraries) to open your custom Swatches palette. Of course, you can always open the original document when you need to access its Swatches palette—but saving it as a custom swatch library, as described above, will save you the trouble.



The Save Swatch Library command in the Swatches palette menu makes it easy to save custom swatch libraries



When deleting swatches When you click the Trash icon in the Swatches palette to delete selected swatches, Illustrator does not warn you that you might be deleting colors used in the document. Instead Illustrator will convert global colors and spot colors used to fill objects to non-global process colors. To be safe, choose



The Eyedropper and Paint Bucket tools



Select All Unused and then click



Two extremely useful Illustrator tools are the Eyedropper (which picks up stroke, fill, color, and text attributes) and the Paint Bucket (which deposits stroke, fill, color, and text attributes). These tools allow you to easily borrow



the Trash.



Note: You will also not be warned when deleting graphic styles that might be used in the document. Chapter 3 Drawing & Coloring
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Save Swatch Library command Keep in mind that Using the Save Swatch Library command will save only the contents of the Swatch palette in the library it creates (as opposed to saving the whole file).



Tint hint: Use global colors One benefit of using global colors in your Swatch palette is that you can easily specify tint percentages for any color. Just select a colored object and adjust the Tint slider in the Color palette or type a number in the percentage field.



Eyedropper, Paint Bucket, and Measure tools



Using the Eyedropper and Paint Bucket options, you have complete control over what is picked up and/or deposited. In addition to Stroke, Fill, color, and text formatting, the Eyedropper and Paint Bucket tools can also be used to copy styles and type attributes (which are discussed later in the book). See the User Guide for more about using the Eyedropper and Paint Bucket to copy those attributes
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attributes from one object and add them to another. To set the default color for your next object, use the Eyedropper tool to click on an object that contains a color you want to sample. The Eyedropper will pick up the color of the object you clicked on. Then you can apply that color to another object just by clicking on it with the Paint Bucket tool. With one tool selected, you can access the other by holding down Option (Mac) or Alt (Win). In addition to sampling color from objects, the Eyedropper can sample colors from a raster image if you hold down the Shift key. Keep in mind that, by default, a regular click with the Eyedropper picks up all fill and stroke attributes, including whole patterns and gradients. But if you hold down the Shift key as you click, you'll not only be able to sample color from any type of object, you'll switch to sampling color only (as opposed to other attributes). Another effect of Shift-clicking is that the color you sample will be applied to only one or the other of the stroke or the fill, whichever is active in the Toolbox at the time you click. You can control which attributes the Eyedropper picks up by using the Eyedropper/Paint Bucket Options dialog box (accessed by double-clicking the Eyedropper or Paint Bucket in the toolbox). You can also control how large an area the Eyedropper samples from raster images by using the Raster Sample Size menu at the bottom of the dialog box. Choosing Single Point will sample from a single pixel; 3 x 3 will pick up a sample averaged from a 3 pixel grid surrounding the point you click on; and 5 x 5 will do so for a 5 pixel grid. (This will help you get a more accurate color sample in many cases, since it can be difficult to get the colors that the eye "blends" from many pixels by clicking on a single point.) The Pathfinders



It's often easier to create an object by combining two or more relatively simple shapes than it would be to draw the more complex result directly. Pathfinder operations let you easily combine objects to get the result you want. For



examples of the Pathfinders in action, take a look at the Pathfinder palette chart on the following pages. There are two effective ways to combine objects using the Pathfinders: 1) compound shapes, which remain "live" and editable; and 2) Pathfinder commands, which become "destructive" (permanent), and can't be returned to their original editable state except by using Undo. See the "Add & Expand" lesson for a lesson that helps you to see compound shapes in action. The "Cutting & Joining" and "Divide & Color" lessons illustrate some uses of Pathfinder commands.



Pathfinder palette



EXPANDING YOUR DRAWING & COLORING TOOLSET



This section provides more detail about compound shapes and related concepts, and explores some of the technical details involved with creating simple objects in Illustrator. If you're new to Illustrator you may want to experiment a bit with the lessons and Galleries later in this chapter to solidify what you've learned before continuing with this section. Consider "Expanding Your Drawing & Coloring Toolset" a reference section that is available when you're ready to delve deeper into the details of object creation in Illustrator. Topics covered include the Simplify command, color modification filters, and Illustrator's new "Liquify" set of tools.



Using the Intersect Pathfinder to cut out the lower part of the car body. Bottom, the finished illustration



Compound paths



A compound path consists of one or more simple paths that have been combined so that they behave as a single unit. One very useful aspect of compound paths is that a hole can be created where the original objects overlapped. These holes are empty areas cut out from others (think of the center of a donut, or the letter O), through which objects below can be seen. To create a compound path, e.g., the letter O, draw an oval, then draw a smaller oval that will form the center hole of the O. Select the two paths, and then choose Object > Compound Path >Make. Select the completed letter and apply the fill color of your choice, and the hole



Tim Girvin used the Divide Pathfinder to create the logo for the film The Matrix. See his Gallery in the Type chapter



Left to right: two ovals (the inner oval has no fill, but appears black because of the black fill of the larger oval behind it); as part of a compound path the inner oval knocks a hole into the outer one where they overlap; the same compound path with inner oval, which was Direct-selected and moved to the right to show that the hole is only where the objects overlap
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Compounds operate as a unit Compound shapes and compound paths don't have to overlap to be useful; apply a "compound" to multiple objects whenever you want them to operate as a unit, as if they were one object.



Example of a compound path used here to make the letters operate as a unit (see Tip above); from the Gary Newman Gallery in the Type chapter



Compound paths or shapes? The quick answer to this question is to use compound paths on simple objects for simple combining or cutting holes. Use compound shapes on more complex objects



will be left empty. To adjust one of the paths within a compound path, use the Direct Selection tool. To adjust the compound path as a unit, use the Group Selection or Selection tool. In addition to creating holes in objects, you can use compound paths to force multiple objects to behave as if they were a single unit. An advanced application of this is to make separate objects behave as one unit to mask others. For an example of this using separate "outlined" type elements (see figures at left extracted from Gary Newman's "Careers" Gallery in the Type chapter). Holes and fills with compound paths



For simple holes, the Compound Path >Make command will generally give the result you need. If your compound path has multiple overlapping shapes, or you're not getting the desired holes in the spaces, see "Fill Rules.pdf" on the Wow! CD. Or try using compound shapes (described in the next section), which give you complete control. Certain results can be obtained only by using compound shapes.



(such as live type or effects) and to more fully control how your



Compound shapes



objects interact. See the section



As mentioned earlier, sometimes it's easier to create an object by combining simpler objects, rather than trying to draw the complex result directly. A compound shape is a live combination of shapes using the Add, Subtract, Intersect, and/or Exclude Pathfinder operations. See the first four rows of the Pathfinder Commands chart on the pages following for a look at the various command functions, as well as examples of how they can be used. Compound shapes can be made from two or more paths, other compound shapes, text, envelopes, blends, groups, or any artwork that has vector effects applied to it. To create a compound shape, choose Window > Pathfinder to display the Pathfinder palette. Then select your objects, and choose Make Compound Shape from the Pathfinder palette menu. To assign a particular Shape Mode, select one of the components of your compound



"The pros and cons of compound shapes and paths" (opposite) for details on when to use which.



Learn to use Compound Shapes The Minus Back Pathfinder command is the reverse of the Subtract shape mode. You can create the same effect using the Subtract Shape mode by simply reversing the stacking order of the elements in your compound shape. See the Layers chapter for more about object stacking order. 70
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shape and click on the corresponding Shape mode button on the top row of the Pathfinder palette. Note: Simply selecting your objects and pressing one of the Shape Mode buttons creates a compound shape and applies the shape mode you've chosen to the objects.



с The pros and cons of compound shapes and paths Compound paths can be made only from simple objects. In order to make a compound path from more complex objects (such as live type or "envelopes") you have to first



Starting objects: the word Sub is a compound shape ("Subtract" is subtracted from "Sub")



convert them into simpler objects (see the Type and Live Effects & Graphic Styles chapters for details on how to do this), and you'll only be able to edit them as paths. You can, however, combine complex objects using compound shapes and have them remain editable. As you know by now, compound shapes allow you to combine objects in a variety of ways using Add, Subtract, Intersect, and Exclude. While keeping these Shape modes live, you can also continue to apply (or remove) Shape modes, or a wide variety of effects, to the compound shape as a unit. In later chapters, as you work with live effects such as envelopes, warps, and drop shadows,



The starting objects from above, after Make Compound Shape and the corresponding shape modes have been applied, i.e., "intr" has the Intersect shape mode applied



remember that you can integrate effects into your compound shapes while remaining able to edit your objects— even if your objects are editable type! Compound shapes can also help you bring objects into Photoshop (see the "Shape Shifting" lesson in the Illustrator & Other Programs chapter). The power of compound shapes does come at a cost. Compound shapes require Illustrator to perform many calculations on your behalf, so as a result, too many com-



In a compound shape all the original objects remain editable. Here the word "excl" was expanded to "Exclude," then a gradient and drop shadow were applied to the compound shape as a whole



pound shapes, or too many operations or effects applied to compound shapes, can slow down the screen redraw of your image. Although compound paths are much less powerful or flexible, they won't slow down your redraw. So if you're working with simple objects, it's best to use compound paths instead. Shape Modes
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Pathfinder commands



The Pathfinder Commands



The Adjust Colors filter (Filter >Colors)



Expand Compound Shapes? When would you want to expand a compound shape? • If a compound shape is so complex that interacting with it is noticeably slow, then expand it. • Anything that relies on bounding boxes will behave differently on the expanded shape if that shape has a smaller bounding box than the editable compound shape. This affects all the Align commands and certain transformations. • Finally, you must expand a compound shape before using it as an envelope. For more about envelopes, see the Live Effects & Graphic Styles chapter.



—Pierre Louveaux 74
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The Pathfinder commands consist of Option/Alt-Add, Option/Alt-Subtract, Option/Ait-Intersect, Option/AltExclude, Divide, Trim, Merge, Crop, Outline, and Minus Back, all of which you can use to combine or separate shapes. See the preceding Pathfinder chart for a guide to what the various commands do and examples of how they can be used. Unlike objects you create using compound shapes, the results you get when you apply the Pathfinder commands are destructive (they alter your artwork permanently). When working with complicated objects, it's best to use compound shapes instead of Pathfinders (see the Tip "Compound paths or shapes?" and the section "The Pros and Cons of Compound Shapes and Paths" earlier in this chapter). The Divide, Trim, Merge, Crop, and Outline Pathfinder commands are used to separate (not combine) shapes—think of them as an advanced form of cookie cutters. The Trim and Merge commands require that your objects be filled before you use them. Hard Mix and Soft Mix



You may notice that Hard Mix and Soft Mix are shown on the chart but no longer included on the Pathfinder palette. To restore these Pathfinders, install the WOW Actions "Pathfinder Filters.aia" from the Wow! CD (in "SandeeCs Wow Actions" folder in the "WOW Actions" folder), or apply them from Effect > Pathfinder, then choose Object >Expand Appearance (for more on Effects see the "Hard and Soft Mix" section in the Live Effects & Graphic Styles chapter introduction). Color modification filters Located in the Filter > Colors menu, the Adjust Colors filter lets you adjust the tint of Global colors in selections. Illustrator no longer allows multiple color spaces in a single document, so some color spaces will be unavailable. The Saturate filter (which integrates Saturate, Satu-



rate More, Desaturate, and Desaturate More filters) lets you adjust the saturation of objects and images either by using sliders or by entering numerical values. End of Lines



An aspect of Illustrator that often mystifies newcomers is the way endpoints of stroked lines are drawn. You may discover that although a set of lines seem to match up perfectly when viewed in Outline mode, they may visibly overlap when previewed. Solve this problem by changing the end caps in the Stroke palette. Select one of the three end cap styles described below to determine how the endpoints of your selected paths will look when previewed. The first (and default) choice is called a Butt cap; it causes your path to stop at the end anchor point. Butt caps are essential for creating exact placement of one path against another. The middle choice is the Round cap, which rounds the endpoint in a more natural manner. Round caps are especially good for softening the effect of single lines or curves, making them appear slightly less harsh. The final type is the Projecting cap, which extends lines and dashes at half the stroke weight beyond the end anchor point. In addition to determining the appearance of path endpoints, cap styles affect the shape of dashed lines (see illustration at right). Corner Shapes



The shape of a stroked line at its corner points is determined by the Join style in the Stroke palette. Each of the three styles determines the shape of the outside of the corner; the inside of the corner is always angled. The default Miter join creates a pointy corner. The length of the point is determined by the width of the stroke, the angle of the corner (narrow angles create longer points, see illustration at right) and the Miter limit setting on the Stroke palette. Miter limits can range from lx (which is always blunt) to 500x. Generally the default



The Stroke palette



The same lines shown first in Outline, then in Preview with Butt cap, Round cap and Projecting cap



A 5 pt dashed line with a 2 pt dash and 6 pt gap shown first in Outline, then Preview with a Butt cap, Round cap, and Projecting cap



A path shown first in Outline, then in Preview with a Miter join, Round join, and Bevel join



Objects with 6 pt strokes and various Miter limits, demonstrating that the angles of lines affects Miter limits
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Outlining Dashed Strokes • Select the dashed object(s). If any selected objects overlap, choose Object >Group. • In the Transparency palette, set the blending mode to Multiply. • Choose Object > Flatten Transparency and set the Raster/



Miter join with a miter limit of 4x looks just fine. The Round join creates a rounded outside corner for which the radius is half the stroke width. Illustrator's Round join option looks like Photoshop's Stroke layer effect. See the Illustrator & Other Programs chapter for more about Illustrator and Photoshop. The Bevel join creates a squared-off outside corner, equivalent to a Miter join with the miter limit set to lx.



Vector Balance slider to 100. The blending mode will be reset



Patterns



to Normal. —Pierre Louveaux



The User Guide has a very informative section on "Creating and Working with Patterns." For an example of working with patterns, see the lesson "Intricate Patterns: Designing Complex Repeating Patterns" in this chapter.



Creating patterns To create a pattern from a design you've created, drag the objects



Free Transform & Liquify tools, and Distort filters



to the Swatches palette!



You can use Illustrator's Free Transform tool to distort the size and shape of an object by dragging the corner points of the object's bounding box. The shape of the object distorts progressively as you drag the handles. One of the more recent additions to Illustrator is the suite of "Liquify" Distortion tools that arrived with Illustrator 10. They allow you to distort objects manually, by dragging the mouse over them. The Warp, Twirl, Pucker, Bloat, Scallop, Crystallize, and Wrinkle tools work not only on vector objects, but on embedded raster images as well. Use the Option/Alt key to resize the Liquify brush as you drag. These tools are a step beyond the Distort filters Illustrator had prior to version 10—they're more interactive, more intuitive, and more fun to use.



The Free Transform tool



The Liquify Distortion tools' tear off palette can be accessed from the Warp tool: see "Tear off palettes" in the Illustrator Basics chapter



The Distort Filter menu
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But the Distort filters Illustrator had prior to version 10 aren't gone—they can still be found under both the Filter menu (choose the topmost of the two Distort submenus in the Filter menu) and the Effect menu (choose Effect >Distort & Transform). They do have their uses. For instance, the ability to control distortion numerically via the filters' dialog boxes can allow for greater precision. They can also be used to create in-betweens for animations in cases where blends might not give the desired



results or might be too cumbersome. The Distort niters include Free Distort, Pucker & Bloat, Roughen, Tweak, Twist, and Zig Zag. All of these filters distort paths based on the paths' anchor points. They move (and possibly add) anchor points to create distortions. Checking the Preview box in the dialog box lets you see and modify the results as you experiment with the settings. Many of the Free Distort functions can also be performed with the Free Transform tool (for a lesson using the Free Transform tool, see the "Distort Dynamics" lesson later in this chapter).



Need more points?



Use the Add Anchor Point tool to add points at specific locations along your path. Or use the Object > Path >Add Anchor Points command to neatly place one point between each existing pair of points on your path.



Path Simplify command



More is not better when it comes to the number of anchor points you use to define a path. The more anchor points, the more complicated the path—which makes the file size larger and harder to process when printing. The Simplify command (Object > Path > Simplify) removes excess anchor points from one or more selected paths without making major changes to the path's original shape. You might want to apply this command after using the Auto Trace tool, opening a clip art file, or using Adobe Streamline. Two sliders control the amount and type of simplification. Enable Show Original and turn on the Preview option to preview the effect of the sliders as you adjust them. The Preview option also displays the original number of points in the curve and the number that will be left if the current settings are applied. Adjust the Curve Precision slider to determine how accurately the new path should match the original path. The higher the percentage, the more anchor points will remain, and the closer the new path will be to the original. The endpoints of an open path are never altered. The Angle Threshold determines when corner points should become smooth. The higher the threshold, the more likely a corner point will remain sharp.



The Object >Path >Simplify dialog box can be used to reduce the number of points and to stylize type



More Simplify Commands • Use Object >Path>Clean Up to remove stray points, unpainted objects, or empty text paths. • If you want to see the stray points before deleting them, use Select>Object>Stray Points to select them, then press the Delete key to remove them. Chapter 3 Drawing & Coloring
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Simple Realism Realism from Geometry and Observation



Overview: Draw a mechanical object using the Rectangle, Rounded Rectangle, and Ellipse tools; use tints to fill all of the paths; add selected highlights and offset shadows to simulate depth.



The default Fill and Stroke in the Tools palette; setting the default stroke weight for objects



Creating rounded rectangles and ellipses to construct the basic forms



Option-Shift/Alt-Shift dragging a selection to duplicate and constrain it to align with the original; using the Lasso tool to select specific points; Shift-dragging to constrain and move the selected points
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Many people believe the only way to achieve realism in Illustrator is with elaborate gradients and blends, but this illustration by Andrea Kelley proves that artistic observation is the real secret. Using observation and some simple Illustrator techniques, Kelley drew technical product illustrations of computer chip boards for a handbook for her client, Mitsubishi. 1 Recreating a mechanical object with repeating geometric shapes by altering copies of objects. Most artists find that close observation, not complex perspective, is the most crucial aspect to rendering illustrations. To sharpen your skills in observing the forms and details of objects, select a simple mechanical device to render in grayscale. First, create a new Illustrator document. Then experiment with the Ellipse, Rectangle, and Rounded Rectangle tools to draw the basic elements of the device. After you've made your first object—with the object still selected—click on the Default Fill and Stroke icon in the Tool palette, open the Stroke palette (Window > Stroke), and choose a stroke weight of 0.75 pt using the Weight pop-up menu. All objects you make from that point on will have the same fill and stroke as your first object. Because mechanical and computer devices often have similar components, you can save time by copying an



object you've drawn and then modifying the shape of the copy. You can easily align your copy with the original by holding the Opt-Shift/Alt-Shift keys while dragging out the copy from the selected object to the desired location. To illustrate a series of switches, Kelley dragged a selected switch (while holding Option-Shift/Alt-Shift to copy and constrain its movement), stretched the switch copy by selecting one end of the switch knob with the Lasso and dragged it down (holding the Shift key to constrain it vertically). She repeated this process to create a line of switches with the same switch plate width, but different switch knob lengths. 2 Using tints to fill the objects. At this point, all the objects are filled with white and have a stroke of black. Select a single object and set the Stroke to None and the Fill to black using the Color palette (Window >Color). Open the Swatches palette (Window > Swatches) and Option/Alt-click on the New Swatch icon to name it "Black Spot," and set the Color Type to Spot Color. Click OK to save your new spot color. Then create a tint using the Tint slider in the Color palette. Continue to fill individual objects (be sure to set their Stroke to None) using Black Spot as the fill color, and adjust the tints for individual objects using the Tint slider until you are happy with their shades. Kelley used percentages from 10-90%, with most of the objects being 55-75% black. 3 Creating a few carefully placed highlights. Look closely at the subject of your drawing and decide where to place highlights. For lines that follow the contour of your object, select part or all of your object's path with the Direct Selection tool, copy (Edit > Copy) and Paste in Front (Edit > Paste in Front) that path or path section. Using the Color palette, change the Fill of your path to None and use the tint slider to change the Stroke to a light value of gray. While the highlight's path is still selected, you can reduce or increase the width of your stroke using the Weight field of the Stroke palette. If you



The drawn object prior to filling selected paths with gray



Left, the selected path set to the default stroke and fill colors; right, the selected object set to a fill of Black and a stroke of None



Creating a new custom spot color that will then appear in the Swatches palette; setting the selected path to a fill of 73% Spot Black using the Tint slider in the Color palette



Individual paths filled with tints of Black Spot in a range from 10% to 90%
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Using Paste in Front on a selected, copied path to duplicate it directly on top; changing the Stroke and Fill of the duplicate path to create a highlighted outline



Using the Stroke palette Weight field to increase or decrease the width of the highlight path



Placing small circles with a Fill of 0% black (white) and a darker inset curved path to simulate depth; Option-Shift/Alt-Shift dragging a selected path to duplicate the path and constrain its movement



need to trim the length of a highlight, cut its path with the Scissors tool and then select the unwanted segments with the Direct Selection tool and delete them. For some of the knobs and dials on her chip, Kelley used circular highlights with a value of 0% black (white) and an inset curved path with a darker value to simulate depth. Once you are satisfied with the highlights on a particular knob, select the paths (both the highlights and the knob) and hold down the Option/Alt key while dragging the objects in order to duplicate them (hold down Option-Shift/Alt-Shift to copy and constrain the paths as you drag them). For her highlights, Kelley used lines that varied in weight from .2 to .57 pt and colors that varied in tint from 10-50%. She also used carefully placed white circles for some of the highlights. Try experimenting with different Cap and Join styles in the Stroke palette; see "End of Lines" section and figures in the introduction to this chapter for more on Caps and Joins. 4 Creating shadows. Follow the same procedure as above, but this time use darker tints on duplicated paths pasted behind in order to create shadows. Select a path to make into a shadow, copy it, and use Edit > Paste in Back to place a copy of the path directly behind the original path. Use your Arrow keys to offset the copy, and change the Fill to a darker tint using the Color palette. Consider using Effects to create shadows and highlights. See the Live Effects & Graphic Styles chapter for information on building multi-stroke appearances and saving them as styles that you can use on other artwork. Symbols Use Symbols instead of copies of artwork if you want to export the illustration as a Shockwave Flash file (Symbols result in a smaller file). See the Brushes & Symbols chapter to learn more about creating



Copying a dial and choosing Paste in Back; using Arrow keys to offset the copy; setting the Fill "T" tint to 87% black to create a shadow from the copy
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and modifying Symbols, and about the benefits of using them.



Mark Fox/BlackDog Using techniques similar to those shown in the



the Italian bicycle manufacturer—under the art



next lesson, Mark Fox redesigned this eagle



direction of Neal Zimmermann (Zimmermann



decal for Bianchi USA—the American branch of



Crowe Design). Chapter 3 Drawing & Coloring
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Cutting & Joining Basic Path Construction with Pathfinders



Overview: Design an illustration using overlapping objects; use the Pathfinder palette to join and intersect objects, join lines to circles, and cut objects from other objects.



Fox's inked sketch drawn with a compass NOTE: Fox created his image in reverse. As a last step, he used the Reflect tool to flip the final image (see the Zen chapter for help reflecting).



To redesign the classic "9 Lives" cat symbol that has appeared on Eveready batteries for over 50 years, Mark Fox began with a hand-drawn sketch. Once his sketch was approved, he inked the sketch with a Rapidograph pen and a compass, and then reconstructed the ink image in Illustrator using permanent (destructive) Pathfinder commands. To permanently apply the top row of Pathfinders, you'll have to hold Option (Mac)/Alt (Win) when you click these icons. The bottom row of Pathfinder icons are always permanent. Especially when you work with permanent Pathfinders, make sure you save incremental versions of your image as you work. 1 Creating a sketch and placing it as a template. Fox



Using the Tools palette to set the Fill to None before starting to draw



Drawing constrained circles from the center with the Ellipse tool (while holding Option-Shift/ Alt-Shift) to trace over the placed template
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used a compass to create a precise drawing constructed of fluid curves. Using his inked sketch as a template, Fox then used the Ellipse tool to recreate his compass circles in Illustrator. Create your own sketch using traditional materials and then scan it, or sketch directly into a painting program (such as Painter or Photoshop). Save your sketch as a TIFF or your preferred raster format, and place it into a new Illustrator document as a template. To do this, choose File > Place to locate the image you wish to use as a template, then enable the Template option and click Place (see the Layers chapter for more on templates). 2 Tracing your template using adjoining and overlapping objects. In order to see what you're doing as you work, use the Fill/Stroke section of the Tools palette to



set your Fill to None and Stroke to black before you begin drawing. Now use the Ellipse and Rectangle tools to create the basic shapes that will make up your image. Fox used some circles to form the shapes themselves (like the rump of the cat), and others to define the areas that would later be cut from others (like the arc of the underbelly). To create perfect circles or squares hold the Shift key while you draw with the Ellipse and Rectangle tools. By default, ellipse and rectangles are drawn from a corner—in order to draw these objects from a center point, hold down the Option (Mac) or Alt (Win) key as you draw. To create a circle from its center point, you'll need to hold down the modifier keys Shift+Option (Mac), or Shift+Alt (Win) as you draw—don't release the modifier keys until after you release your mouse button. Because Fox measured everything in millimeters in his inking stage, he created his circles numerically. With the Ellipse tool, Fox Optionclicked (Alt clicked for Win) on each center point marked on his template, entered the correct diameter for Width and Height, and clicked OK. 3 Constructing curves by combining parts of different circles. Once your paths are drawn and in position, use the Pathfinder palette (Window > Pathfinder) to combine portions of different circles to create complex curves. After drawing basic circles, use the Line Segment tool to draw a line through the circles at the point where you want to join them, and choose Object > Path >Divide Objects Below. Then select the sub-sections of the divided circles that you don't want and delete. To join separate adjoining curves, select them, hold Option/Alt, and click the Add to Shape Area Pathfinder icon. 4 Constructing objects using the Intersect Pathfinder command. If the area you wish to keep is the portion where objects overlap, use the Intersect command. Fox used Intersect to create the eyes and the nose of the cat. To make the eye shape, he drew a circle and then dragged off a duplicate by holding Option/Alt as he moved it with



Draw a line to mark where objects will be joined and apply Object >Path >Divide Objects Below



Select and delete unwanted portions of objects that won't be part of the final curve



Once only the elements you wish to be joined remain, select them, hold Option/Alt and click on the Add to Shape Area Pathfinder icon



Constructing the eyes and nose using the Intersect Shape Areas Pathfinder command
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the Selection tool. He then positioned the two circles so the overlap created the desired shape, selected both circles, and held down Option/Alt while he clicked the Intersect Shape Areas Pathfinder icon. Drawing one line from an anchor point on the circle and another angled line slightly removed



Creating a perpendicular copy of the angled line by double-clicking the Rotate tool, specifying a 90° Angle, and clicking copy



Moving the perpendicular copy to the circle's center and then making it into a guide



Moving the angled line tangent to the circle using the guide, then lengthening the line



Selecting the two end anchor points of the lines and closing using Join to connect the lines



Using the Add to Shape Pathfinder command to attach the circle to the angled shape, then the completed ears to the cat-head ellipse
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5 Attaching lines to circles. Fox connected angled lines to a tiny circle to form the cat's ear. To smoothly attach lines to circles, the lines need to lie "tangent" to the circle (touching the circle at only one anchor point). To work with precision, turn on Smart Guides (View menu). Start with the Ellipse tool and draw a small circle. To create the first tangent line, choose the Line Segment tool, and place the cursor over the left side anchor-point of the circle. When you see the word "anchor point" click-drag downward from that anchor point to draw a vertical line (hold the Shift key to constrain your line to vertical). Creating a tangent line that doesn't begin at an anchor point is trickier. Start by drawing another line slightly apart from the circle, but at the angle you desire (holding the Shift key constrains your line to horizontals, verticals, and 45° angles). To help you find the tangent point for this line, you need to create a line perpendicular to it. With your angled line selected, double-click the Rotate tool, enter 90°, and click Copy. Use the Direct selection tool to grab this perpendicular copy of your line near the middle and drag it toward the center of your circle; release the mouse when you see the word "center." With this line still selected, make it into a guide with View > Guides > Make Guides. Now select your angled line (marquee it with the Direct selection tool, or click it with the Selection or Group selection tool). Finally, with the Direct selection tool, grab the top anchor point and drag it to where the perpendicular guide meets the circle; release the mouse when you see the word "intersect." To adjust the length of either line, switch to the Selection tool, select the line, and drag the bounding box from the middle end handle at the open anchor point. The Add to Shape Pathfinder ignores lines, so to attach the lines to the circle, first connect the lines



together to form a two-dimensional shape. Using the Direct Selection tool, marquee the two open anchor points and choose Object > Path > Join ( -J/Ctrl-J) to connect the points with a line. Finally, to unite your angled shape with the circle, select them both, hold Option/Alt, and click the Add to Shape Area Pathfinder icon. Fox also used Add to Shape Area to join the ears to the head (he rotated the first ear into position, and used the Reflect tool to create a copy for the other ear—see the Zen of Illustrator chapter for help with rotation and reflection).



Better to see Pathfinders... If your objects are styled with a stroke and no fill, you can swap the Fill and Stroke styling to better see the effects of a Pathfinder command. To do this, with objects selected, click on the Swap Fill and Stroke arrows in the bottom section of the Tools palette. Click again to swap it back.



6 Cutting portions of paths with another object. To



create the rear flank of the cat, Fox used a large object to cut away an area (subtract) from another circle. Use the Selection tool to select the path you'll use as the cutter and bring it to the top of the stacking order (in the exact position) either by choosing Object > Arrange > Bring to Front, or Edit > Cut and then Edit > Paste in Front ( -F/ Ctrl-F). Marquee or Shift-select to select the cutter object as well as the objects you want to cut. To apply the cut, hold Option/Alt and click the Subtract from Shape Area Pathfinder icon. If you want a different result—Undo, make adjustments and reapply the Pathfinder.



Using the Subtract from Shape Area to cut one object from others



Manually cut with Scissors



Pathfinder >Add to Shape will close open paths, join-



Although it's not as precise as using a line and "Divide Objects Below," you can



ing them with a straight line. Use the following meth-



use the Scissors tool to cut any



od to manually join two open paths or to close a path



path, including open paths. Turn



smoothly. Since you can only join two points at a time,



on Smart Guides (View menu) and



start by deleting any stray points (Select >Object >



click with the Scissors tool when



Stray Points). Before you can join points with a smooth



the word "Path" appears to place



curve, you need to ensure the points are exactly on top



two coinciding points on the path.



of each other. Use the Direct Selection tool or Lasso



To separate the points, first dese-



to select one pair of end anchor points and choose



lect the path entirely. Then, with



Object > Path > Average (Both) and click OK, then



the Direct Selection tool, click on



Object >Path >Join and click OK. To Average/Join in



top of the new points to select



one step, press



only the top point. Then you can



Joining open paths & closing paths smoothly



-Shift-Option-J (Mac)/Ctrl-Shift-Alt-J



(Win)—there isn't a menu command for this.



move or delete the selected point. Chapter 3 Drawing & Coloring
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Add & Expand More Pathfinder Palette Basics



Overview: Create and position overlapping objects; use the Pathfinder palette to unite the paths into an editable Compound Shape, then consolidate the paths with Expand.



The design team of Diane and John Kanzler used the Pathfinder palette to create a logo and vehicle signage for the Urban Wildlife Program of the Fund for Animals. When the illustration was completed and approved by the client, the Kanzlers used the Expand feature of the Pathfinder palette as the final step to prepare the file for sending to the sign company. Assembling the basic elements for creating the beaver lodge



1 Creating and positioning overlapping objects. The Kanzlers wanted their logo's final lodge to look like it was made of sticks, like a real beaver lodge. To achieve this effect, begin by using the Pen tool to draw a basic lodge form. Set the lodge path's Fill to Black and the Stroke to



Positioning the stick paths to overlap the lodge path—the final assemblage



None, then adjust the Black to a gray value using the К slider in the Color palette. (For more on using the Color palette, see the "Simple Realism" lesson earlier in this chapter.) Draw a series of jagged logs and branches with a Fill of Black and a Stroke of None; this will make placement of the individual branch and log paths easier to view over the gray lodge shape. Next, use the Selection tool to position the log and branch paths so they overlap the lodge path. When you are satisfied with the placement of the logs and branches, choose Select > All to select all the paths you want to be united.



Applying Add in the Pathfinder palette to the selected paths to create a Compound Shape Note: The Compound Shape will take on the Fill and Stroke attributes of the topmost object.
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2 Using the Pathfinder palette to Add. Open the Pathfinder palette (Window > Pathfinder) and click on the



Add button in the top row of palette choices. The result is a fully editable Compound Shape that unites all of the selected paths. You should note that the paths within the Compound Shape will take on the Fill and Stroke attributes of the topmost path. To reposition any path within the Compound Shape, select and move it with the Group Selection tool, or use the Direct Selection tool to click within a filled path to select and reposition it. You can use the Direct Selection tool to edit the shape of any path within the Compound Shape. 3 Using Expand to convert Compound Shapes into a single path. The Kanzlers maintained the beaver lodge as a "live" editable Compound Shape during the client approval process, which made modifications easier. When their final sign was approved, the Kanzlers needed to prepare the file to send to the signage contractor. The design was to be output directly to the contractor's vinyl-cutting equipment using an older version of Illustrator on the Windows platform. In order to minimize the possibility of problems in printing their image with an earlier version of Illustrator, and to reduce the potential for their illustration to be inadvertently modified, they chose to apply the Expand command to permanently unite the separate beaver lodge shapes into one continuous path. Once you apply Expand to Compound Shape artwork, the separate paths will be united and you will no longer be able to move the individual stick shapes independently. Therefore, if you think you may need to edit the silhouette sometime in the future, be sure to save a copy of your artwork before you apply Expand. To Expand your live Compound Shapes (in a copy of your file), use the Selection tool to select your Compound Shape. Then, in the Pathfinder palette, click the Expand button to permanently apply your Pathfinder—in this case, to unite your paths. You can also access Expand by choosing "Expand Compound Shape" from the Pathfinder palette's pop-up menu.



The beaver lodge as a Compound Shape



Using the Group Selection tool to move individual paths within the Compound Shape



Expanding the Compound Shape to consolidate all of the individual paths into a single path



(Top) The final, expanded path; (bottom) the final logo and signage
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Divide & Color Applying Pathfinder Divide & Subtract



Overview: Design an illustration using overlapping elements; create individual paths using Divide, and delete unnecessary paths; using Subtract to cut "holes" and create Compound Paths; Divide again and assign colors to divided objects. Illustrator's Pathfinder palette provides many ways to combine objects. To create this disco clock for a Worldstudio Foundation's "Make Time" benefit, John Pirman used the Divide and Subtract Pathfinder options to permanently alter his objects. This allowed him to adjust colors within each of the divided areas in his illustration. Creating the basic elements using the Rectangle and Ellipse tools



(Top) Selecting all paths and clicking on Divide in the Pathfinder palette; (bottom) selecting and deleting unnecessary paths
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1 Creating and positioning paths; dividing overlapping paths. Pirman created a circle and a number of rectangles to serve as the background (and later as the objects to Divide his figure shapes) for his clock face design. In a new Illustrator document, draw a filled circle with no Stroke using the Ellipse tool (hold the Shift key to constrain the ellipse to a circle). Then use the Rectangle tool to draw a few rectangles filled with different gray values, and Stroke of None. Use a selection tool to move the rectangles around until you are satisfied with an arrangement of rectangles in relationship to the circle. Next, choose Select > All, then open the Pathfinder palette (Window > Pathfinder) and click the Divide button (in the palette's bottom row). All overlapping paths will split into separate, editable objects. To delete the extra paths outside of this "divided circle" shape, first choose Select > Deselect, then select them, and press Delete. 2 Using Subtract to create "holes" and Divide again. Next, Pirman drew a series of silhouetted human figures



with the Pen and Pencil tools and arranged them in relation to the background. For figures that included enclosed "negative space" (such as an arm partially touching another part of the body) he used Pathfinder Subtract to cut the areas as "holes," so objects behind would show through. To cut enclosed areas into permanent holes, first make sure that your enclosed paths are on top of the rest of the figure. Next, set solid fills for all the objects, with no strokes. Then select your figure and the enclosed spaces and hold Option (Mac)/Alt (Win) while you click on Subtract in the Pathfinder palette (holding Option (Mac)/Alt (Win) while applying a Pathfinder in the upper row of the palette makes that Pathfinder action permanent). Your figure with holes has now become a Compound Path. Use the Selection tool to reposition the complete figure, the Group Selection tool to reposition the holes, or the Direct Selection tool to edit the paths. Pirman created a palette of blues, greens, and white to apply to his figures. He then positioned each figure over his "divided circle" background and used his background objects to divide the figures. To do this, choose different color fills for your figures and arrange them in front of your divided background (the stacking order doesn't matter). Next, select all your paths (Select > All) and click Divide in the Pathfinder palette. As before, all of the overlapping paths will now be split into individual paths. Use the Group Selection tool to select and delete paths outside of your background shape, and then to select individual sections of the figures in order to change the fill color. Pirman used colors of similar value to visually integrate the divided figures. With his figures divided, Pirman then used his palette colors to recolor the various divided sections of the figures and continued to make adjustments to the background. To do this, color all of the paths that make up the fully divided illustration using your color palette. Using the Group Selection tool, click on the individual paths within the circle shape (hold Shift to select multiple paths) and style with any Fill color you like.



Drawing a figure that includes enclosed objects defining "negative space" (top left), selecting all the objects that create the figure and applying Pathfinder >Subtract while holding Option/Alt (top right), the figure now as a Compound Path



Filled figures; positioning the colored figure paths over the divided circle background



The process of styling individual objects with different colors.
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Cubist Constructs Creative Experimentation with Pathfinders



Overview: Create objects as the basis for Pathfinder commands; use commands on different sets of objects; make color and object adjustments.



The scanned sketch placed as a template



To build his geometrically complex style, Ron Chan depends on Illustrator's drawing tools and the Pathfinder palette commands. Many different ways exist to achieve similar effects. Here are some that Chan has perfected. Before and after circles are cut and joined



On the left, three objects (shown with different stroke colors); on the right, the objects with colored fills (no stroke) prior to running the Soft Mix command



Soft Mix applied, then objects recolored
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1 Preparing the basic objects you will work from. Create the objects that will form the basis for your filtering. Chan used methods discussed elsewhere in the book to prepare the initial objects, including scanning a sketch to use as a template (see "Digitizing a Logo" in the Layers chapter), creating a custom drawing grid (Type chapter) in its own layer, and making a masking layer (Advanced Techniques chapter). He cut and joined circles to form elements such as the head shown at left (see "Cutting & Joining," earlier in this chapter). 2 Selecting overlapping objects and applying Soft Mix. After creating a few overlapping objects, you might choose to see how those objects "cut into" each other. First, select the objects with any selection tool. Then use



the Pathfinder commands (Window >Pathfinder). The previous lesson "Divide & Conquer" uses the Divide Pathfinder to create separate objects for each area in which the objects intersect. Chan preferred to use the Soft Mix Pathfinder. Soft Mix creates new colors where objects overlap, making the intersections easy to . In this way, Chan could use the Direct Selection tool to choose particular divided objects for recoloring. (If your version of Illustrator doesn't include Soft Mix and Hard Mix in the Pathfinder palette, see the Tip at right.) To recolor all like-colored objects together, Chan Direct-selected one color and used Select > Same > Fill Color, to select all objects of that color. 3 Outlining and offsetting paths. Turning paths into outlined shapes gives you flexibility in styling and aligning lines. Chan stroked the jaw path and then outlined it using Object >Path > Outline Stroke. This allowed him to align the bottom edge of the line to the chin object. If you outline a path, you can fill it with gradients (see the Blends, Gradients & Mesh chapter) or patterns (for a lesson in patterns, see "Intricate Patterns" later in this chapter). Another way to turn a path into a fill able shape is to offset a copy of a selected path (Object > Path > Offset) and then join the endpoints of the copy and the original. 4 Cropping copies for an inset look. To create the look of an inset or lens of your image, first select and copy all the objects that will be affected, and then use Paste in Front and Group on the copy you just made. Using any method you wish, create a closed object to define the inset area. With the object still selected, press the Shift key and use the Selection tool to select the grouped copy and click the Crop icon in the Pathfinder palette. You can then use the Direct Selection tool to choose individual objects so you can change color or opacity, or apply effects from the Effect menu. Also, try experimenting with the Colors > Adjust Colors filter (Filter menu) until you achieve a color change you like.



Where's Soft Mix Pathfinder? Illustrator no longer includes Hard Mix and Soft Mix in the Pathfinder palette. To restore Mix functionality, either install the Wow! Actions "Pathfinder Filters.aia" from the Wow! CD (in "SandeeCs WOW Actions," in the "WOW Actions" folder), or apply them from Effect >Pathfinder, then choose Object > Expand Appearance.



Selecting a path and then applying Object > Path >Outline Stroke



The outlined path was moved up (Smart Guides are turned on), then recolored



Artwork copied and pasted in front, then circle drawn for inset shape



After Pathfinder >Crop, the circle was recolored
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Isometric Systems Arrow Keys, Constrain Angles & Formulas



Overview: Create detailed views of an object from front, top and side; use an isometric formula to transform the objects; set "Constrain-angle" and "Keyboard Increment" use Lasso and Arrow keys with Snap to Point to adjust and assemble objects. Stubborn snapping-to-point Sometimes if you try to move an object just slightly, it will annoyingly "snap" to the wrong place. If this happens, move it away from the area and release. Then grab the object again at the point you'd like to align and move it so that it snaps into the correct position. If you still have trouble, zoom in. As a last resort, you can



Technical illustrations and diagrams are often depicted in isometrics, and Adobe Illustrator can be the ideal program both for creating your initial illustrations, and for transforming them into this projection. The artists at Agnew Moyer Smith (AMS) created and transformed the diagrams on these pages using their three-step iso projection. For both the initial creation and manipulation of the isometric objects in space, AMS custom-set "Keyboard Increment" and "Constrain Angle" (in Illustrator > Preferences > General) and made sure that View > Snap to Point was enabled.



disable "SnaptoPoint" in the View menu.



Top, front and side faces with more than one component are grouped



Scaling, skewing and rotating
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1 Creating detailed renderings of the front, side and top views of your object to scale. Before you begin a technical illustration, you should choose a drawing scale, then coordinate the settings Preferences > General to match. For instance, to create a file drawer in the scale of 1 mm = 2", set the Units to millimeters and "Keyboard Increment" to .5 mm, and make sure that the "Snap to Point" option is enabled. With these features enabled and matching your drawing scale, it's easy to create detailed views of your object. To easily keep track of your object sizing as you work, choose Window > Info. If a portion of the real object is inset 1" to the left, you can use the key to move the path one increment (.5 mm) farther left. Finally, Snap to Point will help you align and



assemble your various components. Select and group all the components of the front view. Separately group the top and side so you'll be able to easily isolate each of the views for transformation and assembly. AMS renders every internal detail, which allows them to view "cutaways" or adjust individual elements, or groups of elements—for instance, when a drawer is opened. 2 Using an isometric formula to transform your objects, then assembling the elements. The artists at AMS created and transformed the diagrams on these pages using their three-step process, which is fully demonstrated on the Wow! CD. To transform your objects, double-click on the various tools to specify the correct percentages numerically. First, select all three views and scale them 100% horizontally and 86.6% vertically. Next, select the top and side, shear them at a -30° angle, and then shear the front 30°. Rotate the top and front 30° and the side -30°. The movement chart shows angles and directions. To assemble the top, front and side, use the Selection tool to grab a specific anchor-point from the side view that will contact the front view, and drag it until it snaps into the correct position (the arrow turns hollow). Next, select and drag to snap the top into position. Finally, select and group the entire object for easy reselection.



An arrow key movement chart based on a Constrain Angle of 30°; AMS groups fully transformed and assembled objects for easy selection; setting Constrain Angle in Preferences > General



You can use the Lasso to select the points you want to move.



To lengthen the cart, select the points indicated and move in the direction of the arrow (-30°)



3 Using selection, Constrain Angle and Arrow keys to adjust objects and assemble multiple components.



Try using the Lasso tool to select a portion of an object (Shift-Lasso adds points to a selection; Option-Lasso/AltLasso deletes points from a selection), setting Constrain Angle to 30°, then slide your selection along the isometric axes using alternating Arrow keys. Select entire objects and snap them into position against other objects. Also, look at the movement chart (top of the page) to determine the direction in which to move, then double-click the Selection tool in the toolbox to specify a numeric movement for selections or objects.



To widen the cart, select the points indicated, and either double-click on the Selection tool in the Toolbox to specify a Move numerically, or use your Arrow keys Transforming one object into the next, by Direct-selecting the appropriate anchor points and using the Move command, or by setting and using a custom Constrain Angle and Arrow keys



Automated Isometric Actions! Rick Henkel of AMS created WOW Actions that automate formulas for isometrics (on the Wow! CD). Chapter 3 Drawing & Coloring
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Rick Henkel, Kurt Hess/
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Agnew Moyer Smith, Inc.



in composing an environment with those



Agnew Moyer Smith's artists use Illustrator



elements. Objects can be saved in separate



not only to create discrete elements, but also



files by category and used as "libraries" when



because it provides so much flexibility



constructing different scenes.
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Jared Schneidman



Jared Schneidman illustrated this building for



Constrain Angle (Preferences >General) to 30°,



a capabilities brochure for Structure Tone, an



so he could edit objects by dragging selected



interior construction company. Schneidman



points or lines along the same angles as the



traced a scan of an architectural drawing of



isometric view (he held down the Shift key



the building, rendered originally in an isomet-



while dragging to constrain movement to the



ric view. While drawing, Schneidman set the



set angles). Chapter 3 Drawing & Coloring
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Objective Colors Custom Labels for Making Quick Changes



Overview: Define custom spot or global colors, naming colors by the type of object; repeat the procedure for each type of object; use Select commands to select types of objects by spot or global color name to edit colors or objects.



Option-clicking on the New Swatch icon to directly access Swatch Options; naming the color, then setting the color to be a Spot Color or choosing the Global option, which allows global changes and tinting



A spot color swatch with its custom label
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When you need to frequently adjust the colors of an illustration, it's essential to find a way of organizing your colors. This illustration by Rick Henkel demonstrates how his firm, Agnew Moyer Smith (AMS), uses colors to label different categories of objects, making it simple to isolate and update colors. This method also makes it easy to find all objects in a category in order to apply any other global changes, such as changing the stroke weight or scaling, or adding transparency or effects. 1 Creating custom spot or global colors. AMS uses spot colors, even for process color jobs, to allow easy access to tints. (You can also use Process colors by checking the Global option in the Swatches palette.) In the Swatches palette, Option-click/Alt-click on the New Swatch icon.



If you have premixed a color in the Color palette, this color will be loaded in the color mixer. You can then edit it using the color sliders. Now give your color a name that conveys the kind of object you plan to fill with the color and either choose Spot Color from the Color Type popup, or choose Process, and enable the Global option. Rick Henkel used labels such as "CamRight" and "DriveLeft" to label the colors he would use in his illustration of the Duquesne Incline. To help his selection of reliably reproducible colors, Henkel used the Agfa PostScript Process Color Guide to look up the color he actually wanted and then entered the CMYK percentages. 2 Repeating the procedure for all colors and labels, and changing color definitions as necessary. Create



colors for each type of object to be styled differently, naming each color for the objects it will fill (to speed creation of swatches, see the Tip below right). Henkel created spot colors, properly labeled, for each type of object included in this incline railroad illustration. The spot and global color systems makes it easy to change definitions of colors. From the Swatches palette, double-click on the color you want to change in order to open Swatch Options, where you can change the color recipe. Click OK to apply the changes to all objects containing that color. 3 Using the labels to find all like objects. To select all like objects—for example, those colored with "CamRight"—click on that color name in your Swatches palette list and choose Select > Same > Fill Color. Once selected, you can edit other attributes besides color (like stroke width, layer position and alignment).



Creating custom spot color swatches for each category of object to be styled differently



With a color swatch label selected, choosing Select>Same>Fill Color to find the objects filled with that color



After selecting the next color swatch, using the Select >Reselect command to select all objects colored with that swatch



From one swatch to another When defining swatches with custom parameters in Swatch Options, such as Spot colors or Global process colors, instead of having to continually set similar parame-



Spot colors for four-color-process jobs



ters, simply select a swatch that is



If you choose to define your swatches as spot colors,



close to the color you want, then



and you intend to print four-color-process separa-



Option-click/Alt-clickthe New



tions from the Print dialog box, be sure to enable the



Swatch icon to redefine and name



"Convert All Spot Colors to Process" Output option.



the Swatch. Chapter 3 Drawing & Coloring
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Jean Tuttle As any colorist knows, an organized palette



color swatch in the Swatches palette, first dese-



helps facilitate the creative process. Artist Jean



lect all objects (Select >Deselect), then double-



Tuttle constructed a color chart file that made



click a swatch name in the Swatches palette



it easy to create several illustrations using the



to display the Swatch Options dialog box. In



same palette and allowed her to work with col-



Options, you can rename your swatch in the



ors in an intuitive manner. In order to reliably



Swatch Name field and adjust the color recipe



predict the colors she'd get in print, Tuttle used



if you wish.



tear-out swatches from a Pantone Color Speci-
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fier to choose the beginning colors for her base



Saturating and desaturating with sliders



palette. In Illustrator, she then constructed a



With the Shift key held down, grab one color



palette of rectangles filled with the Pantone



slider to move all slid-



colors she'd chosen (from the Libraries option



ers together. Grabbing



in the Swatches pop-up menu). Each time she



the right-most slider



chose a Pantone color from the Pantone library



gives the greatest con-



it was automatically added to her Swatches



trol. Drag to the right



palette. She renamed these swatches based on



to 100% for full color



their colors (a color containing yellow would



saturation. Drag left to



include "yel" in its new name). To rename a



desaturate.
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Clarke Tate Setting the familiar characters, Woodstock and



View from the Swatches palette pop-up menu.



Snoopy, in famous locations, Clarke Tate illustrated this scene for a McDonald's Happy Meal box designed for Asian markets. Tate produced a palette of custom colors with descriptive names. View color names by selecting Name Chapter 3 Drawing & Coloring
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Christopher Burke When printed in CMYK, Illustrator's smooth,



(preferably two) of the color plates in every



crisp edges can be a registration nightmare.



region of his image. As long as adjacent objects



Even the slightest misregistration of inks can



share at least 5% of at least one color, no



create visually disturbing white gaps between



white gaps can form, and trapping will natu-



colors. So, although you shouldn't have to



rally occur. This technique ensures "continuous



worry about what happens to your illustration



coverage" of ink and maintains a full spectrum



once it's completed, the reality is that you still



palette while keeping just enough in common



have to help your printer along. "Trapping" is a



between adjacent colors. (See Tip "Trapping



technique of printing one color over the edge



Issues" in the Basics chapter) The background



of another—usually achieved by creating over-



image is a rasterized Illustrator drawing with



printing strokes that overlap adjacent objects.



an applied blur effect; raster images are free of



Christopher Burke uses a work-around where



trapping problems (see the Illustrator & Other



the colors in his images contain at least one



Programs chapter for more on rasterizing).



Manual trapping of gradients and pattern fills Since you can't style strokes with gradients or patterns, you can't trap using the Pathfinder Trap filter either. To trap gradients and patterns manually, first duplicate your object and stroke it in the weight you'd like fora trap. Then use Object > Path > Outline Stroke to convert the stroke to a filled object and style this the same as the object you'd like to trap. Lastly, enable the Overprint Fill box in the Attributes palette. If necessary, use the Gradient tool to unify gradients (see "Unified Gradients" in the Blends, Gradients & Mesh chapter), and replicate pattern transformations. 100
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Dorothy Remington /Remington Designs Color printers are notoriously unpredictable in terms of color consistency, so Dorothy Remington developed a method to increase consistency from proof to final output. When Remington constructs an image, she freely chooses colors from any of the CMYK process color models (such as Pantone Process, TruMatch, Focoltone, Toyo, etc.) that come with Illustrator, provided that she has the matching color swatchbooks. Whenever she sends the computer file to the service bureau



for proofing or final output, she also sends along the matching color swatches representing the colors she used in the image. Remington then asks the service bureau to calibrate the printer to match her swatches as closely as possible. Although requesting such special attention might result in a small surcharge, it can save you an immense amount of time with the service bureau, and can save you the expense of reprinting the image because colors did not turn out as expected. Chapter 3 Drawing & Coloring
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Karen Barranco/Evenson Design Group Karen Barranco was hired to design a versatile, stylized version of the original Warner Brothers shield for a sports apparel line. It's important to remember that often the simplest techniques can be used to make the most sophisticated logo. Here, Barranco used only the Pen tool and Bezier editing tools to modify the original version of the logo to create the current one. Simple changes in fill color allow the logo to be adapted for a wide variety of applications (T-shirt and sneaker shown below).
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Karen Barranco/Special Modern Design In order to create a logo, it is often important



the Pen tool until she was satisfied with the



to try out a wide range of designs in order to



overall shape. Barranco continued to refine the



capture the essential elements of the idea the



dragonfly image, experimenting with many



logo is to represent. To design this logo for the



styles, as shown above. She used the most basic



Jennifer Diamond Foundation, Karen Barranco



of Illustrator tools, the Pen, to create each of



created variations of the dragonfly by first



her trial designs. With the addition of color and



placing photo references of the dragonfly on



variations of opacity, a multitude of elegant



a locked layer of the artboard, which she used



dragonflies were created, until the final design



as a template. She then traced the photos with



was achieved. Chapter 3 Drawing & Coloring
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Filip Yip
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The green perimeter in the background of



the transparency around the edges of the tex-



this Illustration consists of multiple copies of



tured path. Yip copied the compound path (a



a rough-edged oval (shown above) grouped



green oval with a jagged edge) several times



together, along with other artwork. First, Filip



and in various sizes, and grouped the result-



Yip drew a rough-edged, oval-shaped line



ing objects together to make up the jagged-



with charcoal on rough watercolor paper. He



edged perimeter. Once he was satisfied with



then scanned it into Adobe Photoshop, saved



the overall shape of the green background, he



the image as a TIFF, and autotraced it in Adobe



chose Effect >Pathfinder > Merge to make the



Streamline. The sketch was brought back into



background into one object. He created jagged



Photoshop (where the edges were cleaned



shapes manually instead of using brushes (see



up), saved as a path, and exported to Illustra-



the Brushes & Symbols chapter), because he



tor (File >Export >Paths to Illustrator). In Illus-



preferred the consistent, jagged edge he could



trator, Yip drew a solid oval shape to fit the



achieve by hand. The distortions that occur



rough textured path, selected both, and chose



when brushes "stretch" felt too unpredictable



Object >Compound Path >Make to preserve



to Yip.
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Gary Ferster Using only simple filled and stroked objects,



educational CD-ROM titled "Ancient 2000".



Gary Ferster was able to create this series of



For help making perspective guidelines, see



illustrations on Roman Life for a children's



"Varied Perspective" in the Layers Chapter. Chapter 3 Drawing & Coloring
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Distort Dynamics Adding Character Dynamics with Transform



Overview: Create characters and group them; use the Free Transform tool to drag one corner to exaggerate the character; draw a sun and use the Free Transform tool to add dynamics to circles.



After John Kanzler creates the cast of characters in his scenes, he often uses the Free Transform tool on each of the characters one at a time in order to add energy, movement, dynamics and action.



The original bug (top); then with the Free Transform tool the jaw is enlarged, the back is squashed and the entire character is skewed forward
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1 Creating and grouping a character, then applying the Free Transform tool. After building his bug one object at a time, Kanzler thought it needed a more menacing look, and wanted the bug to appear as if it was charging forward. By grabbing and moving various handles, he was able to enlarge the jaws while squashing the body. Then he skewed the bug to the left to give a sense of forward motion and more energy than the original. Select your objects and choose the Free Transform tool (E key). Now, this is essential throughout this lesson: grab a handle and then hold down (Mac)/Ctrl (Win) to pull only that selected handle to distort the image. Look



carefully at what results from movement of each of the Free Transform handles. For his hovering wasp, Kanzler used the Free Transform tool to give the wasp a little more "personality" by pulling a corner out to one side. Notice that as you pull a corner sideways to expand in one direction, the opposite side distorts and compresses—if you pull a center handle, you will merely skew the objects, elongating them toward the pulled side.



The effect of Free Transform on the hovering wasp



2 Applying the Free Transform tool to regularly shaped objects to add perspective and dynamics. In creating an "action line" for his illustration, Kanzler used the Free Transform tool to make an arc of dots skew out of uniformity, while constraining the arc of the skewed path to that of the original, unskewed path. First, he applied a custom dotted Pattern Brush to a curved path (see the Brushes & Symbols chapter for help). Then he chose Object >Expand Appearance to turn the brushed path into a group of oval objects. By carefully tucking and pulling with the Free Transform tool, Kanzler was able to add flair to the arc while keeping the same general size. 3 Making a sun, then creating extreme perspective using the Free Transform tool. To make the sun object, draw a circle (hold Shift as you draw with the Ellipse tool). In Outline mode (View menu), place your cursor over the circle centerpoint, hold Option/Alt and the Shift key while drawing a second, larger concentric circle and make it into a Guide (View > Guides >Make Guides). With the Pen tool, draw a wedge-shaped "ray" that touches the outer-circle guide. Select the wedge, and with the Rotate tool, Option/Alt-click on the circle's center point. Decide how many rays you want, divide 360 (the degrees in a circle) by the number of rays to find the angle to enter in the dialog box and click Copy. To create the remaining rays, keep repeating Transform Again, -D (Mac)/Ctrl-D (Win). Select all sun objects and choose Object >Group. Then, with the Free Transform tool, grab one single corner handle to skew the sun's perspective.



Using the Free Transform tool, pull different handles to create action and perspective effects



The sun object shown in Outline mode, before the process of Transform Again; and while pulling a Free Transform handle
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Distort Filter Flora Applying Distort Filters to Create Flowers



Overview: Create rough circles; resize and rotate copies of the circles to construct a rose; fill with a radial gradient; apply the Roughen filter; apply other Distort filters to copies.



Setting the Pencil Tool Preferences; drawing two rough circular paths
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Artist Laurie Grace used two roughly drawn circular paths and a series of Distort niters to construct the delicate flowers in her illustration, which she colored with various radial gradients. (See the Live Effects & Graphic Styles chapter for examples of artwork created using "live" versions of filters, called "effects.")



Using the Scale tool dialog window to create a reduced-size pair of circles nested within the first pair of circles



1 Drawing circular paths; resizing and rotating path copies. Grace drew two rough circular paths, then resized and duplicated the two paths as the first steps in creating each rose. In a new Illustrator document, doubleclick on the Pencil tool to bring up the Pencil Tool Preferences window. In the Tolerances section, set Fidelity to 0.5 pixels and Smoothness to 0. In the Options section, disable "Keep selected" and "Edit selected paths." Using the Color palette, set a Fill of None and a Stroke of Black. Draw a roughly circular path, holding the Option (Mac)/ Alt (Win) key as you near the end of the circle to automatically close the path. Then draw another rough circle just within the first circle. Overlapping is okay.



(Left) Using the Rotate tool to rotate the lastcreated pair of circles; (right) the complete construction of the flower before coloring—the flower center consists of a few small circles



Use the Selection tool or Lasso tool to select the two paths. To create a duplicate pair of circles that is smaller
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than and nested within the first pair, double-click on the Scale tool again (you should note that the previously used reduction setting is saved) and click the Copy button. With the last pair still selected, choose the Rotate tool and click-drag on the image in the direction of the rotation



Choosing a radial gradient swatch to adjust



you want. Continue to resize/copy and rotate selected pairs of circles until the flower form you are building is almost filled with circles. To vary the petal placement in the final rose, you can continue to rotate some of the pairs after you've created them. Then, for the center of the rose, click on the Pencil tool and draw a few small, nested circles. Use the Lasso tool or the Selection tool to select all the paths that make up the rose construction, and choose Object > Group,



Adjusting the color settings of the beginning point gradient slider



then deselect all paths by choosing Select > Deselect. 2 Coloring the flower using a radial gradient. To give the final rose illustration a color effect that mimicked the petals of real flowers, Grace created a radial gradient color swatch and applied it to her rose construction. Open the Swatches palette (Window >Swatches), and click on the "Show Gradient Swatches" button. Next, click on the "Black, White Radial" swatch. To change the col-



Adjusting the color settings of the ending point gradient slider



ors of the gradient, open the Color and Gradient palettes (Window > Color and Window > Gradient), click once on the leftmost gradient slider (the beginning point of the gradient) in the Gradient palette, and adjust the color sliders in the Color palette. Grace chose 100% M for the



Repositioning the beginning gradient slider



beginning slider. Next, click on the rightmost gradient slider (the ending point of the gradient) and adjust the color sliders; Grace chose 34% M and moved the К slider to 0%. To increase the amount of 100% magenta in your filled objects, drag the left slider to the right and release it where you like (Grace used a Location setting of 45.51%). Finally, create your new Gradient swatch by Optionclicking (Mac)/Alt-clicking (Win) on the "New Swatch" button in the Swatches palette. Name your swatch (Grace chose "Pink Flower Gradient") and click OK. Select the rose illustration and then set the Fill to "Pink Flower



(Top) Creating a new Gradient swatch; (bottom, left and right) setting Fill to the "Pink Flower Gradient" swatch and Stroke to None
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Gradient" and the Stroke to None. For more on Gradients, see the Blends, Gradients & Mesh chapter.



Settings for the Roughen filter; the final rose



3 Applying the Roughen filter. To give her rose a realistic rough-edged petal effect, Grace applied the Roughen filter to the illustration. Use the Selection tool to select the rose, then choose Filter > Distort > Roughen. In the Roughen dialog box, enable the Preview checkbox to see the effect of the filter before you apply it. In the Roughen Options, set Size to 3%, Detail to 5/in, and Points to Smooth. Click OK to apply your chosen settings. Grace used her final rose to create some of the other flowers in her illustration by applying more Distort filters to copies of the rose (be sure to enable the Preview checkbox for each as you work). Select the entire rose and duplicate it by holding down the Option (Mac)/Alt (Win) key as you drag the rose to a new location. With the duplicate still selected, choose Filter > Distort > Pucker & Bloat, enable Preview, and set the Bloat to 33%. Click OK to apply. On another copy of the rose, apply a Pucker & Bloat setting of-40 Pucker. With a third copy of the rose selected, choose Filter > Distort >Zig Zag and set Size to .25 in, choose Absolute, set Ridges to 5 and choose Corner in the Points section. With a fourth copy of the rose, apply an additional roughening by choosing Filter > Distort > Roughen. Set Size to .21 in, choose Absolute, set Detail to 23/ in, and select Smooth in the Points section.



Applying additional distortion filters to copies of the final rose illustration.
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You can easily change the colors of the radial gradient for each of your flowers using the three-palette combination of Color, Swatches, and Gradient. Select the flower you want to change and modify the color and positioning of the sliders in the Gradient palette. When you change any attributes of your flower's Fill, it will disassociate from your "Pink Flower Gradient" swatch in the Swatches palette. In order to save any new gradient you create (that you may want to apply later to other flowers), Optionclick (Mac) or Alt-click (Win) on the New Swatch button in the Swatches palette while you have your new gradientfilled object selected, name the swatch, and click OK.



Laurie Grace



Continuing with the flower theme she created in the previ ous lesson, Laurie Grace made some adjustments to color and size used for some of the flowers. She created variations on the other flowers by using Filter > Distort >Roughen. She created more flowers using the pen tool to draw individual pedals and then adding color using gradient mesh. She option clicked on the rotate tool to bring up a dialog box, typed in 30° and chose Copy. She then used



-D/Alt-D to con-



tinue the rotation around 360°. To add to the decorative design for the greenery, she used the Pen and Pencil tools to draw the stems and leaves. She then used Filter > Distort > Zig Zag or Twist on some of the pen lines and leaves. (See the Blends, Gradients & Mesh



chapter for help with blends.)
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Vector Photos Pen and Eyedropper Technique



Overview: Trace object outline using template; create contour paths then divide using Pathfinder; select and fill each object with Eyedropper tool.



The original photographic composite image placed as a template



The Place dialog box with the Link and Template checkboxes enabled



Brashear's building outline (a closed object) on the left; two open paths drawn on the right (Brashear used the open paths to divide the building outline)
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Reproducing a pixel image as a vector composition is usually done by auto-tracing the image in a program like Adobe Streamline. Tracing it manually in Illustrator, however, allows greater control in organizing layers and eliminating unwanted detail. For this scene from Gothenburg, Sweden, artist Bruce Brashear traced shapes from an imported image, used the Pathfinder filters to create the detailed elements of buildings and figures, and sampled image colors with the Eyedropper tool to apply to vector objects he had created. 1 Starting a new document, placing an image, and modifying image visibility. Start your reproduction by creating a new document (File >New). Import the image you'll trace by choosing File > Place. In the Place dialog box, select the image and enable the Template checkbox to automatically create a template layer for the image. If you want to change the opacity of the layer, so the image doesn't obscure the vector objects you will create, doubleclick the template layer's name in the Layers palette and key in a percentage in the Dim Images field. (See the Layers chapter for more information on creating and working with the Layers palette and with template layers.) 2 Drawing shapes of buildings and creating compound shapes with the Pathfinder palette. To reproduce the buildings in his image, Brashear drew overlapping paths



and relied on the Divide Pathfinder to create adjoining objects (like the sunlit and shadowed parts of a wall) whose edges aligned perfectly (thus alleviating the need to meticulously draw adjoining edges so that there were no gaps between them). To divide a closed path (like the roof of a building) with open paths, first draw a closed path and give it a stroke but no fill. Then draw a line that divides the closed path into light and shadow, extending your path beyond the closed object. Select both the closed object and the open path and click on the Divide icon in the Pathfinder palette. As a result, Illustrator divides the roof object into two closed objects (one representing the sunlit part of the roof and the other the shadowed part). You may need to divide one closed path with another closed path. To create the building's window balconies, Brashear drew overlapping rectangles, one for the window and one for the balcony. After selecting both objects, he applied the Divide Pathfinder, which created three objects. To remove the object created where the window and balcony overlap, select both objects and Option-click/ Alt-click the Add to Shape Area icon in the Shape Modes from the Pathfinder palette. Both objects are then combined into one object. (If you don't remember to Optionclick/Alt-click, simply click the palette's Expand button after using the Shape Mode.) Instead of using the Pathfinders to divide an object, consider using the Knife tool. To access the Knife tool, click and hold the mouse button down on the Scissors tool icon. Select an object and then draw a freehand line with the Knife (press the Option/Alt key before you drag it across an object to constrain the direction that the Knife moves). When you release the mouse button, Illustrator will automatically divide the selected object into two separate objects. Your goal is to make as many closed objects as necessary to reproduce the different shapes you see in the placed image. The more objects you make, the more closely your vector reproduction will match the detail and realism of the image.



Left, result of using the Divide Pathfinder; right, the three objects (colored for demonstration)



Top left, portion of template image; top right, two rectangles drawn over the template image; bottom, Pathfinder palette with Divide icon being selected



Top left, the result of using the Divide Pathfinder, the two rectangles that need to be merged; top right, the two remaining rectangles after using the Add to Shape Area Pathfinder; bottom, the Pathfinder palette with the Add to Shape Area icon selected



The Knife tool accessed by holding the cursor down on the Scissors icon in the toolbox
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3 Using the Eyedropper tool to fill objects with colors selected from the image. After creating his objects, Brashear filled them with colors he sampled from the placed image. First, select an object you want to fill (make sure the Fill icon in the toolbox is active so you color the fill, not the stroke). Next, find a representative color in the Left, the placed image that Brashear sampled with the Eyedropper tool; Right, objects filled with sampled colors (including a radial gradient created from sampled colors)



placed image and Shift-click on it with the Eyedropper tool to fill the object with the sampled color. You can create a color gradient with colors that are sampled from the image. To learn about producing a gradient fill, see the Blends, Gradients & Mesh chapter. Because a gradient will obscure the image underneath it as you create and edit it, see the Layers chapter to learn how to toggle a layer or object from Preview to Outline



Default Eyedropper tool's options dialog box; these settings require a Shift-click to sample an image



view before you begin sampling image colors.



From Shift-click to click



By disabling the Appearance checkbox, the Eyedropper tool can be clicked instead of Shiftclicked to sample an image



Can't remember to Shift-click with the Eyedropper tool when sampling a color from an image? Just change the t6ol options. Double-click the Eyedropper icon in the toolbox. Then, uncheck the Appearance checkbox in the Eyedropper Picks Up portion of the Eyedropper's options dialog box. Now just click to sample a color from an image.



Changing the shape of a cut Whether you cut an object with the Divide Pathfinder or with the Knife tool, the result will be two objects that share adjoining edges. While these two edges look like one line, they are two coinciding paths. To change the shape of two unfilled edges at the same time, so that they remain coincidental, be sure to select points using the Direct Selection tool before moving the points. That way you'll move points on both of the paths simultaneously. 114
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Two tools at once You can toggle between a selection tool and the Eyedropper tool using the /Ctrl key. First, click on the selection tool you'll use to select objects (the Selection, Direct Selection, or Group Selection tool). Then click on the Eyedropper tool. Now, when you're using the Eyedropper and want to select an object, the /Ctrl key will toggle to the selection tool you clicked on previously. See The Zen of Illustrator chapter for additional keyboard shortcuts ("Finger dances") that can save you time as you work.



Brad Hamann Brad Hamann created this travel sticker for a Honda Corporation ad campaign for one of its cars (the Passport). He placed a photo of Niagara Falls into his document as a template and then traced over it using the Pencil tool. Using the Eyedropper tool, he held the Shift key to sample color from the photo to fill his pencildrawn shapes. To finalize his image he created a clipping mask in the shape of a circle and added type (see the Advanced Techniques and Type chapters for help with masks and type).
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Intricate Patterns Designing Complex Repeating Patterns



Advanced Technique Overview: Design a rough composition; define a confining pattern boundary and place behind all layers; use the box to generate crop marks; copy and position elements using crop marks for alignment; define and use the pattern.
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Left, arranging pattern elements into a basic design; right, adding the pattern tile rectangle behind the pattern elements



Included with Illustrator are many wonderful patterns for you to use and customize, and the User Guide does a good job of explaining pattern-making basics. But what if ' you want to create a more complex pattern? A simple trick with crop marks can help to simplify a tedious process of trial and error. With some help from author and consultant Sandee Cohen, Alan James Weimer used the following technique to design an intricate tile that prints seamlessly as a repeating pattern.



Creating crop marks based on selection of the pattern tile rectangle



1 Designing your basic pattern, drawing a confining rectangle, then creating crop marks for registration. Create a design that will allow for some rearrangement of artwork elements. Hint: You can't make a pattern tile that contains rasterized or placed images, or unexpanded and unmasked patterns, gradients, blends, or brushes. Use the Rectangle tool to draw a box around the part of the image you would like to repeat. This rectangle defines the boundary of the pattern tile. Send the rectangle to the bottom of the Layers palette or to the bottom of your drawing layer (Object > Arrange > Send to Back). This boundary rectangle, which controls how your pattern repeats, must be an unstroked, unfilled, nonrotated, nonskewed object. Make certain this rectangle is selected,
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and select Filter > Create > Crop Marks. Last, Ungroup these marks (in the next step, you'll use the crop marks to align elements that extend past the pattern tile). 2 Developing the repeating elements. If your pattern has an element that extends beyond the edge of the pattern tile, you must copy that element and place it on the opposite side of the tile. For example, if a flower blossom extends below the tile, you must place a copy of the remainder of the blossom at the top of the tile, ensuring that the whole flower is visible when the pattern repeats. To do this, select an element that overlaps above or below the tile and then Shift-select the nearest horizontal crop mark (position the cursor on an endpoint of the crop mark). While pressing the Shift-Option or Shift-Alt keys (the Option key copies the selections and the Shift key constrains dragging to vertical and horizontal directions), drag the element and crop mark upward until the cursor snaps to the endpoint of the upper horizontal crop mark. (For any element that overlaps the left or right side of the tile, select the element and the vertical crop mark and hold down Shift-Option/Shift-Alt as you drag them into position.) 3 Testing and optimizing your pattern. To test your pattern, select your pattern elements (including the bounding rectangle), and either choose Edit > Define Pattern to name your pattern, or drag your selection to the Swatches palette (then double-click the swatch to customize its name). Create a new rectangle and select the pattern as your fill from the Swatches palette. Illustrator will fill the rectangle with your repeating pattern. If you redesign the pattern tile and then wish to update the pattern swatch, select your pattern elements again, but this time Option-drag/Alt-drag the elements onto the pattern swatch you made before. Optimize your pattern for printing by deleting excess anchor points. Select pattern elements and use the Simplify command (Object >Path >Simplify).



Left, selecting the flower blossom and horizontal crop mark; right, after dragging a copy of the flower blossom and crop mark into position at the top of the pattern tile artwork



Finished artwork for the pattern tile, before turning into a pattern swatch in the Swatches palette



Making a new swatch using Edit >Define Pattern



Speeding redraw with patterns After filling an object with a pattern, speed up screen redraw by setting View to Outline mode, or by rasterizing a copy of the object (keep the original object unfilled in case you need to use it later). Chapter 3 Drawing & Coloring
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Tiffany Larsen Tiffany Larsen used custom patterns to dress the Big Bad Wolf in realistic fabric textures.
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The gingham dress pattern was created by



within a square (white Fill, no Stroke). With the



drawing a checkerboard of squares with the



Direct Selection tool, she selected the square



Rectangle tool. Within the checkerboard,



and circles and made the selection into a com-



Larsen drew smaller squares of various sizes



pound path (Object>Compound Path>Make)



to simulate a mottled appearance. She then



to create transparent holes (see the Advanced



masked the grouped checkerboard into the



Techniques chapter for more on masks). Larsen



size she wanted and dragged it to the Swatches



made the selection into a pattern by choosing



palette to create a pattern. To make the lace



Edit >Define Pattern. Using the Stroke palette,



(shown above on a black background), Larsen



Larsen made the stitching a 1 pt dashed line



drew several circles (white Fill, no Stroke)



with a 2 pt gap.
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Introduction Brushes Symbols Symbols vs. Scatter Brushes Gallery: Chris Bucheit Ink Brush Strokes: Making Naturalistic Pen and Ink Drawings Galleries: Sharon Steuer, Lisa Jackmore, Jen Alspach, Ellen Papciak-Rose Preparing Art: Adding Brushes to Existing Artwork Pattern Brushes: Creating Details with the Pattern Brush Galleries: Bert Monroy, Shayne Davidson,Steve Spindler, Jacqueline Mahannah Building Brushes: Building Brushes for Lettering Advanced Technique: Map Techniques: Simplifying Complex Image Creation Gallery: Joe Lertola Symbol Basics: Creating and Working with Symbols Gallery: Sandee Cohen & Sharon Steuer Advanced Technique: Organic Creation: Painting with Brushes, Symbols, and Mesh



152 SPECIAL BRUSHES SUPPLEMENT by Sandee Cohen



Brushes & Symbols Brushes and Symbols blur the boundaries between Strokes, Fills, and Patterns. Using these tools and effects, you can create strokes made of fills or patterns, and fills made from strokes and other artwork. Using Brushes and Symbols, you can create the equivalents of many traditional illustration tools, such as pens and brushes that drip and splatter, colored pencils and charcoals, calligraphy pens and brushes, and spray cans that can spray anything—from single color spots to complex artwork. You can use these tools with a pen and tablet, or with a mouse or trackball. These custom brushes created by Lisa Jackmore, plus others, can be found on the Wow! CD



Find two more brushes lessons in the Transparency & Appearances chapter: "Transparency 101" (top) and "Transparent Color" (above)
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BRUSHES



There are four basic types of Brushes: Calligraphic, Art, Scatter, and Pattern. You can use Brushes for everything from mimicking traditional art tools to painting with complex patterns and textures. You can either create brush strokes with the Brush tool, or you can apply a brush stroke to a previously drawn path. Use Calligraphic Brushes to create strokes that look like they're from a real-world calligraphy pen or brush, or to mimic felt pens. You can define a degree of variation for the size, roundness, and angle of each "nib." You can also set each of the above characteristics to be Fixed, Pressure, or Random. See the "Ink Brush Strokes" lesson, and the "Special Brushes Supplement" later in this chapter for a complete description of the tool and its settings. Art Brushes consist of one or more pieces of artwork that get stretched evenly along the path you create with them. You can use Art Brushes to imitate drippy, splattery ink pens, charcoal, spatter brushes, dry brushes, watercolors, and more. See the "Building Brushes" lesson, and the "Special Brushes Supplement" later in this chapter to learn how to create your own brushes. The artwork you use to create an Art Brush can represent virtually anything: the leaves of a tree, stars, blades



of grass, and so on. This flexibility is explored in the "Organic Creation" lesson, and in the "Special Brushes Supplement" later in this chapter. Use Scatter Brushes to scatter copies of artwork along the path you create with them: flowers in a field, bees in the air, stars in the sky. The size, spacing, scatter, rotation, and colorization of the artwork can all vary along the path. See the "Organic Creation" lesson, and the "Special Brushes Supplement" later in this chapter for more examples. Pattern Brushes are related to the Patterns feature in Illustrator. You can use Pattern Brushes to paint patterns along a path. To use a Pattern Brush, you first define the tiles that will make up your pattern. For example, you can create railroad symbols on a map, multicolored dashed lines, chain links, or grass. These patterns are defined by up to five types of tiles—side, outer corner, inner corner, start, and end—that you create, and one of three methods of fitting them together (Stretch to Fit, Add Space to Fit, and Approximate Path). See the "Pattern Brushes," "Map Techniques," and "Organic Creation" lessons for more on how to create Pattern Brushes. In addition to the Brushes examples in this chapter, you'll find numerous step-by-step lessons and Galleries involving Brushes throughout the book. In particular, see the "Brushed Type" lesson in the Type chapter, and the "Scratchboard Art" lesson in the Live Effects & Graphic Styles chapter. Artwork for Creating Brushes



Closing a brush path To close a path using the Brush tool, hold down the Option (Mac)/ Alt (Win) key after you begin creating the path, then let go of the mouse button just before you're ready to close the path. Border brushes work best on closed paths.



Constraining a brush You can't use the Shift key to constrain a Brush tool to draw a straight path, so draw the path first with the Pen tool, then select the desired brush in the Brushes palette. —Robin AF Olson



Naming Brushes



If you create more than just a few brushes, incorporate the more important brush characteristics into the names of your brushes. This is especially helpful with calligraphy brushes—otherwise you can easily end up with the same icon for different brushes in the palette. Use the List View to group and show the brush names.



Art, Scatter, and Pattern Brushes can only be made from simple lines and fills, and groups of objects created from them. Gradients, live effects, raster art, and other more complex artwork cannot be used. Working with Brushes



Double-click the Paintbrush tool to set application-level preferences for all brushes. When using Fidelity and Smoothness, lower numbers are more accurate, and



Including brush characteristics in brush name; using List View to make brushes easier to find
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Brushes to layers



Scatter Brush artwork can be easily separated onto individual layers for use in animation. For details about distributing artwork to layers, see the "Release to Layers" section in the Web & Animation chapter introduction.



Scaling brushes



To scale artwork that contains paths with applied brushes: • Expand the brushed path first (Object >Expand Appearance), then scale the artwork. • Scale the artwork after placing it into a page layout program. Note: When you apply a scale transformation to brushed paths, enabling Scale Strokes & Effects (Preferences > General) will also scale the brush art.



More about brushes Pasting a path that contains brushes will add them to the Brushes palette. Convert an applied brush into editable artwork by selecting the path and choosing Object > Expand Appearance. Drag a brush out of the Brushes palette to edit the brush art. To create a brush from an applied brush path, blend, gradient, or gradient mesh, expand it first (Object > Expand). 122
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higher numbers are smoother. Check the "Fill new brush strokes" option if you want the brush path to take on the fill color in addition to the stroke color. When Keep Selected and Edit Selected Paths are both enabled, the last drawn path stays selected, and drawing a new path close to the selected path will redraw that path. Disabling either of these options will allow you to draw multiple brush strokes near each other, instead of redrawing the last drawn path. Disabling Keep Selected deselects paths as they are drawn, while disabling Edit Selected Paths turns off the adjusting behavior of the Brush tool even when it is near selected paths. If left enabled, the Edit Selected Paths slider determines how close you have to be in order to redraw the selected path, as opposed to drawing a new path. The lower the number, the closer you have to be to the selected path to redraw it. To edit a brush: double-click it in the Brushes palette to change Brush options, or drag it out of the Brushes palette to edit the brush and then drag the new art into the Brushes palette. To replace a brush, press the Option (Mac)/Alt (Win) key and drag the new brush over the original brush slot in the Brushes palette. Then in the dialog, choose either to replace all instances of the applied brush already used in the document with the newly created brush, or to create a new brush in the palette. There are four colorization methods (None, Tints, Tints and Shades, and Hue Shift) you can use with Brushes. None uses the colors of the brush as they were defined and how they appear in the Brushes palette. The Tints method causes the brush to use the current stroke color, allowing you to create any color brush you like, regardless of the color of the brush depicted in the Brushes palette. Click on the Tips button in the Art Brush Options dialog box for detailed explanations and examples of how all four color modes work. When drawing with a pressure-sensitive stylus (pen) and tablet, using the Calligraphic Brush tool and a pressure setting in the options dialog, you'll be able to draw with varying stroke thickness according to the pressure



you apply to the tablet. For Scatter brush pressure settings, vary the size, spacing, and scatter of the brush art. If you don't have a tablet, try choosing Random settings for Calligraphic and Scatter brush options.



Symbols and the Web Because Illustrator Symbols are fully supported in SWF and SVG, using multiple instances of symbols in your document will result



SYMBOLS



Symbols consist of artwork that you create and store in the Symbols palette. From this palette, you then apply one or more copies of the symbols (called instances) into your artwork.



in file size savings on the Web. Symbols to layers



Symbol artwork can be easily separated onto individual layers for use in animations. Select and



Artwork for Creating Symbols



target the Symbol artwork layer,



Symbols can be made from almost any art you create in Illustrator. The only exceptions are a few kinds of complex groups (such as groups of graphs) and placed art, which has to be embedded (not linked).



then choose Release to Layers (Sequence) from the Layers palette menu. For more see "Release to Layers" in the Web & Animation chapter introduction.



Working with Symbols



There are eight Symbolism tools. Use the Symbol Sprayer tool to spray selected symbols onto your document. A group of symbols sprayed onto your document is called a symbol instance set and is surrounded by a bounding box (you cannot select individual instances inside a set with any of the selection tools). Then use the Symbol Shifter, Scruncher, Sizer, Spinner, Stainer, Screener, or Styler tools to modify symbols in the symbol instance set. To add symbols to an existing instance set, select the instance set. Then, from the Symbols palette, select the symbol to be added—which can be the same as or different from the symbols already present in the instance set—and spray. If you are using the default Average mode, your new symbol instances can inherit attributes (size, rotation, transparency, style) from nearby symbols in the same instance set. Use -click (Mac) or Ctrl-click (Win) to add or delete symbols to your current symbol selection in the Symbols palette. See the User Guide for details about the Average versus User Defined modes. When you add or modify symbol instances, make sure that you have both the symbol instance set and the cor-



Top, symbols sprayed, sized, and stained. Middle, symbols added using User Defined mode; new symbols are all same color and size. Bottom, symbols added using Average mode; new symbols inherit average color and size from symbols nearby (as defined by the brush radius)
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then adjust the Density slider.



responding symbol(s) in the Symbols palette selected. If you don't, the Symbolism tools can easily appear to be broken. To remove symbols from an existing instance set, hold down the Option (Mac)/Alt (Win) key and click on the symbols with the Symbol Sprayer tool. Details on how to create and modify symbols are covered in the "Symbol Basics" lesson found later in this chapter.



Changing symbol intensity



SYMBOLS VS. SCATTER BRUSHES



Press Shift-[ to decrease (or press



In general, Symbols are much more flexible than Scatter Brushes. Symbols can be made from almost anything you can create using Illustrator, whereas brushes are limited to simple lines and fills. Symbols are also more flexible regarding the types of changes you can make to them after they are applied. Using the Symbolism tools, you can change many attributes (such as size, rotation, and spacing) to individual symbols in an instance set. Using Scatter Brushes attributes will be applied to the whole set—you cannot change attributes for single objects in a set. With Symbols, you can redefine the original artwork stored in the Symbols palette and have all the instances on the Artboard reflect those changes. Using Scatter Brushes, the original artwork in the Brushes palette cannot be changed. Using Symbols you can remove individual instances from a symbolism instance set. You cannot delete Scatter Brush objects without first expanding the artwork. Unlike other types of vector artwork, the art objects inside Symbols are not affected by the Scale Strokes & Effects preference. Scatter Brush artwork responds in its own unique way. For details see the file "Scaling & Scatter Brushes.ai" on the Wow! CD.



Symbol intensity vs. density The Symbolism Intensity option controls how fast symbol instances get sprayed onto the page. The Density option controls how closely they are spaced. You can also change the Density later. Simply select the Symbol instance set,



Shift-] to increase) a Symbolism tool's intensity.



When Show Brush Size and Intensity is enabled, the intensity of the Symbolism tool is indicated by the shade of gray of the brush size circle



New ways to make hatches... Though Hatch effects are gone, see the "Organic Creation" lesson later in this chapter, and the Todd Macadangdang Gallery in the Live Effects & Graphic Styles chapter



for alternative ways to achieve hatch-like effects using the more space efficient Scatter brushes and Scribble effects.
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Chris Bucheit / DesignTime Musician and artist Chris Bucheit decided to show his graphic design class the step-bystep process of creating the CD packaging for his group's latest album. Bucheit began with pencil sketches that he scanned and placed in Illustrator. To lend a painterly look to the artwork, Bucheit used gradient meshes, gradients, and transparency. For the mermaid's hair, Bucheit created custom art brushes that tapered at both ends. To do this, he drew a lens shape with the Pen that he copied and pasted to produce four objects. He filled the objects



with gold, brown and reddish-brown colors, and then used the Direct Selection tool to select and move points on each lens object so that all four objects were of different shapes. He moved the objects together to adjoin or slightly overlap and then dragged the artwork to the Brushes palette. In the New Brush dialog box he specified Art Brush and in the Art Brush Options dialog he gave the new brush a descriptive name. After making several custom brushes, he drew strands of hair with the Pen tool and applied the art brushes to them. Chapter 4 Brushes & Symbols
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Ink Brush Strokes Making Naturalistic Pen and Ink Drawings



Overview: Adjust the Paintbrush tool settings; customize a Calligraphic brush; trace or draw your composition; experiment by using other brushes to stroke the paths.



It's easy to create spontaneous painterly and calligraphic marks in Illustrator—perhaps easier than in any other digital medium. And then after creating these highly variable, responsive strokes (using a graphics tablet and a pressure-sensitive, pen-like stylus), you can edit those strokes as paths, or experiment by applying different brushes to the existing paths. This portrait of Sylvie was drawn using one custom Calligraphic Brush and a pressure-sensitive Wacom tablet.



The composite photo of Sylvie saved as TIFF and placed as an Illustrator template layer



Maintaining your pressure Only brush strokes initially drawn with pressure-sensitive settings can take advantage of pressuresensitivity. Also be aware that reapplying a brush after trying another may alter the stroke shape. 126
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1 If you are tracing artwork, prepare your template layer. You can draw directly into Illustrator, but if you want to trace a scanned photo or sketch, you'll need to prepare an image to use as a template layer. For her template image, Steuer scanned photos of Sylvie taken by photographer Susan Wilson (www.susanwilson.com) and composited them together in Photoshop. She then saved the composite in TIFF format, and placed the TIFF as a template layer in Illustrator. To place a TIFF or Photoshop image as a template layer, choose File > Place, locate your file when prompted, enable the Template check box, and click the Place button. Toggle between hiding and showing the template layer using -Shift-W



(Mac)/Ctrl-Shift-W (Win), or by clicking in the visibility column in the Layers palette (the icon for a template layer is a tiny triangle/circle/square, instead of the Eye icon). 2 Setting your Paintbrush Tool Preferences and customizing a Calligraphic brush. In order to sketch freely and with accurate detail, you'll need to adjust the default Paintbrush tool settings. Double-click the Paintbrush tool in the Tools palette to open Paintbrush Tool Preferences. Drag the Fidelity and Smoothness sliders all the way to the left and disable the "Fill new brush strokes" and "Keep Selected" options. To create a custom brush, select a Calligraphic brush (one of the first brushes in the default Brushes palette). Then click the New Brush icon at the bottom of the palette and click OK for a New Calligraphic Brush. Experiment with various settings, name your brush, and click OK. For this portrait, Steuer chose the following settings: Angle=90 /Fixed; Roundness=10%/Fixed; Diameter=4 pt/Pressure/Variation=4 pt. If you don't have a pressure-sensitive tablet, try Random as a setting for any of the three Brush Options, since Pressure won't have any effect. The Paintbrush uses your current stroke color (if there isn't a stroke color, it will use the previous stroke color or the fill color). Now draw. If you don't like a mark: 1) choose Undo to delete it, or 2) use the Direct Selection tool to edit the path, or 3) select the path and try redrawing it using the Paintbrush (to hide or show selection outlines, choose View >Hide/Show Edges). To edit a brush, double-click it in the Brushes palette, or drag it to the New Brush icon to duplicate it, then edit the copy. 3 Experimenting with your artwork. Save any versions of your artwork that you like. Now try applying different brushes to specific strokes and to the entire piece. To access more Adobe-made Calligraphic Brushes, choose Window > Brush Libraries >Artisitic_Calligraphic (at right, see two default Adobe brushes applied to the same strokes as the custom paths).



Customizing the Paintbrush Tool Preferences



Creating a new Calligraphic brush



Angle, Roundness, and Diameter can be set to respond to pressure, to vary randomly, or to remain fixed; the new brush in the Brushes palette viewed with tool tips and in List View



Strokes made with Steuer's customized 4 pt flat brush (left); applying Adobe's default 3 pt Round brush (center), then the 7 pt Oval brush
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Sharon Steuer Using the same Calligraphic Brush as in her preceding lesson, Sharon Steuer drew the seashells in black. On layers below (for help see the Layers chapter), she created a background gradient (see the Blends, Gradients & Mesh chapter), and then used the Pencil tool to draw enclosed areas of flat color (shown alone below right). On a layer above, she drew a few
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details in color with the Calligraphic Brush. To



(Object > Expand, Gradient Mesh) so she could



create the textured background, she made two



select a few interior points and add highlights



copies of the gradient layer, then transformed



(see the Blends, Gradients & Mesh chapter for



the first gradient copy into a gradient mesh



more details about mesh).
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Lisa Jackmore



Lisa Jackmore often begins her Illustrator paint-



She constructs her illustration, then colors the



ings by making smaller versions of the default



brush strokes toward the end of the project. To



Calligraphic Brushes. Although she often pre-



make a custom charcoal Art Brush, Jackmore



fers more rounded brushes and draws in black



used Adobe Streamline to turn a scanned char-



for the initial sketch, sometimes she just makes



coal mark into an Illustrator object. Jackmore



a variety of brushes, then "doodles until the



opened the object in Illustrator and dragged



shape of a line inspires" her. Occasionally Jack-



it into the Brushes palette, then used the new



more will even save a doodle and figure out



brush to create the marks under the notepaper



later how to incorporate it into the artwork.



and in the framed painting. Chapter 4 Brushes & Symbols
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Jen Alspach
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Jen Alspach started with a digital photograph



2 pt Diameter and a 2 pt variation). In



of her cat Static, which she placed into a



another pressure-sensitive brush, she set a



template layer (see the Layers chapter). In a



Fixed Angle and Roundness (diameter of 6 pt),



new layer above, she traced over the photo,



while in a third brush she set all attributes to



using brushes, with a Wacom "Pen Partner"



Random. Using the Wacom tablet with the



4" x 5" tablet. Alspach used darker, heavier



pressure-sensitive Calligraphic Brushes, she



brushes to draw the basic outline and the



was able to use very light hand pressure to



important interior lines like the eyes, ears, and



draw the fine lines around the eyes and



neck (all attributes set to Pressure with a



the whiskers.
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Ellen Papciak-Rose / In The Studio n this magazine illustration for Newsweek International, Ellen Papciak-Rose used a



Art Brush Options dialog box she altered



scratch board technique to capture the hip-



the new brush by clicking on the direction



hop feel of Kwaito music, in South Africa.



arrows and entering a percentage to change



She began by creating several variations of a



the width. She then painted the strokes of



default charcoal brush found in the (Window >



the drawn objects using various custom-built



Brush Libraries>Artistic_ChalkCharcoalPencil



rough charcoal brushes. Papciak-Rose drew all



brush library. After importing the "Charcoal



the letters in her illustration with the Pen tool



Rough" brush into the Brushes palette, Pap-



and applied graphic styles made of multiple



ciak-Rose made a copy of the brush by drag-



brush strokes. (See the "Scratchboard Art" les-



ging it to the New Brush icon. Papciak-Rose



son in the Live Effects & Graphic Styles chapter



double-clicked on the brush copy and in the



for more about her scratchboard techniques.) Chapter 4 Brushes & Symbols
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Preparing Art Adding Brushes to Existing Artwork



Overview: Modify existing artwork; change closed paths to open paths; apply Art Brushes to modified artwork.



Sandee Cohen, a vector expert and Illustrator Wow! consultant, enjoys working with Illustrator's brushes to modify existing art. This lesson shows how Cohen changed ordinary clip art into more sophisticated artwork. Her technique can be used to give both commercial clip art, and any of your own existing artwork, a bit more pizzaz.



Red outlines indicate the type of closed paths to change in the original clip art



Use the Scissors tool to cut a closed path into two paths, swap the fill and stroke, then delete one path
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1 Examine the clip art shapes. First, Cohen examines the artwork in the Outline mode in order to plot her steps. She typically ignores open paths because they take brush strokes very well. She also does not worry about closed paths if they have large areas. She is most interested in finding thin closed paths that mimic the look of brush strokes. These paths are often found in artwork created by previous versions of Illustrator. 2 Split closed paths and delete segments. So they will accept the brush strokes, Cohen splits thin closed paths with the Scissors tool. She swaps the fill and stroke colors of selected paths by pressing Shift-X to make it easier to see each path. (You can also change from Preview to Outline View to see paths without fills.) After cutting a path, she deletes one of the cut paths, usually the smaller one.



3 Apply natural-looking brush strokes to simplified paths. Once the artwork is cleaned up, the simplified paths are ready to have brushes applied to them. Many different types of looks can be created without moving or deleting any more of the paths in the illustration. Cohen applies her choice of brushes to the simplified, open paths. Among Cohen's favorite brushes is Charcoal, one of the natural-looking brushes found in Illustrator's default set. She also uses brushes found in the Artistic brush libraries under Window > Brush Libraries. 4 Apply brushes to large closed paths. In most cases, Cohen leaves large, closed paths filled with solid color. Some of the large, closed paths could be made to look more organic by applying Art brushes to their strokes. For instance, Cohen applies natural-media brushes, such as Chalk Scribbler and Fire Ash to the large, closed shapes. Warning: These natural brush forms contain hundreds of points in each brush stroke. While there may be few points in each path, use of these brushes can add dramatically to the file size—a consideration if your computer is slow, or if you need a small file size for storage or to transfer by email. 5 Experiment with Calligraphic brushes. Cohen also uses Calligraphic brushes set to thin roundness and various angles to replicate the feeling of the original artwork. She creates several Calligraphic brushes, each set at a different angle, to apply various appearances to the paths. Cohen accesses the Brush Options in the Brushes palette menu and chooses the Random setting for the Angle, Roundness, and Diameter options. She then experiments with the numeric settings of each option. If you alternate between applying a Calligraphic brush with Random settings and another brush, each time you return to the randomized Calligraphic brush the results will be different. Cohen often applies the same brush several times to the same object until she achieves the appearance she likes.



Once the artwork has been cleaned up, you are ready to apply brushes



The Charcoal brush (shown in black) gives the art more of a hand-rendered appearance



The Chalk Scribbler (top left) and Fire Ash (bottom right) brushes applied to large closed shapes create a more organic look



A Calligraphic brush set to an angle of 90 degrees, roundness of 10%, and diameter of 9 points brings back the look of the original art
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Pattern Brushes Creating Details with the Pattern Brush



Overview: Create interlocking chain links by drawing and cutting duplicate curve sections; select the link artwork and create a new Pattern brush; draw a path and paint it with the new brush.



At the left, the ring drawn with the Ellipse tool and given a thick stroke; in the middle, the ellipse cut into four curve sections shown in Outline view (sections are separated to show them better); on the right, the four curve sections shown in Outline view, after using the Object > Path >Outline Stroke command



On the left, the two left curve sections copied and pasted, and colors changed to light brown in the middle; on the right, the two sections are slid to the right to form the right half link



On the left, the half-link selected and reflected using the Reflect tool (the X in the middle of the guide ellipse served as the axis); on the right, both half-links in position
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One look at a Bert Monroy image and you will immediately recognize the intricacy and rich realism of his style of illustration. When crafting an image like the Rendezvous Cafe (see the Gallery image that follows for the complete image), Monroy travels between Illustrator and Photoshop, stopping long enough in Illustrator to construct the intricate shapes and details that turn his scenes into slices of life in Photoshop. The easel chain is one such detail that Monroy created in Illustrator using a custommade Pattern brush. 1 Drawing, cutting, copying, and reflecting curves. To build a chain-link Pattern brush, Monroy first created one link that was interconnected with half-links on either side (the half-links would connect with other half-links to form the chain once the Pattern brush was applied to a path). To create the pattern unit with the Ellipse tool, begin the center link by drawing an ellipse with a thick stroke. Copy the ellipse, Paste in Back; then turn the ellipse into a guide (View >Guides >Make Guides). You'll use this guide later when making the half-links. Now select the original ellipse and use the Scissors tool to cut the ellipse near each of the four control points (choose



View >Outline to better see the points). Shift-select the four curved paths with the Direct Selection tool and select Object > Path > Outline Stroke. Illustrator automatically constructs four closed-curve objects. To make the right half-link, select the left two curve objects and duplicate them to make the right half-link by dragging the two objects to the right while holding down the Opt/Alt key; then change the color of the copies. For the left half-link, select the two curves you just dragged and colored, choose the Reflect tool, hold down the Opt/ Alt key and click in the center of the ellipse guide (the center point is an X). In the Reflect dialog box, click the Vertical Axis button and click Copy to create a mirrorimage of the right half-link for the left half-link. Note: The center link must be aligned exactly in-between the two half-links, so that the half-links join when applied to a path as a Pattern brush. 2 Finishing the link. The two adjoining half-links should look like they're entwined with the link. Monroy selected the top objects of both the left and right half-links and moved them behind the center link (Object > Arrange > Send to Back). You can create a different look by selecting the top of the left half-link, and the bottom of the right half-link, and moving them to the back.



Finished link artwork; at the left, the links as Monroy created them; at the right, an alternative version of the interconnected links



The Pattern Brush Options dialog box showing default settings



Original path on top; below, path painted with Chain Link Pattern brush



Drop Shadows Even if your artwork is destined



3 Making and using a Pattern brush. To make the brush, select the artwork and drag it into the Brushes palette. Choose New Pattern Brush in the New Brush dialog box; in the next dialog box, name the brush and click OK (leave the default settings as you find them). You can now apply the chain pattern to a path by selecting the path and clicking on the brush in the Brushes palette.



for Photoshop, you can make a



Depending on the size of your original links artwork, you may need to reduce the size of the brush artwork to fit the path better. You can do this by reducing the original artwork with the Scale tool and making a new brush, or by double-clicking the brush in the Brushes palette and editing the value in the Scale field of the dialog box.



Paste >Paste as Pixels). (See the



drop shadow for it in Illustrator. Select the artwork, then choose Effect >Stylize>Drop Shadow. Copy the object (which automatically copies all of its appearances) and paste in Photoshop (Edit > Transparency & Appearances chapter for more on appearances, and the Illustrator & Other Programs chapter for more on using Photoshop with Illustrator.) Chapter 4 Brushes & Symbols
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Bert Monroy
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Artist Bert Monroy incorporates elements he



and made it into a Scatter brush (he used



draws in Illustrator into the detailed realism he



Random settings for the brush parameters).



paints in Photoshop. In this cafe scene, Monroy



He brought resulting foliage into Photoshop



used Illustrator Pattern brushes for the sign



where he detailed it further. (See the Illustrator



post and the easel chain. For the leaves in the



& Other Programs chapter to learn more tech-



foreground, Monroy first drew one leaf object



niques for using Illustrator with Photoshop.)
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Shayne Davidson Shayne Davidson began this medical illustration by airbrushing the soft background col-



the brush Angle at 0° (Fixed), Roundness at



ors in Photoshop. After placing the image in



100% (Fixed), and specified a Diameter (she



Illustrator, she used custom-made Calligraphic



used diameters between 0.8 and 4 points). She



brushes to draw the outlines and details. To



also set Diameter to Pressure, and Variation



create a brush, she opened the Brushes palette,



to the same point size as the Diameter (this



selected New Brush from the palette's menu



establishes the maximum width of the stroke



and picked New Calligraphic Brush from the



on either side of the path), and clicked OK. She



New Brush dialog. This brought up the Cal-



repeated this process to create brushes with



ligraphic Brush Options dialog, where she left



different diameters. Chapter 4 Brushes & Symbols
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Steve Spindler / Bike Maps When cartographer Steve Spindler begins using a new version of Illustrator, he quickly adopts its new features to his method of making
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maps. In this bike map of part of Long Island,



Open Brush Library >Artistic_lnk). To create a



New York, Spindler created Art brushes for



Scatter brush from the grapes, Spindler first



the bike route and railroad track. He placed



expanded the artwork (because Illustrator can-



scanned photographs on a template layer to



not build a brush from artwork that already



draw the vineyard grapes and lighthouse. For



contains a brush), then dragged the artwork



the grapes, he used the Tapered Stroke brush



into the Brushes palette. For the compass



for the outlines of the leaves and the Marker



rose, Spindler imported a custom brush library



brush to draw the stems (both brushes are



(Brush Library >Other Library...) containing a



installed with Illustrator CS, access them from



collection of his own cartographic Art and Scat-



the Brushes palette pop-up menu by choosing



ter brushes.
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Jacqueline Mahannah Drawing the delicate structure of the iris of the human eye to illustrate glaucoma surgery, artist Jacqueline Mahannah combined Illustrator brushes with the pressure-sensitivity of a Wacom tablet. For the iris structure, Mahannah used the Marker brush from the Ink Brushes library (found on the Adobe Illustrator Application CD, in Illustrator Extras >Brush Libraries > Artistic). She adjusted the width setting of this brush by double-clicking the brush in the



palette, then editing the Width field in the Art Brush Options dialog. Mahannah chose a light blue color for the brush and drew the innermost strokes. Then she chose a darker color and drew the next set of strokes, letting them overlap the first strokes. She continued working outward, sometimes overlapping dark brush strokes with lighter ones to suggest highlights and texture. Chapter 4 Brushes & Symbols
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Building Brushes Building Brushes for Lettering



Overview: Draw and shape letterforms; create and vectorize brush strokes in Photoshop; bring brush paths into Illustrator and edit them; add brushes to the Brushes palette; adjust color and layering, and apply effects and transparency. Timothy Donaldson's style of abstract calligraphy challenges the lettering artist to look beyond Illustrator's default brushes (like the brushes sets found under Window > Brush Libraries) to paint programs like Photoshop and Painter, where he develops brush strokes with the look of traditional art tools. Hand-drawn letterform paths using Pen and Pencil tools



Donaldson hand-drew two different sets of letterforms and positioned them on two different layers; each was then painted with a different brush (see Step 4 at right)



Brush stroke created in Photoshop using the Paintbrush tool; below, brush stroke edited with Eraser and Airbrush tools
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1 Drawing, smoothing and shaping letterform paths. Donaldson began the composition "abcxyz" by drawing letterform paths with the Pen and Pencil tools, going back over the paths with the Pencil to smooth them. (Use the Pencil Tool Preferences menu's Smoothness Tolerance to control how the Pencil will simplify and smooth a line you've drawn.) Once you draw the letterforms, refine them further with the Shear and Scale tools until you are satisfied with their shapes. 2 Creating brush strokes in a paint program. To build a custom brush, open any paint program that offers paintbrushes (Donaldson works in Painter and Photoshop). Start a new file in the paint program, specifying a resolution of 72 ppi and a transparent background. Set the foreground and background colors to black and white (this will make it easier when vectorizing the brush stroke in the paint program later). Next, select the Paint brush



tool and edit the brush settings or preferences (opacity, blending mode, textures, pressure-sensitivity and others). (See The Photoshop Wow! Book by Linnea Dayton and Jack Davis, or The Painter Wow! Book by Cher ThreinenPendarvis for more about painting with brushes.) Now you're ready to paint a brush stroke. Hold down the Shift key (to constrain the cursor to straight movements) and make a stroke with the brush tool. Modify the look of the brush stroke with the Eraser or other painting tools, or with niters (but avoid filters that blur or otherwise anti-alias the brush stroke edge). If your paint program can export vector paths as an EPS or Illustrator file, then select the pixels of the brush stroke with the Magic Wand, or other selection tool, and convert the pixels to paths. Otherwise, save the image as a TIFF. 3 Opening, then editing brush strokes in Illustrator. Bring your brush stroke into Illustrator by opening the EPS or placing the TIFF image. Use Illustrator's Auto Trace tool to vectorize the raster brush stroke, or manually trace over it using the Pen and Pencil tools. You can reshape the brush artwork using the selection tools or the Pencil tool. (See the Drawing & Coloring chapter for more on modifying paths.) Convert your brush stroke artwork into an Illustrator brush by selecting the artwork and dragging it into the Brushes palette. Select New Art Brush from the New Brush dialog and set various brush parameters in the Art Brush Options dialog box. 4 Applying different brushes. Donaldson created multiple brushed letterforms by duplicating the layer with the paths (drag the layer to the New Layer icon in the Layers palette). For each layer with letterforms, select the paths and click on a custom brush in the Brushes palette. Alter the look of your composition by changing colors or brushes, adjusting the stacking order of layers in the Layers palette, or applying effects to modify transparency and blending (see the Transparency & Appearances and Live Effects & Graphic Styles chapters for details).



Top, work path based on selection made in Photoshop before being saved as an Illustrator file; bottom, path in Illustrator after editing and being filled with black



Three different brushes (outlined here in red) applied to the hand-drawn letterforms "ab"



In the background, Feather Effect applied to gray letterforms; in the middle, an 80% transparency and Multiply blending mode assigned to greenish letterforms; in foreground, red letters given a Screen blending mode with 65% transparency
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Map Techniques Simplifying Complex Image Creation



Advanced Technique Overview: Use Simplify to reduce points in paths; create and select Scatter Brushes; create multicolored dashes, tapered lines and self-adjusting scales; import brushes from another document.



From line simplification to brushes that solve many problems, Illustrator now offers professional illustrators and map makers many tools and features that help streamline the creation and updating of complex artwork. In creating a city bus map for Orlando, Florida, cartographer David Nelson was able to take advantage of dozens of recently added Illustrator features. 1 Simplifying paths. When you trace detailed lines such as rivers and roads, or bring clip-art or geographical data into Illustrator, you will likely have paths with too many points. To remove unnecessary points while preserving an accurate path shape, first select a line and choose Object > Path >Simplify. In the Simplify dialog, click to enable Preview and use the Curve Precision control to reduce points (a lower percentage results in fewer points but more distortion to the shape of the path). Use the Angle Threshold setting to make minute changes to some of the curves in the path by smoothing the curve at corner points with angles larger than those specified in the setting.



Top, the original lake shape, created from imported geographical data (195 points); middle, using Simplify reduces the lake to 89 points without noticeable distortion of shape; bottom, Simplify reduces the lake to 38 points but with some distortion of shape
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2 Making, placing and selecting Scatter brush "symbols." Scatter brushes are an ideal way to help manage map symbols. Create symbols for such features as schools, airports, parks, museums, golf courses, and the like.



When you've finished making a symbol, drag it into the Brushes palette. In the New Brush dialog, choose New Scatter Brush, then in the Scatter Brush Options dialog, specify 0% Fixed in the Scatter field and select None for the Colorization Method. To place symbols on the map, click once with the Pen tool and select a Scatter brush you made. While Illustrator doesn't provide a way for you to select all strokes made with a particular Scatter brush, it can locate and select objects by color, so you can "cheat." Simply set a unique color as a stroke or fill, then click with the Pen tool to create the points to which you'll apply a particular Scatter brush. If you need to select all of the points you painted with a brush, click on a brush stroke on the map and choose Select > Same > Fill Color. Illustrator will select all brushes whose points have the same fill or stroke color as the brush you chose. 3 Creating complex dashed lines. In Illustrator you can even make custom graphic styles for applying complex multicolored dashed lines to paths. Draw stroked paths and color each stroke with a different color. Arrange the paths end-to-end. One way to accomplish this is to make sure you've enabled View > Snap to Point, then position the cursor over the endpoint of one segment and drag it so it snaps on the endpoint of another segment. After you've arranged the colored paths, select and drag them into the Brushes palette. In the New Brush dialog, choose New Pattern Brush. Then in the Pattern Brush Options dialog, choose the "Stretch to fit" option. (See "Pattern Brushes" lesson earlier in this chapter for details.) If your dashes are uneven or gapped when applied to a path, select the path and use the Smooth tool (from the Pencil tool pop-up palette) to "iron out" the problems (see Nelson's "Zooming more means smoothing less" Tip in the "Tracing Details" lesson in the Layers chapter).



On the top and the bottom-left, Scatter brushes representing map symbols and north arrow; on the bottom-right, the New Brush dialog



Selecting a Fill color on the left; in the middle, the points created with the Pen tool; on the right, the points after applying a Scatter brush



End-to-end strokes (shown enlarged) are made into a Pattern brush



Pattern brush dashes on a path shown before (left) and after being adjusted with the Smooth tool



Two of the objects made into tapered brushes



Auto-replacing brush objects To replace all applications of a brush, hold Option/Alt and drag one brush over another in the Brushes palette (you may wish



4 Creating tapered brushes. You can use custom brushes to create elements that taper, like creeks. Draw a color-



to duplicate the brush being replaced first!). —David Nelson Chapter 4 Brushes & Symbols
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Reversing Brush strokes To change the direction of a brush stroke on an open path, first select the path and then click on an endpoint with the Pen tool to establish the new direction toward that point. —David Nelson



Three "self-adjusting scale" brushes and a map legend that includes a scale drawn with one of the brushes



filled rectangle; Nelson's was about 4 inches long and 2-3 points wide. Select the right pair of anchor points and Average (Object >Path > Average), creating a triangle. Drag this path into the Brushes palette and define it as an Art brush, using the point-width in the name of the brush. Select the path that you wish to make into a tapered object and choose your new brush (if the path tapers the wrong way, see "Reversing Brush strokes," at the left). To create a brush that tapers at a different rate, adjust the shape of the triangular object (adding or editing points) and create a new brush with that version. 5 Making a "self-adjusting" scale. Create a scale, using evenly-spaced divisions to represent miles, kilometers or another unit of measure. (One way of creating evenly spaced tick marks is by creating a blend between the two end marks on the scale; see the Blends, Gradients & Mesh chapter for more on setting up a blend with the Specified Steps option.) Because you are making a multi-purpose brush that you'll use on different maps, don't add text or numbers to your scale artwork. Now, select your artwork and drag it to the Brushes palette. In the New Brush dialog, choose New Art Brush. On your map, draw a horizontal line whose length represents X units of measure in your document (miles, kilometers, etc.) and apply your new brush—which will adjust proportionately to the length of the line. Add numbers for the units and other necessary text. 6 Sharing custom brushes between documents. You



The active document's Brushes palette (top); Window >Brush Libraries >Other Library dialog and the selected document's Brushes palette (middle); the active document's default Brushes palette after importing four new Scatter Brushes
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can bring custom brushes into a document by choosing Window > Brush Libraries > Other Library. In the dialog, select a document that contains the brushes you'd like to import. After you select the document and click Open, a palette containing that document's brushes appears with the name of the document in the palette tab. To move brushes, drag from this document palette to your active document's Brushes palette, or apply brushes from the document palette to objects in your active document.



Joe Lertola/TIME For this medical infographic, artist Joe Lertola relied on the suppleness of Illustrator's Art brushes to show closely packed skin cells. To begin the top layer of cells (1 and 2 in the illustration above), Lertola built a single cell from



painted each with one of the four cell brushes.



two blends, stacking the smaller brown blend



Lertola finished the illustration by rasterizing



on top of the lighter skin-colored blend. Select-



the skin cells in Photoshop and exporting a



ing both blends, Lertola chose Object > Expand.



color and grayscale version of the cells. He



Then he dragged the expanded artwork into



imported the grayscale cells into the Lightwave



the Brushes palette and selected New Art Brush



3D modeler software, where he built a model



from the New Brush dialog. Next, Lertola devel-



of the cells and applied the color version of the



oped three more cells, varying the oval shape



cells as a color map. (To learn more about using



of each cell before turning it into an Art brush.



Illustrator artwork with other software, see the



To make the cells, Lertola drew short paths and



Illustrator & Other Programs chapter.) Chapter 4 Brushes & Symbols
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Symbol Basics Creating and Working with Symbols



Overview: Create background elements; define symbols; use Symbolism tools to place and customize symbols.



The concept sketch



Kaoru Hollin created this Tropical Card for Adobe to use as sample art that would show the power and variety of effects possible using the new Symbolism tools. After creating a concept sketch, Hollin defined a library of symbols and then used the Symbolism tools to place and customize the symbols, almost as though they were brushes.



The background and symbol artwork
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1 Creating the Background art. Based on her sketch, Hollin created the background art using eight simple layered objects, filled with gradients. To create the luminous colors, Hollin applied varying amounts of transparency to each of the objects. Hollin then added depth and richness to the water by applying Effect > Stylize > Inner Glow to



the upper water curve, and Outer Glow to the lower water curve. Gradients, transparency, and effects are discussed in detail later in the book. 2 Creating symbols. Hollin created the artwork for each of the 20 symbols that she would use to create the piece. The simplest way to turn a piece of artwork into a symbol is to select the artwork and drag it onto the Symbols palette. To make your artwork on the Artboard become a symbol instance at the same time you create a symbol, hold down the key (Mac) or Ctrl key (Win) as you drag the artwork onto the Symbols palette. 3 Applying symbols. After creating a new layer for the fish, Hollin selected the fish symbol in the Symbols palette and created the school of fish with a single stroke of the Symbol Sprayer tool. You can experiment with the Symbol Sprayer by adjusting the Density and Intensity settings (double-click on any Symbolism tool to access the Symbolism Tool Options), and the speed of your spray strokes. Don't worry about getting an exact number or precise placement for each symbol as you spray; you can fine tune those and other symbol attributes using other Symbolism tools. 4 Resizing symbols. To create a sense of depth, Hollin used the Symbol Sizer tool to make some of the fish smaller. By default, the Sizer tool increases the size of symbols within the tool's brush radius. To make a symbol smaller, hold down the Option (Mac)/Alt (Win) key as you brush over it with the Symbol Sizer tool. To make the diameter of a Symbolism tool visible, double-click on any Symbolism tool and enable the Show Brush Size and Intensity option. As for brushes, use the ] key to make the Symbolism tool diameter larger and the [ key to make it smaller. 5 Modifying symbol transparency and color. To modify the appearance of symbols, use the Symbol Screener,



The artwork for the 20 symbols that were used to complete the piece



The raw fish after being sprayed on with the Symbol Sprayer tool



The Symbolism tools tear off palette, see "Tearoff palettes" in the Illustrator Basics chapter



To access the other Symbolism tools, hold down Control-Option-click (Mac) or Alt-right-click (Win) and drag toward the tool you want to use until the Tool icon changes. —Mordy Golding



Hollin used the Symbol Sizer tool to make some of the fish smaller and to add depth
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The Symbol Stainer tool set to random was used to vary the color of the fish



Stainer, and Styler tools. The Screener tool adjusts the transparency of symbols. The Stainer tool shifts the color of the symbol to be more similar to the current fill color, while preserving its luminosity. The Styler tool allows you to apply (in variable amounts) styles from the Graphic Styles palette. See the User Guide for details about the coloring modes and application methods of these tools. Hollin used the Symbol Stainer tool, set to Random, to tint the fish a variety of colors with just one stroke. Later, she also used the Stainer tool on the hibiscus and starfish, and the Screener tool on the butterflies.



Use the Symbol Spinner tool to adjust the rotation of symbols



After using the Symbol Shifter tool with a smaller brush size to adjust the fish positions



The final fish after more fine tuning with the Symbol Sizer, Shifter, and Spinner tools



Symbols Stacking Order To change the stacking order for your symbols, use the Symbol Shifter tool and: • Shift-click the symbol instance to bring it forward. • Option (Mac) or Alt (Win) shift-click to push the symbol instance backward. 148
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6 Rotating symbols. To make the first rough adjustment to the orientation of the fish, Hollin used the Symbol Spinner tool set to User Defined (which sets the spin based on the direction that the mouse is moved). See "Working with Symbols" in the Introduction to this chapter and the User Guide for an explanation of the User Defined and Average modes. 7 Moving symbols. Hollin used the Symbol Shifter tool with a smaller brush size to adjust the position of the fish. The Shifter tool was not designed to move symbols large distances. To maximize symbol movement, first make the brush size as large as you can—at least as large as the symbol you wish to move. Then drag across the symbol, as though you were trying to push the symbol with a broom. 8 Deleting symbols. At this point, Hollin felt there were too many fish in the school. To remove the unwanted fish, Hollin used the Symbol Sprayer tool with the Option (Mac)/Alt (Win) key held down. She chose a narrow brush size and clicked on the fish to be removed. Finally, in order to make the school of fish conform more to the shape of the waves in the background, Hollin used the Symbol Sizer, Shifter, and Spinner tools to make further adjustments.



Sandee Cohen & Sharon Steuer Starting with Sharon Steuer's illustration in



to create the grass between the dunes. Sandee



the "Organic Creation" lesson (following),



used the Symbol Stainer tool to vary the color



Sandee Cohen created only four symbols to



of the grass, and the Symbol Spinner tool to



add the grass, stars, and water you see above.



vary the angles of some of the grass. For the



After spraying the stars onto the sky, Sandee



water, Sandee used one wave of dark blue as



then used the Symbol Screener tool to mute



the symbol, which she then sprayed over the



the intensity of some stars in order to create



gradient background, which goes from almost



a sense of depth. After spraying the fore-



white under the moon to dark blue at the sides



ground grass symbol (which includes the grass



of the artwork. To finish the water, Sandee



shadow), Sandee used the Symbol Sizer tool to



used the Symbol Stainer tool to make some of



vary the grass heights. One symbol was used



the waves lighter shades of blue. Chapter 4 Brushes & Symbols
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Organic Creation Painting with Brushes, Symbols, and Mesh



Advanced Technique Overview: Create Scatter brushes of stars; draw with a "hue-tinted" Art brush; create bark textures with Art brushes; automate drawing of grass with Pattern brushes; add symbols and gradient mesh.



Sharon Steuer painted these stars, trees, and grasses using a variety of brushes, with gradients, symbols, and mesh. Please see the Blends, Gradients & Mesh chapter for help with the blend, gradient, or mesh portions of this lesson.



Dragging the star objects into the Brushes palette to specify Scatter brush; the settings for one of the four stars; three selected paths with different star Scatter brushes applied



The leaf Art brush (left) with the Hue Shift Colorization option; the final color strokes for the leaves shown without the Art brush applied
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1 Defining a star Scatter brush. Create a star. Steuer created her stars using Guilbert Gates's "Glowing Starshine" instructions {Advanced Techniques chapter), then expanded those blends (Object >Expand). Drag your star to the Brushes palette, and choose Scatter Brush. In Options, name the star and try various settings, but keep "Rotation relative to" Page. Set Colorization to Tints and Shades. With the Brush tool and new Star Brush selected, draw some paths—your stroke color will tint the star. For brush variations, drag your brush to the New Brush icon, then double-click that brush to rename and edit it. 2 Drawing leaves. Make a straight leaf. Drag it into the Brushes palette, choose Art Brush, then name the brush and choose Hue Shift for Colorization. With the Brush



tool and this brush loaded, choose a stroke color (hue) that this brush will be based on and draw. Steuer first mixed and stored about a dozen colors, then drew leaves with a Wacom tablet. Though she chose stroke colors as she worked, she also edited the paths (with Direct Selection) and changed stroke colors as the piece developed. 3 Creating tree trunks. Create objects to use as a trunk. In order to make a brush of blends or gradients, choose Object > Expand. In the case of a gradient, apply Divide from the Pathfinder palette to eliminate the Clipping Mask that results from using the Expand command. Drag the trunk into the Brushes palette and choose Art Brush. Apply this trunk brush to a path. To change the thickness of the path, double-click the brush and change the Size %. Steuer made a second trunk brush—slightly narrower and paler—and gave it a different scaling percentage. She applied the thinner trunk to a slightly offset copy of the first trunk path. For texture, draw some strokes and make an Art brush of the strokes with Hue Shift colorization. Selecting a path styled as you want sets the default for the next path. 4 Creating a Pattern brush to generate grass. Design a pattern tile with 20-30 blades of grass. Drag the grouping of grass into the Brushes palette and choose Pattern Brush. Set the direction to be perpendicular to the grass and Tints and Shades Colorization. Draw a curvy path and select the grass Pattern brush to apply it. 5 Creating water, sand, and moon effects. To create the water, first lay down an unstroked gradient as the background. Then draw a small set of wavelet shapes and drag them to the Symbols palette. Spray the symbol across the background. Edit the wavelets using the Symbol Shifter, Symbol Sizer, Symbol Scruncher, and Symbol Stainer tools. For the sand, Steuer converted a linear gradient into a gradient mesh (Object >Expand). For the moon, she used a gradient mesh circle over the moon-glow gradient.



The three Art brushes used in the trunks (the top two with size scaled in Options); the trunks shown (from left to right) with one, two, and all three brushes applied



The Grass objects that make up the Pattern brush; then the brush applied to a path



The unstroked background gradient; the wavelet shapes, turned into a symbol, sprayed across the background; then edited using the Shifter, Sizer, Scruncher, and Stainer tools



Expanding a gradient-filled object into a mesh (which was then adjusted to curve around the slope of the hill); for the moon, choosing Object >Create Gradient Mesh to convert a circle into a mesh (which was then manipulated using the Direct Selection tool and colored)
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Calligraphic brushes allow you to create strokes that resemble those drawn with traditional pen and ink. You can control the angle, roundness and diameter of the brush, and brushes can be set to vary from the pressure of a drawing tablet or "randomly." Multiple calligraphic brushes allow you to create more sophisticated effects. In each of these illustrations, the hair has been changed only by applying different calligraphic brushes. (See "Calligraphic brushes.ai" on the Wow! CD.)
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Calligraphic brush: angle = 0°; roundness= 100%; diameter = 1 pt



Calligraphic brush: angle = 0°; roundness = 100%; diameter = 1 pt, variation = 1 pt



Calligraphic brush: angle = 0°, variation = 101°; roundness = 26%, variation = 14%; diameter = 3 pt



Dark brown calligraphic brush: angle = 136°, variation = 180°; roundness variation = 26%; diameter = 12 pt, variation =3 pt Light brown calligraphic brush: angle = 65°; roundness= 13%, variation = 3%; diameter = 2 pt, variation = 2 pt



Dark calligraphic brush: angle = 0°; roundness = 100%; diameter = 1 pt, variation = 1 pt Light calligraphic brush: angle = 0°; roundness= 100%; diameter = 0.5 pt



Dark calligraphic brush: angle = -90°, variation = 180°; roundness = 70%, variation = 10%; diameter = 1.5 pt Medium calligraphic brush: angle = 60°, variation =180°; roundness = 60%, variation = 40%; diameter= 1.5 pt Light calligraphic brush: angle = 120°, variation = 180°; roundness = 10%, variation= 10%; diameter = 0.5 pt



Chapter 4 Brushes & Symbols: Special Brushes Supplement by Sandee Cohen



Art Brushes can create distortions that can be used in animation. Each original silhouette (the left column) was defined as an art brush. The shape and direction of the brush stroke (gray line) then created different positions of the athlete. (See the "Art Brush Motions.ai" on the Wow! CD.)
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Brushes can be used to create textures. The brush strokes (shown in the lower right corner of each figure), were applied to the outline and stripes of the sweater (original by Lisa Jackmore). None of the artwork was moved or otherwise altered. (See "SweaterTextures.ai" on the Wow! CD.)
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The original shirt Plain green with a black outline and black stripes



Sketched shirt Art brush of crossed lines was applied to the outline and stripes. Notice that the brush is distorted along the outside path



Funky t-shirt Art brush of small circles was applied to the stripes



Sketched shirt 2 An art brush of crossed lines was applied to the outline. This brush was scaled up 150%. The same brush objects, but scaled down 75% with a tighter spacing was applied to the stripes



Sketched shirt 3 Art brush of crosses was applied to the outline and strokes. Notice the distortion along the outside



Fuzzy sweater Small circles, set with different opacities, were defined as a scatter brush. This brush was then applied to the outline and stripes with varying rotations and spacings



Fuzzy sweater 2 Small circles were defined as a scatter brush and then applied to the outline and stripes with varying rotations and spacings



Knitted sweater One small circle was defined as a pattern brush, then applied to the outline and stripes



Knitted sweater 2 One small circle was defined as a pattern brush. Using multiple strokes (see the Transparency & Appearances chapter), the brush was applied first in black, then in green at a smaller size
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Introduction Controlling the Stacking Order of Objects Making Selections using the Layers Palette Gallery: David Nelson/Mapping Services Digitizing a Logo: Controlling Your Illustrator Template Tracing Details: Tracing Intricate Details with the Pencil Colors with Layers: Coloring Black & White Images with Layers Organizing Layers: Managing Custom Layers and Sublayers Gallery: Nancy Stahl Nested Layers: Organizing with Layers and Sublayers Advanced Technique: Varied Perspective: Analyzing Different Views of Perspective



Layers Layers palette navigation



• To hide a layer, click the Eye icon. Click again to show it. • To lock a layer, click in the column to the right of the eye (a lock displays). Click again to unlock. • To Lock/Unlock or Show/Hide all other layers, Option-click (Mac) or Alt-click (Win) on a layer's Lock or Eye icon. • To duplicate a layer, drag it to either the Create New Layer or Create New Sublayer icon. • To select multiple contiguous layers, click one layer, then Shift-click the other. To select (or deselect) any multiple layers, -click (Mac) or Ctrl-click (Win) a layer in any order. • Double-click any layer to open Layer Options for that layer.



Used wisely, layers can ease your workflow by dramatically improving organization of complicated artwork. Think of layers as sheets of clear acetate, stacked one on top of the other, allowing you to separate dozens of objects and groups of objects. New documents begin with one layer, but you can create as many layers and sublayers as you wish. You can also re-arrange the stacking order of the layers; lock, hide, or copy layers; and move or copy objects from one layer to another. You can even open a layer to view and identify and select individual paths or groups contained within a layer! A few shortcuts will help when you're adding layers to the Layers palette. Click the Create New Layer icon to add a layer in numeric sequence above the current layer. Hold Option/Alt when you click this icon to open Layer Options as you add the layer. To add a layer to the top of the Layers palette, hold /Ctrl when you click the Create New Layer icon. To make a new layer below the current layer and open the Layer Options, hold -Option/CtrlAlt when you click the Create New Layer icon. Finally, you can easily duplicate a layer, sublayer, group, or path by dragging it to the Create New Layer icon at the bottom of the Layers palette. To delete selected layers, click on the Trash icon or drag the layers to the Trash. (See Tip at left.) Note: To bypass the warning that you're about to delete a layer containing artwork, drag the layer to the Trash or hold Option (Mac)!Alt (Win) when you click the Trash. If you're not sure whether a layer has artwork or guides you may need, select the layer and click the Trash so you'll only get the warning if there is something on the layer. Sublayers can help you to stay organized. Sublayers are



Layer Options (double-click a layer name)
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contained within the layer listed above them, if you delete a container layer, all of its sublayers will be deleted as well. WARNING: Sublayers may not export properly to other programs (see the "Shape Shifting" lesson in the Illustrator & Other Programs chapter for one instance).



Using Layer Options



Color-coding groups of layers



You can double-click on any group, path, compound path, clipping path, blend, mesh, guide, type, object, placed object, or raster object in the Layers palette to set Options such as the Name, Show and/or Lock status. If you would like to know what the items are once you've renamed them, retain the name of the subcomponent. For example, you can rename a group to help organize your layer list, but keep the bracket description as part of the renaming of the layer: e.g. floral .



Select a set of layers and doubleclick any one of the layers to open the Layer Options dialog box. Then set the layer color for all selected layers (for help, see lessons later in this chapter). You can also use this technique to adjust other options globally on a set of selected layers.



Double-click a layer name to access the Layer Options discussed below: • Name the layer. When creating complicated artwork, giving layers descriptive names keeps your job, and your brain, organized. • Change the layer's color. A layer's color determines the selection color for paths, anchor points, bounding boxes, and Smart Guides. Adjust the layer color so selections stand out against artwork (see the Tip "Color-coding groups of layers" to the right).



Reordering objects To change the stacking order of several objects: • Reorder the layers they are on. • Move grouped objects from one



• Template layer. Illustrator's template layers are special layers that don't print or export. They're useful whenever you want to base new artwork on existing art—for example, you can place the existing art on a non-printing template layer, and then trace over it on a regular printing layer. There are two recommended ways to create a template layer: You can select Template from the Layers pop-up menu, or check Template when placing an image in Illustrator. By default, Template layers are locked. To unlock a Template in order to adjust or edit objects, click the lock icon to the left of the layer name. Note: Template layers shouldn't be confused with Illustrator CS's new Templates feature. Templates are a special file format ending in .ait; whereas template layers are simply a special kind of layer. For more about Templates, see the Illustrator Basics chapter.



layer to another. • Cut the bottom objects, select the topmost object, and Paste in Front with Paste Remembers Layers off. • Drag the selection indicator (large square) from one layer to another, or collapse the disclosure arrow for a container layer and drag the small square. • If all of the objects are not on the same layer, choose Collect in New Layer (Layers palette menu) and then drag the layer or contents of the layer to the desired location in the layer list. Chapter 5 Layers
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Italic layer names? When a layer name is in italic, it's set to not print from within Illustrator (see "Print" bullet at right for limitations of



• Show/Hide layer. This option functions the same way as the Show/Hide toggle, which you access by clicking the Eye icon (see the Tip "Layers palette navigation" on the opposite page). By default, hiding a layer sets that layer not to print.



non-printing layers). If the name is italic and you see the Template icon, it is reliably a non-printing layer (see the "Template Layer" section, previous page).



• Preview/Outline mode. If you have objects that are easier to edit in Outline mode, or objects that are slow to redraw (such as complicated patterns, live blends, or gradients), you may want to set only those layers to Outline mode. Uncheck Preview to set selected layers to Outline mode in Layer Options, or toggle this option on and off directly by -clicking (Mac) or Ctrl-clicking (Win) the Eye icon in the view column. • Lock/Unlock layer. This option functions the same way as the Lock/Unlock toggle, which you access by clicking the lock column of the layer (see the Tip "Layers palette navigation" at the beginning of this chapter).



Layers palette pop-up menu



• Print. When you print from Illustrator you can use this feature to override the default, which sets visible layers to print. If you need to ensure that a layer will never print in any circumstance (for instance, when placed into a page layout program), make it into a Template layer.



Powerful for print production You can use layers or sublayers to separate print production marks and notes. For instance, use separate layers for die tracing, blueline (or keyline), type, printer remarks, and one layer each for any linked or embedded art. Because you can toggle Hide/Show layers by clicking the Eye icon in the Layers palette, you can hide certain layers when you want to proof your file from within Illustrator. — Robin AF Olson 158
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• Dim Images. You can only dim raster images (not vector Illustrator objects) from 1% to 99% opacity. The Layers pop-up menu You can perform the first six functions in the Layers palette menu via the Layer palette icons, or Layer Options (see above). With the ability to nest sublayers within other layers and create group objects comes the potential for confusion about how to find objects when they become buried in the layer list. Use Locate Object, or Locate Layer when Show Layers Only is checked in Palette Options, to find selected objects. Merge Selected is available when two or more layers are selected and will



place visible objects in the topmost layer. You can consolidate all visible items in your artwork into a single layer using the Flatten Artwork command in the Layers palette menu. (An alternative method is to Select > All, then Cut and Paste, with Paste Remembers Layers unchecked.) Paste Remembers Layers is a great feature: When it's enabled, pasted objects retain their layer order; when unchecked, pasted objects go into the selected layer. If the layers don't exist, Paste Remembers Layers will make them for you! This feature can be turned on and off even after the objects have been copied—so if you paste, and wish that the toggle were reversed, you can Undo, toggle the Paste Remembers Layers option, then paste again. IMPORTANT: There is one significant problem with this feature. If you target a top-level layer and apply strokes, fills, effects, or transparency and then copy/paste that layer into a new document, all appearance attributes that were applied to that layer will be lost in the new document, even when Paste Remembers Layers is enabled.



If you can't select an object... If you have trouble selecting an



object, check/try the following: • Is the object's layer locked? • Is the object locked? • Are the edges hidden? • Is the Object Selection by Path Only box enabled (Preferences > General)? • Locate the thumbnail in the layer list and click on the target indicator. If you keep selecting the wrong



object, try again after you: • Switch to Outline mode. • Zoom in. • Try to locate the thumbnail in the layer list and click on the target indicator.



Try this workaround by Jean-Claude Tremblay (it also works to maintain a Clipping Mask applied to the layer): Since the attributes of a top-level layer are not retained and you get no warning when pasting into the new document, you need to nest the top-layer into another layer, making it a sublayer. Then copy/paste this sublayer into the new document to retain the appearance attributes.



• Hide the selected object; repeat



Collect in New Layer moves all of the selected objects, groups or layers into a new layer. Release to Layers (Build) or Release to Layers (Sequence), allows you to make individual object layers from a group of objects, such as a blend, a layer, or art created by using a brush. (This can be useful when creating animations; see the Web & Animation chapter.)



• Use the Move command: Op-



Reverse Order reverses the stacking order of selected layers within a container layer. Hide All Layers/Others, Outline All Layers/Others, and Lock All Layers/Others all perform actions on unselected layers or objects. Last, Palette Options customizes the layer display. This is a great help to artists who have complicated files



if necessary. • Lock the selected object; repeat if necessary. • Put the object on top in another layer and hide that layer, or select Outline for the layer. tion-click (Mac) or Alt-click (Win) the Selection tool in the Toolbox to move selected objects a set distance (you can move them back later). • Check for objects with transparency. Overlapping transparency inhibits selection. • Try enabling the Type Object Selection by Path Only checkbox (Preferences >Type and Auto Tracing). Chapter 5 Layers
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When hidden objects print



In certain situations, hidden selections will print: • Objects on hidden layers do not print, but hidden objects on visible layers do print once the file is reopened. • Hidden objects on layers with the print option disabled will print if saved as an .eps file and exported into QuarkXPress. There must also be visible art in the file to cause this to occur. To prevent this, save a version of the file without the art you wish to hide and re-export. Exporting layers to Photoshop If you use Illustrator features that allow you to maintain layer integrity for exporting to Photoshop (such as using Point type instead of Path type), you'll be able to export layers with live objects and editable type, as well as layered, rasterized art. For more on exporting layered files to Photoshop, see the Illustrator & Other Programs chapter.



To select all objects First, unlock and show everything in the Layers palette. Click-drag through the Eye and Lock icons or make sure Unlock All and Show All are unavailable in the Object menu. Then choose Select > All ( 160



-A for Mac/Ctrl-A for Win).
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with many layers. Show Layers Only hides the disclosure arrow so you only see the container layer thumbnail. Adding sublayers reveals the arrow, but you still can't target groups or individual paths in this mode. Row Size defines the size of the thumbnail for a layer. You can specify a thumbnail size from Small (no thumbnail) to Large, or use Other to customize a size up to 100 pixels. Thumbnail lets you individually set thumbnail visibility for the Layers, Top Level Only (when Layers is checked), Group, and Object. CONTROLLING THE STACKING ORDER OF OBJECTS



Layers are crucial for organizing your images, but controlling the stacking order of objects within a layer is just as essential. The intuitive layers and sublayers disclose their hierarchical contents when you open the disclosure arrow. Following is a summary of the functions that will help you control the stacking order of objects within layers and sublayers. Sublayers and the hierarchical layer structure



In addition to regular layers, there are sublayers and groups, both of which act as containers for objects or images. When you click on the sublayer icon, a new sublayer is added inside the current layer. Artwork that you add to the sublayer will be underneath the art contained on the main layer. Clicking the Create New Layer icon with a sublayer selected will add a new sublayer above the current one. Adding subsequent layers adds the contents at the top of the stacking order or puts the artwork above the current layer. Clicking the Create New Sublayer icon creates a new sublayer level nested within the first one. Grouping objects together automatically creates a container "layer" named . Double-click the layer to open its options. Group layers are much like sublayers. You can target them to apply appearances that affect all the objects within the group. In some cases, such as when Pathfinder effects are applied, objects have



to be grouped and the group layer must be targeted in order to apply the effect.



To place color underneath a black-



Note: If you rename your , you might get con-



and-white image, see the "Colors



fused when it doesn't behave like a regular layer. Instead



with Layers" lesson later in this



of removing from the name appended to it, leave



chapter. To place color under a



as part of the renaming of the layer.



grayscale scan, set the Blending



Drawing under grayscale scans



mode for the scan to Multiply



Paste in Front, Paste in Back (Edit menu)



mode using the Transparency



Illustrator doesn't merely reposition an object in front of or behind all other objects when you choose Paste in Front/Back; it aligns the object exactly on top of or behind the object you copied. A second, and equally important, aspect is that the two functions paste objects that are Cut or Copied into the exact same location—in relation to the ruler origin. This capability transfers from one document to another, ensuring perfect registration and alignment when you copy and use Edit > Paste in Front / Back. (See the Wowl CD for a lesson using paste commands: 2a Zen-Layers-Moving_Pasting.ai.)



palette (with Multiply mode the white areas of your sketch will become transparent). Be aware, however, that changing the blending mode invokes Transparency for your image—see the Transparency & Appearances chapter for details on predictable output and transparency.



Target icon for any layer or subcomponent



Lock/Unlock All (Object menu)



In the days before it was possible to open layers up in Illustrator and select the individual items they contain, the Lock/Unlock All commands were essential. They're a little less important now, but can still be useful if you can't locate your path from within the layer contents. When you're trying to select an object and you accidentally select an object on top of it, try locking the selected object (Object >Lock) and clicking again. Repeat as necessary until you reach the correct object. When you've finished the task, choose Unlock All to release all the locked objects. Note: Use the Direct Selection tool to select and lock objects that are part of a group (see the section "Selecting within groups" in the Illustrator Basics chapter)—but if you select an unlocked object in the group with the Group Selection or other selection tools, the locked objects can become selected. Hidden objects stay hidden even if you select other objects in the same group.



Selection is also currently targeted Selection indicator for a container layer Selection indicator when all objects are selected



Selecting vs. targeting



There are now several ways to make a selection and several other ways to target an object. The main difference between the two is selections don't always target, but targeting always makes a selection. In this example, "Layer 1" contains the selected object but is not currently the target. The circled "" is the current target. Chapter 5 Layers
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If layers are too slow to open When opening a file created by an older version of Illustrator, it can take a long time for the Layers palette to draw all the thumbnails for each path. Before you attempt to open layers to view their contents, you'll save a lot of time if you choose Palette Options from the Layers palette pop-up menu and uncheck the Objects option in the Thumbnails grouping. Once you've reorganized your paths in the Layers palette, be sure to re-enable the Objects checkbox in the Palette Options to view the thumbnails for your paths. Problem with New Views There are unpredictable situations when using sublayers and New Views in which the view doesn't save the state of the sublayer. Note: You should think of views as a way to control top-level layers only (and not sublayers).



A Group command bug... A bug in the Group command can reorder the relative stacking order of your objects when you group (Object>Group, or -G/Ctrl-G)! This can occur if you group objects that aren't within any sublayer with objects that are on a sublayer. In order to avoid this, before you group make sure that all of your objects are within sublayers, or that none are in sublayers. 162
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Hide/Show All (Object menu) Another way to handle objects that get in the way is to select them and choose Object >Hide >Selection. To view all hidden objects, choose Object > Show All. Note: Hidden objects may print if they're on visible layers. Bring Forward/Bring to Front and more



These commands work on objects within a layer. Bring Forward (Object > Arrange) stacks an object on top of the object directly above it; Bring to Front moves an object in front of all other objects on its layer. Similarly, Send to Back sends an object as far back as it can go in its stacking order, whereas Send Backward sends an object behind its closest neighbor. Note: Bring Forward and Send Backward may not work on large files. In cases where they don't, use the Layers palette to reorder items by moving the selection indicator to the right of the layer name up or down in the layer list. MAKING SELECTIONS USING THE LAYERS PALETTE



There are several ways to make selections. Click the layer's target icon or Option-click (Mac)/Alt-click (Win) the layer name to select all unlocked and visible objects on the layer, including sublayers and groups. Click the sublayer's target icon to select everything on the sublayer, including other sublayers or groups. Clicking the group's target icon will also select all grouped objects. Shift-click the target icons to select multiple objects on different layers, including sublayers and groups. Always use the target icon to make a selection when applying an appearance to a layer, sublayer, or group. If you have selected artwork on the Artboard, click on the small square to select all of the objects on the layer or in the group. A larger square means that all of the objects on that layer or group are already selected. Clicking in the small space to the right of the target indicator will also make a selection of all objects on the layer, sublayer, or group.



David Nelson/Mapping Services Cartographer David Nelson uses the Layers palette to its fullest extent in this transportation map of Orlando, Florida. To see more of the Illustrator techniques that Nelson used to create this map, see the "Map Techniques" lesson in the Brushes & Symbols chapter. Chapter 5 Layers
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Digitizing a Logo Controlling Your Illustrator Template



Overview: Scan a clean version of your artwork; place the art as a template in Illustrator; trace the template; modify the curve of drawn lines to better fit the template image by manipulating points and by using the Pencil tool.



You can easily use Illustrator's Template layer to re-create traditional line art with the computer—easily, that is, if you know the tricks. San Francisco artist Filip Yip was commissioned to modernize the classic Cracker Jack sailor boy and dog logo, and to digitize the logo for use in a variety of media. Yip scanned the original logo artwork and several sketches he drew and used the scans as sources in developing the new logo.



A large, dean scan of the artwork



Creating the template and a drawing layer
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1 Placing a scanned image as a template and using Filters to modify the image. Select a high-contrast copy of the original artwork that is free of folds, tears, or stains. Scan the image at the highest resolution that will provide the detail you need for tracing. Open a new file in Illustrator (File > New), select File >Place, click the Template option, then choose your scan, thus placing it into a new template layer. Template layers are automatically set to be non-printing and dimmed layers. If you need to improve the quality of your scanned image to better discern details, you can edit the image



with a program like Photoshop prior to placing it in Illustrator. Alternatively, if you've already brought the image into Illustrator, use the Filter menu to change focus or color. (If you placed the image on a Template layer, you'll need to double-click the layer name in the Layers palette and disable the Template option; this will then allow you to edit the image.) Select the image and select Filter > Sharpen to make the image more crisp. Choose the Filter > Colors menu and select options like Convert to Grayscale, Saturate, or Adjust Colors to modify image properties. 2 Tracing the template. With the template as an on-screen tracing guide (and the original scanned artwork handy as an off-screen reference), select the Pen or Pencil tool and begin tracing over the scanned image. To reduce visual clutter in small areas of the drawing, try viewing your active layer in Outline mode (while pressing -D [Mac] or Ctrl-D [Win], click on the visibility icon next to the layer's name in the Layers palette). Don't worry too much about how closely you're matching the template as you draw. Next, zoom close (with the Zoom tool, drag to marquee the area you wish to inspect) and use the Directselection tool to adjust corner or curve points, curve segments, or direction lines until the Bezier curves properly fit the template. (See the Drawing & Coloring chapter for more on working with Bezier curves.) 3 Refining lines with the Pencil tool. To modify a line that doesn't follow the template, click the line to select it, then choose the Pencil tool and draw over the template with the Pencil. Illustrator automatically reshapes the selected line (instead of drawing a brand new line). You may need to edit the Pencil tool's settings (double-click the Pencil tool icon and edit the Pencil Tool Preferences dialog box) to control the smoothness of the revised line or the pixel distance from the selected line in which the Pencil tool will operate. (Learn more about using the Pencil tool in "Tracing Details" lesson in this chapter.)



Darkening a scanned grayscale image using the Filter >Colors >Adjust Colors dialog box



Modifying the fit of a drawn line using the Direct-selection tool to move a direction handle



On the left, electing a previously drawn line, and on the right, redrawing the selected line with the Pencil tool



Manually tracing an intricate object may be more tedious and time-consuming than autotracing it; Yip drew the rough-edged parts of the sailor uniform with chalk on watercolor paper, which he then scanned, saved as a TIFF, and autotraced in Adobe Streamline
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Tracing Details Tracing Intricate Details with the Pencil



Overview: Scan a photo and place it into a Template layer in Illustrator; adjust Pencil Options; trace the photo with the Pencil; create new layers; adjust layer positions and modes.



Laurie Grace loves the way the Pencil tool permits her to trace details with precision. Using the Pencil with custom settings and additional layers, she created this map of Greenland for a Scientific American article.



Double-clicking the Template layer to access Layer Options where "Dim Images" percentages can be customized



Double-clicking on the Pencil tool to set Options



Saving images for tracing While EPS was once the preferred



1 Scanning and placing the image into a Template layer. Scan the image you wish to use as a tracing template and save it in grayscale TIFF format. In a new Illustrator document, place your TIFF as a template (see "Digitizing a Logo" in this chapter). Your template will automatically be dimmed to 50%; to customize the percentage at which the template is dimmed, doubleclick the Template layer. 2 Setting up your Pencil Options for tracing. To draw with precision, you'll need to adjust the Pencil tool's default settings. Double-click the Pencil tool and drag the Fidelity slider all the way to the left, to 0.5 pixels, keeping Smoothness at 0% (higher numbers in Fidelity and Smoothness result in less accurate, smoother lines). For this lesson, keep "Keep Selected" enabled, so you can redraw lines and easily connect a new line to the last.



format for placed images (see the Illustrator & Other Programs chapter), saving images in TIFF will display more detail for tracing. 166
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3 Drawing with the Pencil tool into Layer 1. It's very simple to attach one line to the next, so don't worry about tracing your entire template in one stroke. Zoom in on



your work (see the Illustrator Basics chapter for Zoom help) and trace one section. When you finish drawing that section (and it's still selected), move the Pencil tool aside until you see "x", indicating that the Pencil would be drawing a new path. Next, move the Pencil close to the selected path and notice that the "x" disappears, indicating that the new path will be connected to the currently selected one, then continue to draw your path. To attach a new path to an unselected path, select the path you wish to attach to first. To draw a closed path with the Pencil (like the islands in Grace's map), hold the Option/Alt key down as you approach the first point in the path. Note: With Option/Alt down, if you stop before you reach the first point, the path will close with a straight line. 4 Creating and reordering new layers. To add the background water and the coastline terrain details, Grace had to create additional layers. To create additional layers, click on the New Layer icon in the Layers palette. Clicking on a layer name activates that layer so the next object you create will be on that layer. To reorder layers, grab a layer by its name and drag it above or below another layer. Click in the Lock column to Lock/Unlock specific layers.



After drawing part of the coastline it remains selected (top left); moving the Pencil close to the selected path then allows the next path to be connected (top right); continuing the path with the Pencil tool (directly above)



Drawing with the Pencil tool and holding the Option key to close the path



5 Hiding and Previewing layers. Toggle Hide/Show Template layers from the View menu. To toggle any layer between Hide and Show, click on the Eye icon in the Visibility column for that layer to remove or show the Eye. To toggle a non-template layer between Preview and Outline mode, -click/Ctrl-click the Eye icon. (To move objects between layers, see Tip "Moving an object from one layer to another" later in this chapter.) Zooming more means smoothing less...



Making a New Layer; a blue object created in the new Layer 3 which is moved below Layer 1; Layer 1 locked with Layer 3 activated



You can control the amount of smoothing applied with the Smooth tool by adjusting screen magnification. When you're zoomed-out, the Smooth tool deletes more points; zoomed-in, the tool produces more subtle results. —David Nelson



Toggling between Outline and Preview mode for a specific layer by / Ctrl-clicking the Eye icon
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Colors with Layers Coloring Black & White Images with Layers



Overview: Create a sketch; scan and save it as a bitmap TIFF; set up layers in Illustrator for the TIFF and colored objects; place bitmap TIFF into the upper layer; color the image; group TIFF with its colors; add background.



Setting up basic layers in Illustrator



While the most obvious way to trace an image in Illustrator is to place the image on a lower layer and use an upper layer to trace the new Illustrator objects, in some cases you'll want your tracing layer to be below a placed image. When creating an illustration for a children's magazine, John Kanzler placed his sketch on an upper layer. This way, he could add color using Illustrator and maintain a hand-sketched look by keeping the scanned sketch in the file.



A bitmap outline sketch



The scanned sketch placed into the top layer



Overprinting 1-bit TIFF problem It's usually best to set black TIFFs



1 Setting up your Illustrator layers. In Illustrator, create at least three layers for the elements of your image. You'll need to have a top layer for placing your sketches, a middle layer (or layers) for coloring your sketches, and a base layer for background objects. (For help making layers, see "Digitizing a Logo" and "Tracing Details" in this chapter.) Illustrator assigns a different color to each layer name—this helps you keep track of the objects in each layer (selected paths and anchor points will be colorcoded to match their layer name).



to Overprint Fill in the Attributes palette. If Overprint is disabled, check www.adobe.com/illustrator for possible corrective updates. 168
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2 Sketching and scanning a black-and-white drawing; placing the image into the top layer in Illustrator. Scan a hand-drawn sketch as a 1 bit bitmap format (black



and white only), or draw directly in a painting program set to a black-and-white (bitmapped) mode. Save your image as a TIFF file. Kanzler sketched his figure with a soft pencil on rough paper, scanned it, then saved it as a bitmap TIFF file. Next, in the Layers palette of your Illustrator file, make the top layer active (click on the layer name) and use the Place command (from the File menu) to place one of your drawings into the top layer. 3 Coloring your drawings. To make coloring your drawings easier, it helps to lock all but the layer in which you will be drawing. You must first unlock and activate the chosen layer (to the left of the layer you should see the Eye icon but no Lock icon; to activate a layer, click on its name in the Layers palette). Then, lock the top layer. Now, using filled colored objects without strokes, trace under your placed sketch. To view the color alone, hide the top layer by clicking on the Eye icon in the visibility column for that layer in the left side of the Layers palette. 4 Grouping your drawing with its colors; adding a background. When you have finished coloring the figure, unlock the top layer, select the placed TIFF with the objects that colorize that figure, and group them together (while selected, choose Object >Group). The grouped figure automatically moves to the top layer. To add background elements, activate the bottommost layer and draw on it. Your grouped images can be easily repositioned within your composition by selecting and moving them with the Selection tool. Changing layers by selecting an object Instead of changing the active layer by selecting a new



Drawing into layers below the top layer, which contains the scanned sketch



The colorized drawing with the sketch visible and the sketch hidden



Selected objects that are on different layers, then grouped, automatically move to the layer where the topmost selected object resides



The background for the illustration, created in the bottom layer



layer in the Layers palette, let Illustrator make the change for you. When you select an object from an unlocked layer, its layer automatically becomes active. The next object you create will use the same paint style as the last selected object and will be placed on that same active layer.



Moving a grouped, colorized figure around the composition
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Organizing Layers Managing Custom Layers and Sublayers



Overview: Sketch and scan a composition; set up basic, named layers in Illustrator for the objects you will create; place art into temporary sublayers; trace the placed art; delete the temporary sublayers.



The initial concept for the illustration, used to set up a photo shoot; the assembled photographic collage



Beginning your illustration with well-organized layers and sublayers can be a lifesaver when you're constructing complex illustrations. Using these layers to isolate or combine specific elements will save you an immense amount of production time by making it easy to hide, lock, or select related objects within layers. When American Express commissioned Nancy Stahl to design a cover for its internal magazine, Context, she saved time and frustration by creating layers and using sublayers for tracing and arranging various components of the cover illustration.



Hand-traced sketch scanned
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1 Collecting and assembling source materials. Prepare your own source materials to use as tracing templates in Illustrator. For the AmEx illustration, Stahl took



Polaroids of herself posed as each of the figures in her planned composition and scanned them into Adobe Photoshop, where she scaled them, composited some elements, and moved them into position. She then printed out the assembled "collage," roughly sketched in the other elements by hand and, with tracing paper, created a line drawing version of the full composition to use as an overall template. She then scanned it into the computer. Setting up layers to isolate key elements



2 Setting up illustration layers. Before you begin to import any photos or drawings, take a few moments to set up layers to help you isolate the key elements in your illustration. For the cover illustration, before she actually started drawing in Illustrator, Stahl set up separate layers for the background, the sky, the rays of light, and the building in the background, which she called "OZ," as well as a character layer for each of the figures. Name a layer while creating it by Option-clicking/Alt-clicking on the Create New Layer icon in the Layers palette. You can also name or rename an existing layer or sublayer by double-clicking on it in the Layers palette.



The temporary sublayer before placing the scan



3 Placing art to use as templates. Click on the layer in which you plan to trace your first object, then click on the Create New Sublayer icon in the Layers palette to create a sublayer for your template (Option-click/Alt-click on the icon to name your sublayer as you create it). Use File > Place to select the scan or artwork to be placed into this sublayer. The template sublayer should now be directly below the object layer upon which you will be tracing. Lock the template sublayer and draw into the layer above using the Pen, Pencil, or other drawing tools. Stahl activated a character layer by clicking on it in the Layers palette, then created a sublayer that she named "JPEG Images". She placed the hand-traced figures image into her sublayer, locked it, and traced her first character into the layer above. Using the Layers palette, she freely moved the locked JPEG Images template sublayer below each character's layer as she drew.



Moving the sublayer and setting up the Lock and Show options for tracing
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4 Drawing into your layers. Now you can begin drawing and tracing elements into your compositional layers and sublayers. Activate the layer or sublayer in which you want to draw by clicking on the layer's name, make sure the layer or sublayer is unlocked and visible (there should be an Eye in the Visibility column and an empty box in the Lock column), and start to work. Use the Layers palette to lock, unlock, or hide layers or sublayers, as well as to toggle between Preview and Outline modes, switch your active layer, or add a new layer or sublayer. By maneuvering in this way, Stahl could easily trace a sketch of basic background elements, create rays against a locked background or develop one character at a time. Viewing only the essential layers for each task



Clicking on a visible and unlocked sublayer to make it active for placing new art



Clicking on or dragging the sublayer to the Trash icon, or choosing Delete from the Layers palette pop-up menu



Changing placed art Select the image you wish to replace. Next open the Links palette (Window menu) and click on the Replace Link icon (the bottom left icon) or choose Replace from the Links palette pop-up menu. In the dialog box, locate the replacement image and click Place. 172
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5 Adding new placed art to a layer or sublayer. If you



need to import art into an existing layer or sublayer, first make sure the layer is visible and unlocked, then make it the active layer by clicking on it. For the AmEx cover, when Stahl needed additional references, she viewed and unlocked the JPEG Images template sublayer, clicked on it to make it active, and then used the Place command to bring the new scan or art into the template sublayer. 6 Deleting layers or sublayers when you are finished using them. Extra layers with placed art can take up quite a bit of disk space, so you'll want to delete them when you are done with them. When you finish using a template, first save the illustration. Then, in the Layers palette, click on the layer or sublayer you are ready to remove and click on the Trash icon in the Layers palette, choose the Delete option from the Layers palette pop-up menu, or drag the layer or sublayer to the Trash icon in the Layers palette. Finally, use Save As to save this new version of the illustration with a meaningful new name and version number (such as "AmEx no JPEG v3.ai"). Stahl eventually deleted all the sublayers she created as templates so she could save her final cover illustration with all the illustration layers but none of the template sublayers or placed pictures.



Nancy Stahl Using the same techniques as in "Organizing



magazine, Context. When she wanted to move



Layers," Nancy Stahl created this image for



selected objects to another layer, she used the



the interior of American Express's internal



technique shown in the Tip below.



Moving an object from one layer to another To move a selected object to another layer: open the Layers palette, grab the colored dot to the right of the object's layer, and drag it to the desired layer (see near right). To move a copy of an object: hold down the Option/Alt key while you drag (see far right). Chapter 5 Layers
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Nested Layers Organizing with Layers and Sublayers



Overview: Plan a layer structure; create layers and sublayers; refine the structure by rearranging layers and sublayers in the Layer palette's hierarchy; hide and lock layers; change the Layers palette display.



Layers have always been a great way of organizing artwork. Now with Illustrator, you can organize your Layers palette as a nested hierarchy, making it easier to navigate and manipulate. For this map of the Great River Scenic Byway in Illinois, Steven Gordon relied on nested layers and sublayers to organize the artwork he developed.



The completed layer structure for the map showing layers and two levels of sublayers



Selecting and dragging the BYWAY-road sublayer up and out of the Hwys sublayer, placing it on the same level in the hierarchy as Hwys
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1 Planning, then creating and moving layers and sublayers. Gordon began by planning a layer structure for the map in which layers with similar information would be nested within several "master" layers, so he could easily navigate the Layers palette and manipulate the layers and sublayers. After planning the organization of your layered artwork, open the Layers palette (Window > Layers) and begin creating layers and sublayers. (Illustrator automatically creates a Layer 1 every time a new document is created—you can use or rename this layer.) To create a new layer, click the Create New Layer icon at the bottom of the palette. To create a new sublayer that's nested within a currently selected layer, click on the palette's Create New Sublayer icon. As you continue working, you may need to refine your organization by changing the nesting of a current layer or sublayer. To do this, drag the layer name in the Layers



palette and release it over a boundary between layers. To convert a sublayer to a layer, drag its name and release it above its master layer or below the last sublayer of the master layer (watch the sublayer's bar icon to ensure that it aligns with the left side of the names field in the Layers palette before releasing it). Don't forget that if you move a layer in the Layers palette, any sublayer, group, or path it contains will move with it, affecting the hierarchy of artwork in your illustration. 2 Hiding and locking layers. As you draw, you can hide or lock sublayers of artwork by simply clicking on the visibility (Eye) icon or edit (Lock) icon of their master layer. Gordon organized his map so that related artwork, such as different kinds of names, were placed on separate sublayers nested within the Names layer, and thus could be hidden or locked by hiding or locking the Names layer. If you click on the visibility or edit icon of a master layer, Illustrator remembers the visibility and edit status of each sublayer before locking or hiding the master layer. When Gordon clicked the visibility icon of the Names layer, sublayers that had been hidden before he hid the master layer remained hidden after he made the Names layer visible again. To quickly make the contents of all layers and sublayers visible, select Show All Layers from the Layers palette's pop-up menu. To unlock the content of all layers and sublayers, choose Unlock All Layers. (If these commands are not available, it's because all layers are already showing or unlocked.)



Top, a "master" layer with two sublayers locked; bottom, after the master layer is locked, the two sublayers' edit icons are not dimmed, indicating that they will remain locked when the layer is unlocked



Selecting a row size in the Layers palette Options dialog box



Another way to unlock layers A quick way to unlock all the contents of a layer: Make sure the layer itself is unlocked (the lock icon is gone) and then choose Unlock All from the Object menu.



3 Changing the Layers palette display. As you utilize the Layers palette, change its display to make the palette easier to navigate. Display layers and sublayers (and hide groups and paths) in the palette by choosing Palette Options from the palette menu and in the Layers palette Options dialog box, clicking Show Layers Only. To view tiny thumbnails of the artwork on each layer or sublayer, select a Row Size of Medium or Large, or select Other and set row size to 20 or more pixels in the dialog.



Let Illustrator do the walking Illustrator can automatically expand the Layers palette and scroll to a sublayer that's hidden within a collapsed layer. Just click on an object in your artwork and choose Locate Layer or Locate Object from the Layers palette's menu. Chapter 5 Layers
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Varied Perspective Analyzing Different Views of Perspective



Advanced Technique Overview: Draw and scan a sketch; create working layers using your sketch as a template; in each "guides" layer, draw a series of lines to establish perspective; make the perspective lines into guides; draw elements of your image using the applicable perspective guides.



Portion of the original pencil sketch placed on a template layer with a custom layer ready for creation of guides



Locking and unlocking guides • When guides are unlocked (uncheck View >Guides> Lock



While any object can be made into a guide, converting lines into guides is indispensable when adding perspective to an image. To illustrate this McDonald's packaging design, Clarke Tate constructed several sets of vanishing point guides, enabling him to draw a background scene (Fort Santiago in the Philippines) that would contrast with the flat cartoon figures of Snoopy and Woodstock.



Guides), you can select any guide as an object and move or delete it. • When a layer with guides is locked, the guides lose their "snap to" property—yet another good reason for you to keep guides on separate layers. 176
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1 Setting up the layers. Sketch a detailed layout of the illustration on paper, shaping main elements like Tate's brick walk and wall with a perspective view. Scan your sketch and save the scan as a TIFF, then place the TIFF in Illustrator and choose Template from the Layers palette's pop-up menu. Analyze the image to determine the number of vanishing points in your illustration (points along



the scene's horizon where parallel lines seem to converge). Create new layers (click the Create New Layer icon in the Layers palette) for compositional elements; add a layer for each vanishing point in the illustration. 2 Establishing the location of vanishing points. In the Layers palette, select the first layer you'll use for developing a set of perspective guides. Referring to your template, mark the first vanishing point and use the Pen tool to draw a path along the horizon and through the vanishing point. (Some or all of your vanishing points may need to extend beyond the picture border.) With the Directselection tool, select the anchor point from the end of the line that is away from the vanishing point. Grab the point, then hold down Option/Alt and swing this copy of the line up so it encompasses the uppermost object that will be constructed using the vanishing point. You should now have a V that extends along your horizon line through your vanishing point, then to an upper or lower portion of your composition. To create in-between lines through the same vanishing point, select both of the original lines, use the Blend tool to click first on the outer anchor point of one of the lines, and then on the outer anchor point of the other line. (If you need to specify more or fewer steps, you can select the blend and edit the number of steps in the Spacing > Specified Steps field of the Object > Blend > Blend Options dialog box.) For each different vanishing point, repeat the above procedure. 3 Making and using the guides. Because Illustrator cannot create guides from blended objects, you must first select each blend with the Selection tool and then expand it (Object >Blend >Expand). Next, transform the blends into guides by choosing View > Guides >Make Guides. Now pick an area of the illustration and begin drawing. You may want to lock the layers containing guides for other vanishing points so you don't accidentally snap objects to the wrong perspective.



Top, dragging a perspective line to the uppermost object from the vanishing point; bottom, paths blended to create in-between perspective lines



Perspective line blends before being transformed into guides



Turning off the "snap to" function for guides by locking the layer (left); locking guides in place by using the Lock/Unlock toggle in the View> Guides submenu
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Type



180 184 185 185 186 187 188 188 189 191 193 194 196 198-199 200 201 202 204 206-211



212 214 216 218
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The Type tool, Area Type tool, Path Type tool, Vertical Type tool, Vertical Area Type tool, and Vertical Path Type tool. Select a Type tool and press Shift to toggle the tool between a horizontal and vertical orientation



Selecting type by accident If you keep accidentally selecting type when you're trying to select an object with the Selection tool, enable Type Object Selection by Path Only (Preferences >Type & Auto Tracing). With this option turned on, you won't select type objects unless you click directly on the baseline or path of the type. (If you have trouble finding the path, you can select the text object in the Layers palette, or marquee at least a full letterform with a selection tool or the Lasso tool.) It's Greek to me! You can specify a size at which type will be "greeked" on screen (which means it will appear as gray bars rather than readable text). Set the greeking size by choosing Preferences >Type & Auto Tracing, and entering a size in the Greeking field. Text at or below that size will be greeked. Note that greeked text prints normally. 180
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With the arrival of Illustrator CS, Illustrator users have taken a big step forward in terms of the control and sophistication with which they can design type. In addition to Illustrator's new Type engine itself, the most momentous new developments are the arrival of paragraph and character styles; increased support for OpenType fonts that allows you to take full advantage of their superior capabilities; and new features that help you create more aesthetically pleasing text layouts by increasing your control over text blocks, columns and rows, and the spacing and alignment of characters. Adobe rounds out the package with a wealth of smaller and less easily categorizable features that will help make the experience of designing type in Illustrator more satisfying. Although you'll probably still prefer a page layout program such as QuarkXPress, InDesign, or PageMaker for multi-page documents like catalogues and long magazine articles, and Dreamweaver or GoLive for Web page layout, this chapter will demonstrate many reasons to stay within Illustrator for single-page documents. The Type chapter of the User Guide covers the creation and manipulation of type in great detail, so this introduction will focus on essentials, what's new and production tips. For creating and manipulating type, Illustrator CS offers no less that seven palettes, all accessible from the Window > Type submenu. Nested in with the old Paragraph and Character palettes is the new OpenType palette, which gives you convenient access to the options of OpenType fonts. The new Glyphs palette lets you choose quickly from a wide range of special characters. The new Character Styles and Paragraph Styles palettes, nested together, are where you'll manage Illustrator's new automatic text formatting capabilities. And the new, improved Tabs palette replaces the old Tab Ruler. When you first open the Character and Paragraph palettes, they may appear in a collapsed view. To cycle



through display options for either palette, click the double arrow on the Palette tab. There are three type options in Illustrator that are accessible through the Type tool: Point type, Area type, and Path type. The flexible Type tool lets you click to create a Point type object, click-drag to create an Area type object, click within any existing type object to enter or edit text, or click on a path to create Path type (discussed a bit further on). You can gain access to type created in other applications by using the File >Open or File > Place commands (and of course by using the Copy and Paste commands). Select letters, words or an entire block of text by dragging across the letters with the Type tool, or use a selection tool to select text as an object by clicking on or marqueeing the text baseline (the baseline is the line that the type sits on). • Point type: Click with the Type tool or the Vertical Type tool anywhere on the page to create Point type. Once you click, a blinking text-insertion cursor called an "I-beam" indicates that you can now type text using your keyboard. To add another line of text, press the Return/Enter key. When you're finished typing into one text object, click on the Type tool in the Toolbox to simultaneously select the current text as an object (the I-beam will disappear) and be poised to begin another text object. To just select the text as an object, click on a selection tool.



Typographic controls Most of Illustrator's default settings for type are controlled in the Type & Auto Tracing area of Preferences. One exception is the unit of measurement for type, which is set in Preferences >Units & Display Performance.



Selecting text or objects Once you've entered your text, use the Type tool to select any text element by clicking and drag-



• Area type: Click and drag with the Type tool to create a rectangle, into which you can type. Once you've defined your rectangle, the I-beam awaits your typing, and the text automatically wraps to the next line when you type in the confines of the rectangle. Another way to create Area type or Vertical Area type is to construct a path (with any tools you wish) forming a shape within which to place the type. Click and hold on the Type tool to access other tools, or press the Shift key to toggle between horizontal and vertical orientations



ging across letters, words, or lines; double-clicking to select a word; triple-clicking to select a paragraph; or Shift-clicking to extend a selection. If the text-insertion I-beam is activated, then Select > All selects all type within that text object. Otherwise, Select >All selects all unlocked objects in your
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Ports illustrated Each type object in Illustrator CS has an in port (a small box at the upper left side) and an out port (a small box at the lower right side). If both ports are empty, all the text is displayed and the object isn't currently linked (or threaded) to any other text objects. You may also see the following symbols in the ports: • A red plus sign in the out port means the object contains overflow text (additional text that doesn't fit) • An arrow in the in port means the object is threaded to a preceding text object, and text is flowing into the current object • An arrow in the out port means the object is threaded to a subsequent text object, and text is flowing out of the current object.



Area Type Options dialog box



Tabs palette
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of like tools (see Tip "Type tool juggling" later in this chapter introduction). Choose the Area Type or Vertical Area Type tool and click on the path itself to place text within the path. Distort the confining shape by grabbing an anchor point with the Direct Selection tool and dragging it to a new location, or reshape the path by adjusting direction lines. The text within will reflow. Note: If you use the Vertical Area Type tool, you'll see that your text will flow automatically, starting from the right edge of the area flowing toward the left! Those of you who use Roman fonts and typographic standards won't have much use for this tool since Roman type flows from left to right (see the Tip "Multinational font support" later in this chapter.)



Illustrator's new Area Type Options dialog box (Type > Area Type Options) gives you precise control over a number of important aspects of Area type. You can set numerical values for the width and height of the selected Area type; set precise values for Rows and Columns (i.e. you can divide a single Area type object into multiple columns or rows that will reflow as you type), and choose whether or not those values remain fixed as you scale; specify Offset options, including the amount of inset (defined as the margin between the text and the bounding path) and the alignment of the first baseline of text; and a Text Flow option that determines how text flows between rows or columns. To set tabs for Area type, select the text object and choose Window >Type > Tabs. The Tabs palette (new in Illustrator CS) will open aligned with the text box. As you pan or zoom, you'll notice the Tab ruler doesn't move with the text box. No sweat: If you lose your alignment, just click the little Magnet button on the Tabs palette, and the palette will snap back into alignment. One new feature that arrives with the Tabs palette is the ability to create your own tab leaders. A tab leader is a repeated pattern of characters (such as dots or dashes) between a Tab and the text that follows it. Select a tab stop on the ruler in the Tabs palette, type a pattern of up



to eight characters in the palette's Leader box, then hit Return/Enter. You'll see your customized Leader pattern repeated across the width of the tab. (For more on using the Tabs palette, see the User Guide.)



Object rows and columns Wondering how to create rows and columns from non-type objects? Just select the object(s) and choose Object >Path >Split into



• Path type: The Path type tool allows you to click on a path to flow text along the perimeter of the path (the path will then become unstroked or unfilled). Illustrator CS adds a new level of control over Path type. When you select a Path type object, you'll see three brackets appear: one at the beginning, one in the center, and one at the end of the Path type. The beginning and end brackets carry an in port and an out port, respectively, which can be used to thread text between objects (see the Tip "Ports illustrated"). The center bracket is used to control the positioning of the Path type. Hold your cursor over it until a small icon that looks like an upside down T appears. You can now drag the center bracket to reposition the type. Dragging the bracket across the path will flip the type to the other side of the path. (For example, type along the outside of a circle would flip to the inside.) Dragging the bracket forward or backward along the direction of the path will move the type in that direction. As with Area type, use the Direct Selection tool to reshape the confining path; the type on the path will automatically readjust to the new path shape. The new Type on a Path Options dialog box (Type > Type on a Path >Type On a Path Options) lets you set a number of Path type attributes. You can choose from five different Path Type Effects (Rainbow, Skew, 3D Ribbon, Stair Step, and Gravity); a Flip checkbox that will automatically flip type to the other side of the path; a menu that lets you set the alignment of type relative to the path; and a Spacing control that lets you adjust the spacing of type as it moves around a curve. (The Path Type Effects are also available via the Type >Type on a Path submenu.) See the User Guide for in-depth info.



Grid.



Rectangle rule relaxed One nice improvement in Illustrator CS is that when you use the Area Type Options dialog box to create rows and columns, your type container won't get automatically converted to a rectangle (as was the case with the Rows and Columns function in previous versions of Illustrator).



To manually flip type on a path to the other side of the path, select the type and drag the center handle (the thin blue line perpendicular to the type) across the path, as indicated by the red arrow above. Note the tiny T-shaped icon that appears next to the cursor as you position it near the handle



The same type, after dragging across the path, but before releasing the mouse. After release, the type will be in the position indicated by the blue type above the path. You can then drag the center handle from side to side to adjust the position of the text—just don't drag across the path again or you'll flip the type back. You can also flip type across a path automatically by choosing Type>Type on a Path >Type on a Path Options, checking the Flip box (as shown on the following page), and clicking on OK
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WORKING WITH THREADED TEXT



The Type on a Path Options dialog box



The Type on a Path submenu



The upper text object is threaded (linked) to the lower one. The blue line connects the out port of the upper object to the in port of the lower one, showing that the two objects are threaded together; text thus flows from the first object to the second. The red plus sign in the out port of the lower object indicates that there is still more overflow text, which could flow into a third threaded object



Hiding text threads Users of page layout programs like InDesign or QuarkXPress will recognize the way Illustrator shows text threads graphically, by drawing a line between linked objects. If this visual gets in the way, you can toggle it on and off via View>Show/Hide Text Threads. 184
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If a text object contains more text than it has room to display, you'll see a plus sign in the small box along its lower right side. (This box is called the out port; see the Tip "Ports illustrated," earlier in this chapter.) To enlarge the object to allow for more text, use the Selection tool to grab the object by a bounding side and drag to resize it (hold down the Shift key if you want to constrain proportions as you resize). To add a new text object that can receive overflow text, use the Selection tool to select the first text object. Next, click on the red plus sign in the out port. The cursor will change to the "loaded text" cursor, which looks like a miniature text block. Then you can either click on the Artboard to create a new text object the same size and shape as the original; or drag to create a text object of any size. Either way, the new text object will be threaded (linked) to the original, and the text that wouldn't fit in the first object will flow into the second. Note: Make sure Type Object Selection by Path Only is unchecked in the Type & Auto Tracing area of Preferences, or the above process won't work. Similarly, you can link existing text objects together by clicking the plus sign on the first object, and then clicking on the path of the object that is to receive the overflow text. (Keep your eye on the cursor, which will change to indicate valid "drop" locations.) You can also link objects using a menu command: Select the first object with the Selection tool, then Shift-click to select the second object as well. Choose Type > Threaded Text > Create, and voila, the objects are linked. Of course, the threads between objects can be broken as easily as they're created. If you want to disconnect one object from another, first select the object. Then doubleclick its in port to break the thread to a preceding object, or double click its out port to break the thread to a subsequent object. Alternatively, you can select the object and click either the in port or the out port once. Then click the other end of the thread to break it.



You can also release an object from a Text thread by selecting it, then choosing Type > Threaded Text > Release Selection. Or, if you want to remove the threading from an object while leaving text in place, select it and choose Type > Threaded Text > Remove Threading. WRAPPING TEXT AROUND OBJECTS



Illustrator CS handles text wrapping a little differently from previous versions. Text wrapping is now an object attribute and is set specifically for each object that will have text wrapped around it (known as a wrap object). First, make sure that the object you want to wrap text around is above the text you want to wrap around it in the Layers palette. Then select the wrap object and choose Object >Text Wrap >Make Text Wrap. The Text Wrap Options dialog box will appear. Here, you'll choose the amount of offset and also have the option to choose Invert Wrap (which reverses the side of the object that text wraps around). You can also wrap text around a group of objects. In order to add a new object to the text wrapped group, just drag its icon in the Layers palette into the group. To release an object from text wrapping, select it and choose Object > Text Wrap > Release Text Wrap. To change the options for an existing wrap object, select it and choose Object > Text Wrap > Text Wrap Options. (For more information on text wrapping, see the User Guide.)



The quick-changing Type tool When using the regular Type tool, look at your cursor very carefully in these situations: • If you move the regular Type tool over a closed path, the cursor changes to the Area type icon. • If you move the Type tool over an open path, the cursor will change to the Path type icon. Type tool juggling To toggle a Type tool between its vertical and horizontal mode, first make sure nothing is selected. Hold the Shift key down to toggle the tool to the opposite mode. Path type and closed paths Keep in mind that Path type can be applied to both open and closed paths—even though the feedback you get from your cursor may seem to indicate that this Path type can only be applied to open paths.



CHARACTER AND PARAGRAPH STYLES



As in previous versions, Illustrator's Character and Paragraph palettes (Window > Type > Character and Window > Type > Paragraph) let you format text by changing one attribute at a time. Illustrator CS takes formatting to the next level by introducing Character and Paragraph styles. Now you can apply multiple attributes to text simply by applying the appropriate style. You can access the new Character Styles and Paragraph Styles palettes via Window > Type > Character Styles, or Window > Type > Paragraph Styles. New styles



Making a new text object Re-select the Type tool to end one text object; the next click will start a new text object. Or, deselect the current text by holding down the (Mac)/Ctrl (Win) key (temporarily turning your cursor into a selection tool) and clicking outside the text block. Chapter 6 Type
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Legacy text Illustrator's new text engine makes a lot of new type features possible. But it also means that text is handled very differently from previous versions, so legacy text (text created in earlier versions of Illustrator) needs to be updated before it can be edited in Illustrator CS. When you open a file containing legacy text, a dialog box warns you that it contains text that needs to be updated. The dialog box gives you the choice of updating the text then and there by clicking "Update," or waiting till later by clicking "OK." Text that hasn't been updated can be viewed, moved, and printed, but it can't be edited. When selected, legacy text is displayed with an X through its bounding box. When text is updated, you may see the following types of changes: • Changes to leading, tracking, and kerning • In Area type: words overflowing, shifting between lines or to the next linked object
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can either be created from scratch or based on existing styles. To create a new style with a default name (that can be changed later if you like), click the Create New Style button in either the Character Styles or the Paragraph Styles palette. If you want to name your new style from the get-go, choose New Character Style from the Character Styles palette menu, or New Paragraph Style from the Paragraph Styles palette menu. Type a name for your new style in the dialog box that appears, click OK, and your new style will appear in the Character Styles or Paragraph Styles palette. To create a new style based on an existing one, select the existing style in the Character Styles or Paragraph Styles palette. Then choose Duplicate Character Style or Duplicate Paragraph Style from the palette menu. Your new "cloned" style will appear in the palette. To change the attributes of a new or existing style, select its name in the Character Styles or Paragraph Styles palette, and choose Character Style Options or Paragraph Style Options from the palette menu. The Options dialog box will let you set all your desired attributes for the style—everything from basic characteristics, such as font, size, and color, to OpenType features. To apply a style to text, just select the text you want to format, click the name of the style in the Character Styles or Paragraph Styles palette, and voilal—your formatting is applied to the selected text. (This won't work if the type has overrides—extra formatting—applied, in which case you may need to remove the override by clicking a second time. For more information on overrides and other elements of using Character and Paragraph Styles, see the



You can choose to update all legacy text at any time by choosing Type > Legacy Text > Update All Legacy Text. Update specific



TAKING ADVANTAGE OF OPENTYPE



legacy text by clicking it with the Type tool. You'll also have the option to preserve legacy text on a layer below the updated text for comparison.



As mentioned previously, underneath Illustrator CS's hood lies a powerful new text engine. And one of the main reasons Adobe revamped the way Illustrator handles text was to allow users to take full advantage of the sophisticated features of OpenType fonts. (To under-
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User Guide.)



score the point, Illustrator CS ships with a bundle of free OpenType fonts, so you can put them to work immediately.) One great benefit of OpenType fonts is that they're platform-independent, so they can move easily between Mac and Windows. When you use any OpenType font, Illustrator CS will automatically set standard ligatures as you type (see example at right). You can set options for other OpenType features via the OpenType palette, which is nested by default with the Character and Paragraph palettes, and accessible via Window > Type > OpenType. The OpenType palette includes two pop-up menus that let you control the style and positioning of numerals, and buttons that let you choose whether or not to use standard ligatures (for letter pairs such as fi, fl, ff, ffi, and ffl), optional ligatures (for letter pairs such as ct and st), swashes (characters with exaggerated flourishes), titling characters (for use in uppercase titles), stylistic alternates (alternative versions of a common character), superscripted ordinals, and fractions.



Character Styles palette



Paragraph Styles palette



OpenType palette



If you'd like more information on what the various commands in the OpenType palette do, we've included a helpful guide by Sandee Cohen on the Wow! CD (OpenType_Guide.pdf). These pages, taken from Cohen's InDesign CS Visual QuickStart Guide, give you a primer in how to work with OpenType fonts. THE GLYPHS PALETTE



Illustrator's new Glyphs palette gives you quick access to a wide variety of special characters, including any ligatures, ornaments, swashes, and fractions included in that OpenType font. Choose Window >Type > Glyphs to display the palette. With the Type tool, click to place the insertion point where you want the special character to appear, and then double-click the character you want in the Glyphs palette to insert it in the text. You'll find many specialty characters (like or ) that once required separate fonts, sitting there in your Glyphs palette. See the User Guide for more information on the Glyphs palette.



OpenType fonts automatically set standard ligatures as you type (unless you turn this feature off in the OpenType palette). In the example above, the type on the top row is set using the standard version of Adobe's Minion font. The bottom row is set using Minion Pro, one of the OpenType fonts included with Illustrator CS. Minion Pro supplies the ligatures for "ff" and "ffl" (visible in the bottom row), which give the type a more sophisticated look



Glyphs palette
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THE EVERY-LINE COMPOSER



The same text composed using Every-line Composer, which automatically creates less ragged-looking text blocks with more uniform line lengths



Multinational font support Illustrator supports multinational



Illustrator CS offers two composition methods for determining where line breaks occur in blocks of text: the old Single-line Composer and the new Every-line Composer. The Single-line Composer applies hyphenation and justification settings to one line of text at a time, as Illustrator did by default in previous versions. But this can result in uneven, ragged-looking blocks of text, so the new Every-line Composer thinks ahead by automatically determining the best combination of line breaks across the entire run of text. The result is even-looking text blocks with minimal hyphenation and consistent line lengths and spacing, without having to fine-tune line breaks by hand. However, if you're into micromanaging your text and you want manual control over every line break, you still have the option to choose the old Singleline Composer. To choose between composition methods, select the text to be composed and choose Adobe Every-line Composer or Adobe Single-line Composer from the Paragraph palette menu.



fonts, including Chinese, Japanese, and Korean. Check the Show



MORE TYPE FUNCTIONS (TYPE & WINDOW MENUS)



Asian Options box in the Type &



Find Font: If you try to open a file and don't have the correct fonts loaded, Illustrator warns you, lists the missing fonts, and asks if you still want to open the file. You do need the correct fonts to print properly; so if you don't have the missing fonts, choose Find Font to locate and replace them with ones you do have. Find Font's dialog box displays the fonts used in the document in the top list; an asterisk indicates a missing font. The font type is represented by a symbol to the right of the font name. You can choose to replace fonts with ones on your system or used in the document. To display only the font types you want to use as replacements, uncheck those you don't want to include in the list. To replace a font used in the document, select it from the top list and choose a replacement font from the bottom list. You can individually replace each occurrence of the font



Auto Tracing area of Preferences to reveal Asian text options in the Character palette (if necessary, click on the double arrows on the Palette tab to fully expand it). To utilize multinational font capabilities you must have the proper fonts and language support activated on your system. Even then, some multinational options won't work with fonts that don't support the appropriate languages, including most fonts intended primarily for English and Western European languages. 188
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by clicking Change and then Find. Otherwise, simply click Change All to replace all occurrences. Note: When you select a font in the top list, it becomes selected in the document. • Type Orientation lets you change orientation from horizontal to vertical, or vice versa, by choosing Type > Type Orientation > Horizontal or Vertical. • Change Case: You can change the case of text selected with the Type tool via the new Type >Change Case submenu, which offers four choices: UPPERCASE, lowercase, Title Case, and Sentence case.



The Find Font dialog box



If you don't have the fonts...



• Fit Headline is a quick way to open up the letter spacing of a headline across a specific distance. First, create the headline within an area, not along a path. Next, set the type in the size you wish to use. Select the headline by highlighting it, then choose Type > Fit Headline, and the type will spread out to fill the area you've indicated. This works with both the Horizontal and Vertical Type tools. • Show Hidden Characters reveals soft and hard returns, word spaces, and an oddly-shaped infinity symbol indicating the end of text flow. Toggle it on and off by choosing Type > Show Hidden Characters.



Missing fonts? You can still open, edit, and save the file, because Illustrator remembers the fonts you were using. However, the text will not flow accurately and the file won't print correctly until you load or replace the missing fonts. Type objects that use missing fonts will be highlighted when Highlight Substituted Fonts is checked in the Type area of Document Setup.



CONVERTING TYPE TO OUTLINES



You can use the Appearance palette to apply multiple strokes to editable type (see the Transparency & Appearances chapter for details about working with multiple strokes or fills). You can also reliably mask with live, editable type! So although there are fewer and fewer reasons to convert your type to outlines, there are still some times when converting type to outlines is your best option (see "Why convert type to outlines?" following). As long as you've created type with fonts you have installed on your system (and can print) and you've finished experimenting with your type elements (e.g.,



Choose text carefully! Having access to dozens of fonts doesn't necessarily make you a type expert, any more than having a handful of pens makes you an artist. Experiment all you want, but if you need professional typographic results, consult a professional. I did. Barbara Sudick designed this book. Chapter 6 Type
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Paint bucket and Eyedropper



adjusting size, leading, or kerning/tracking), you have



To set what the Eyedropper picks



the option to convert your live type to Illustrator objects.



up and the Paint Bucket applies,



Your type will no longer be editable as type, but instead



double-click either tool to open



will be constructed of standard Illustrator Bezier curves



the Eyedropper/Paint Bucket



that may include compound paths to form the "holes" in



Options dialog box.



objects (such as the transparent center of an О or P). As with all Illustrator paths, you can use the Direct Selection tool to select and edit the objects To convert type to outlines, select all blocks of type you wish to outline (it doesn't matter if non-type objects are selected as well) and choose Type > Create Outlines. To fill the "holes" in letters with color, select the compound path and choose Object >Compound Path >Release (see the Drawing & Coloring chapter for more about compound paths). Note: Outlining type is not recommended for small font sizes—see the Tip "Don't outline small type."



Eyedropper text To restyle part of a text string or



Why convert type to outlines?



block, pick up a new sample with



Here are several cases where this option may be useful:



the Eyedropper tool, hold down the Option (Mac)/Alt (Win) key to select the Paint Bucket tool and



• So you can graphically transform or distort the individual curves and anchor points of letters or words.



drag the cursor (as you would



Everything from minor stretching of a word to extreme



with the Type tool) over the text



distortion is possible. See the lower right M on the facing



to be restyled. —David Nelson



page, and Galleries later in this chapter. (Warp Effects and Envelopes can sometimes be used for these purposes,



Reflow text as in page layout



too; see the Live Effects & Graphic Styles chapter.)



Resize a text block by its bounding box handles (see the Illustrator Basics chapter) and the text will reflow. —Sandee Cohen



• So you can maintain your letter and word spacing when exporting your type to another application. Many programs that allow you to import Illustrator type as "live" editable text don't support the translation



The appearance of stroked text



of your custom kerning and word spacing. Convert text



To add strokes to type without



to outlines before exporting Illustrator type in these



distorting the characters, use the



instances to maintain custom word and letter spacing.



Appearance palette to "Add New
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Stroke," move this new stroke



• So you don't have to supply the font to your client or



below the original, and set the



service bureau. Converting type can be especially useful



new color and weight.



when you need to use foreign language fonts, when your
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image will be printed while you're not around, or when you don't have permission to embed all of your fonts. If your service bureau doesn't have its own license for a font, in most cases your own license for the font won't allow you to give it to them. So converting the type to outlines may be necessary at that point. (See the Model United Nations logo at lower right and lessons and Galleries later in this chapter.)



Don't outline small type If you're printing to a high-resolution imagesetter or using larger type sizes, you can successfully convert type objects to outlines. However, for several technical reasons, a small type object converted to outlines won't look as good on the computer screen, or



USING THE APPEARANCE PALETTE WITH TYPE



print as clearly to printers of 600



When you work with type, you work with the letter characters or with the container that holds the characters—or with both. Understanding the difference between characters and their container, the "type object," will help you access and edit the right one when you style type. To help understand the difference, you'll need to watch the Appearance palette as you work.



dots per inch or less, as it would have if it had remained a font. Making one text block of many To join separate Area text boxes or Point type objects, select all the text objects with any selection tool and Copy. Then draw a new



Characters



Area text box and Paste. Text will



You work directly with the letter characters when you click with the Type tool and enter text. In the Appearance palette, you'll see a blank Stroke and a black Fill listed underneath the Characters line in the palette. You can apply a color or pattern to the characters' fill and stroke. To edit a characters' fill and stroke, drag across the text with the Type tool or double-click Characters in the Appearance palette. There are some things you can't do when working with the characters (although you can with their containers). You can't move the stroke under the fill or the fill above the stroke in the Appearance palette. You can't apply an Effect to characters' fill or stroke. And you can't apply a gradient fill to the characters, or add multiple fills or strokes directly to the characters.



flow into the new box in the original stacking order that it appeared on the page. (It doesn't matter if you select graphic elements with your text—these elements won't be pasted.) —Sandee Cohen



Transporting foreign or unusual fonts (artwork by Kathleen Tinkel)



Filling with patterns or gradients



Type Object



All text is contained in a Point, Area, or Path type object. You work with the object when you select the text with the Selection tool and move it on your page.



Masking with type Transforming outlines (artwork by Min Wang (artwork by Javier for Adobe Systems) Romero Design Group)
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The Appearance palette showing the Spiral pattern filling the type object and the resulting type object filled with the Spiral pattern



The Appearance palette showing the Spiral pattern filling the type character and the resulting type character filled with the Spiral pattern



See Gordon's "Floating Type" lesson in the Transparency & Appearances chapter to learn how to create transparent backgrounds for your area type objects
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You can think of the type object as a group whose members are the letter characters. There are things you can do to this group that you couldn't do when working directly with the letter characters. For example, you can add another fill (choose Add New Fill from the Appearance palette pop-up menu). Notice that the Appearance palette changes—now there is another listing of Fill and Stroke, but this time they are positioned above the Characters line in the palette. The fill and stroke you worked with at the character level still exist. You can reveal them by double-clicking Character in the palette. Doing so, however, brings you back to character editing; re-select the type object with the Selection tool to return to editing the type object rather than its characters. When you add a new fill or stroke to the type object, its color or effects interact with the color of the characters. You can predict the visual results of changes to the type object and characters by knowing that all the fills and strokes applied to type are painted, with those listed at the top of the palette painted on top of those listed below (including the stroke and fill you see listed when you double-click Characters in the palette). So if you add a new fill and apply red to it, the type now appears red (the red fill of the type object is stacked above the black fill of the characters). To experiment with how this works, create two type objects in a large font size (72 pt, for example). Next, edit at the character level by dragging through one of the objects with the Type tool, and then in the Appearance palette applying the Spiral pattern to the default black fill. (The Spiral pattern in the Swatches palette ships with Illustrator.) Notice the red spiral appears surrounded by white inside the letter characters. To edit at the type object level instead, select the other type object with the Selection tool. Add a new fill (choose Add New Fill from the Appearance palette menu) and apply the same Spiral pattern. When the type object fills with the spiral, the red spiral lines appear surrounded by



black. This is because Illustrator paints the spiral pattern on top of the black of the characters. Knowing the difference between a type object and its characters rewards you in this experiment. And it will help you understand later why bad things seem to happen to good type (like the black surrounding the red spirals) so that you can make good things happen to type. Reading and working through the lessons and galleries that follow will help you master the difference between characters and their type object.



Penciling in changes With all of the changes to the way that Illustrator controls type, one editing function is missing: You can no longer reshape Path type with the Pencil tool. Instead, use the Direct Selection tool to select points on the path and adjust their handles. Also, you can manipulate points on a path using the Anchor Point tools (click and



EXPORTING ILLUSTRATOR TYPE



hold the mouse down on the Pen



While the new Illustrator CS Type engine opens the door to new levels of typographic control and flexibility, sending your typography out into the world may seem anything but controlled or flexible. Type objects in files that you export to legacy versions of Illustrator (version 10 and before) or as EPS files will either be broken into groups of point or path type objects, or converted to outlines. Your only control is to select File > Document Setup >Type and choose Preserve Text Editability or Preserve Text Appearance from the Export menu.



tool in the Tool palette to find the



As the illustration at right shows, choosing Preserve Text Editability breaks the word "typography" into a group of eight separate Point type objects. Choosing Preserve Text Appearance, by contrast, will convert all type to outlines. In either case, your type will be severely limited for others who need to use it in older versions of Illustrator.



Anchor Point tools).



The original Illustrator CS point type object at the top; in the middle, the same type object exported using Preserve Text Editability; at the bottom, the type object exported using Preserve Text Appearance



You should test bringing Illustrator CS type into other applications before proceeding during a critical project or urgent deadline. While you may not need to edit the type in another program, you should ensure that it imports correctly and looks as it did in Illustrator CS.
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Custom Text Paths Trickling Type with Variations of Type Style



Overview: Prepare and Place text; create a set of evenly-spaced paths; copy and paste text into appropriate path lines; adjust text baseline paths and placement of text on the paths.



Laurie Szujewska placed type on curved Bezier paths to emulate the shaped lines of Lewis Carroll's original handlettered poem from Alice's Adventures Underground (an early version of Alice in Wonderland). 1 Preparing your type. Use a word processor to proofread and spell-check your text. In Illustrator, choose File > Place and select your text document; this creates a rectangle containing your text. Choose a typeface and size.



Placed text creates a new rectangle which contains the type; choose a font and size while the text is still selected



Option-drag /Alt-drag to create a second path below the first; use Object >Transform >Transform Again (or -DI Ctrl-D) to repeat this step



Grab the I-beam to move the text along the path Adjust curved paths and text placement along those paths using the Direct Selection tool



2 Creating your baselines and placing your type. Next to your type, draw a curved path with the Pen tool (see "Zen Lessons" on the Wow! CD folder for Pen help). With the Path Type tool, click on your Bezier path and type a few characters. To determine the spacing between lines, switch to the Selection tool, grab the path, hold the Option/Alt key and drag the selected path downward, until the second path is spaced correctly (release the mouse button while still holding down the key). To duplicate the path and the spacing between paths, press -D/ Ctrl-D (Object >Transform >Transform Again), repeating until you've created the desired number of text paths. Switch to the Type tool, select the text you want for the top path and Copy. Now click on the top path and Paste. Repeat with the remaining lines. 3 Adjusting the type. With all text placed, use the Direct Selection tool to adjust the curves. If you wish to see all of the text paths at once (whether selected or not), switch to Outline View. To move the starting point for lines of text, click on the path with the Selection tool and drag the I-beam along the path. For downward curving text, Szujewska's adjusted the path, then individually selected the last words, progressively reducing them in size.
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Stretching Type Fitting Type by Converting to Outline



Overview: Enter type onto individual lines of point type objects; transform type into outlines; custom justify type by Lassoing or Direct-selecting partial paths and stretching the horizontal strokes of the letterforms using the Arrow keys.



Though there are more ways than ever to modify your type characters while keeping the text "live" for future editing, there are still some adjustments that require you to "outline" your type characters. To create this beautiful Ketubah (traditional Hebrew wedding certificate), Ari M. Weinstein had to observe strict design guidelines, since the Ketubah needed to serve the dual role of legal document and work of art. The guidelines required the text to be fully justified and enclosed within a decorative border. Traditionally, in order to justify Hebrew text, calligraphers elongated the horizontal strokes of individual letterforms, instead of using paragraph justification (which would result in non-uniform word and letter spacing). To replicate this method, Weinstein needed to outline the type, so he could stretch individual horizontal strokes.



Weinstein began by pulling out a set of vertical guides from the rulers. He then entered the body text line by line to avoid unattractive line breaks and hyphenation
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1 Placing the text. Having chosen a calligraphic-style Hebrew font, Weinstein entered his text line by line on unconnected Point type paths in order to avoid automatic



text wrap. This allowed him to maintain control over word placement from one line to the next. He inserted two lines below the main text for witness signatures. 2 Converting the text to outlines. Since converting type to outlines is permanent, make sure that you carefully proof and spell-check your text first. After proofing his text, Weinstein selected each single line of text and chose Type > Create Outlines ( -Shift-O/Ctrl-Shift-O) to convert each line of characters to outlines. Converting each line separately automatically groups the converted characters together. 3 Stretching a letter's horizontal strokes. Weinstein was now able to replicate the traditional scribal method of crafting the length of each line by stretching the horizontal strokes on the letterforms. In order to stretch a horizontal stroke, Weinstein used the Direct Selection and the Lasso tools to select the left side of a letter's outline. With these portions of the letterform selected, he then stretched them in 1 pt increments using the left Arrow key. He adjusted the spacing between entire words and individual characters by using the Group Selection tool and similarly moving them using the Arrow keys. Weinstein was able to justify the text block perfectly, using the ruler guides to the left and right of the main body text. 4 Finalizing the Ketubah. Weinstein was required by tradition to omit one leg of the letter Kuf in a word near the end of the text (the eighth word from the right on the last line of the main text). This letter segment was to be drawn by hand on the wedding day in front of the rabbi. The vertical stroke of the letter was selected and deleted. Weinstein brought his calligraphy tools along to the wedding to officially complete the Ketubah as part of the prenuptial proceedings. The dove at the top of the Ketubah encloses the bride's and groom's initials, hand drawn by Weinstein.



One by one, the individual lines of copy were Direct-selected and converted to outline. Each resulting set of paths was automatically grouped for easier selection later



Direct-selecting the path segments of the crossstrokes and stretching them with the Arrow keys



After Direct-selecting the vertical cross-stroke of the letter Kuf, Weinstein deleted it
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John Burns
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Lettering artist John Burns developed this logo



more stylized look), he selected the black art-



for PlanTea, an organic fertilizer for plants that



work and again pasted it behind (but in front



is brewed in water, like tea. He began by typ-



of the drop shadows) and then applied a white



ing the name and then converted the letters to



fill and thick white stroke to the pasted letter-



outlines (Type>Create Outlines). After drawing



forms. The stages of his process, here applied



a leaf and placing it on the stem of each letter



to the I, are shown above left. Finally, Burns



a, he selected and copied the artwork, pasted



used the Direct Selection tool to reshape some



it in back (Edit > Paste in Back) to form the drop



of the drop shadow shapes, adjusting the thick-



shadows, and offset them down and to the



ness of some of the shadow letter strokes and



right. Burns then filled the copied letterforms



hiding slivers of shadows that stuck out a little



with 40% black. To prevent the drop shadows



behind the black letters (the P directly above



from touching the black letterforms (creating a



shows the shadow before and after reshaping).
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Hornall Anderson Design Works / John Hornall (Art Director) Designers at Hornall Anderson Design Works set the name "Yves" for this healthy, vegetarian line of foods in Gill Sans and then modified the letterforms to fit the logo design. First, they placed the text along a curve and then converted the font characters to outlines (Type > Create Outlines). To create the shadows on the left side of the name's characters, designers used the Scissors tool to cut the character paths, the Direct Selection tool to move cut pieces, and the Pen tool to connect points and close objects. Another way to accomplish a



Move the bottom copy of the letterforms to



similar effect is to Copy the original letterforms



the left. Then select the two copies and choose



and Paste in Back twice. Give the top copy a



the Minus Front command from the Pathfinder



white Fill and a thick white Stroke; while still



palette. Lastly, delete extraneous objects and



selected, choose Object >Path >Outline Path



use the Scissors and Direct Selection tools to



and set the new outline stroke to a small width.



reshape the remaining objects. Chapter 6 Type
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Masking Letters Masking Images with Letter Forms



Overview: Create a large letter on top of a placed TIF image; convert the letter to outlines; select all and make the letter form into a clipping mask for the placed image. This "S is for Surfing" was created by Cher ThreinenPendarvis for an alphabet poster. Although you can mask with "live" type, Threinen-Pendarvis converted her type to outlines. For additional lessons on masking, see the Gallery opposite and the Advanced Techniques chapter. Placing the TIF image; creating Point Type letter



Converting the letter "S" to outlines



Selecting both the letter form and the image beneath; making a clipping mask



Selecting an object using the Layers palette, then moving it with the Direct Selection tool
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1 Positioning elements and converting a large letter to outlines. Place a TIF image into your Illustrator file by using File > Place. Using the Type tool, click on top of your image to create a Point Type object and type one letter. Choose a typeface with enough weight and a point size large enough for the bottom image to show through the letter form itself. Select the letter with a Selection tool and choose Type > Create Outlines. 2 Creating the clipping mask and adjusting the image position. The topmost object in a selection becomes the mask when you make a clipping mask. If your letter isn't the top object, select it, Cut, then Edit > Paste in Front. To create the mask, select the outlined letter and the images to be masked and choose Object > Clipping Mask >Make; the mask and masked objects will be grouped. To adjust the position of an object or the mask, select it from the Layers palette or with the Direct Selection tool, then use the Direct Selection tool to move it. Threinen-Pendarvis ended by applying Effect > Stylize > Drop Shadow (default settings) to a filled copy of the S below the mask group, above a TIF background created in Procreate's Painter.



Gary Newman Artist Gary Newman combined a compound path and masking to create this title illustration. First, Newman typed the word "Careers" and converted the text to outlines (Type > Create Outlines). Next, he made a single compound path by choosing Object >Compound Path > Make. Newman masked a copy of his background artwork with this compound path. With the compound object on top and all elements selected, he chose Object >Clipping Mask > Make. He then selected the masked background objects and used Filter>Colors>



and added drop shadows behind them;



Adjust Colors, increasing the black percent-



drop shadows can also be made using the



age. Newman added a drop shadow by lay-



Transparency palette to adjust Blending



ering a black-filled copy of the type behind



Modes and Opacity (for help with Blending



the background-filled type. He set the words



Modes and Opacity, see the Transparency &



"Changing" and "at mid-life" in black type,



Appearances chapter). Chapter 6 Type
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Book Cover Design Illustrator as a Stand-alone Layout Tool



Overview: Set your document size; place guides and crop marks; place EPS files and make Area type for columns and Point type for graphic typography; visually track type to fit.



Setting up the Artboard and layout specs
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Page layout programs such as InDesign and QuarkXPress are essential for producing multipage, complex documents. However, Rob Day and Virginia Evans often use Illustrator for single-page projects such as book jackets. 1 Setting up your page. Choose File>Document Setup to set up the Artboard for your design. Click on landscape or portrait page orientation and enter your Artboard size, making sure it's large enough for crop and/or registration marks (the "Size" parameter will automatically switch to "Custom"). Choose View >Show Rulers and "re-zero" your ruler origin to the upper left corner of where your page will begin (see the Basics chapter for more on repositioning the ruler origin), and use View > Outline/Preview to toggle between Outline and Preview modes. Although you can generate uniform grids with Preferences > Guides & Grid, for columns of varying sizes, Day and Evans numerically created two sets of rectangles: one for bleeds, one for trims. With the Rectangle tool, click to make a box sized for a trim area (see the Basics chapter for Rectangle tool help), then immediately Option-click/Alt-click on the center of the trim area box to numerically specify a box .125" larger in each dimension in order to create a



bleed area box. Day and Evans made trim and bleed boxes for the front, back, flaps, and spine. To place an overall trim mark, select the boxes that define the entire trim area and choose Filter > Create > Crop Marks. 2 Customizing your guides. Select your trim and bleed boxes (not the crop marks) and create Guides by choosing View > Guides >Make Guides. 3 Placing and refining the elements. Choose File>Place to select an EPS image to import into your layout. Create rectangles or other objects which will define the area for columns of text. Click on the path of one of these objects with the Area Type tool. Once the text cursor is placed, you can type directly or paste text (see "Custom Text Paths" in this chapter). Area Type is used in this layout for columns of type on the flaps. Alternately, click with the Type tool to create Point type, which is used to place lines of type for titles and headlines, and other individual type elements. To track type visually to fit a space, select a text object and use Option/AltFor help with rotating or scaling objects (this applies to text objects as well), see the Zen chapter and the Zen Lessons on the Wow! CD.



Converting trim and bleed boxes into Guides



All of the elements placed into the layout



Close-ups of an Area Type object



Creating "Crop Marks" versus "Crop Area" Every time you choose Filter >Create >Crop Marks, you'll make a set of visible (selectable) Illustrator crop marks that indicate the bounding area of your cur-



Close-ups of Point Type objects



rent selection. Use Object >Crop Area >Make to create one set of non-selectable crop marks that are visible in Illustrator, but invisibly mark the crop area when placed into programs such as Photoshop (see "Software Relay" lesson in the Illustrator & Other Programs chapter). You can specify the area with a selected rectangle, or if nothing is selected, the crop area will be sized to the Artboard. To remove a "crop area," choose Object >Crop Area > Release, or, since there can be only one Crop Area per file, make a new selection and choose Object >Crop Area > Make.



Tracking a line of Point Type with Arrow keys
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Brushed Type Applying Brushes to Letterforms



Overview: Create centerlines for font characters; customize art brushes and apply brushes to the centerlines and outlines of the letterforms to simulate hand-rendered lettering.



Original characters from Garamond font, filled with gray



Letterform centerlines hand drawn with the Pencil tool on a layer above the font characters



Font characters with a radial gradient replacing the original gray fill on a layer below graystroked copy of font characters



Top, the default Splash brush; below, the edited brush with color fills
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For a map title that looked artistic, Steven Gordon blended the traditional artistry of pencil and brush with the classicism of serif font characters. Because Illustrator applies brushes as strokes, not fills, Gordon drew centerlines for the font characters before painting the centerlines with natural-looking customized brushes. 1 Creating letter centerlines and outlines. To re-create Gordon's painted lettering, begin by typing text in a serif font (Gordon chose Garamond Bold Condensed Italic and 112 pt from the Character palette.) Select the text and give it a 20% black Fill so you can see the letterforms while drawing the centerlines later. Copy the layer with the text by dragging the layer onto the Create New Layer icon at the bottom of the palette. To create the font outline, select the text on the copied layer and convert the characters to outlines (Type >Create Outlines), then change their Fill to None and Stroke to gray. Now create a new layer (click the Create New Layer icon in the Layers palette) and drag this layer between the other two. On this new layer, draw centerlines for each font character with the Pen or Pencil tool. The paths don't have to be smooth or centered inside the letterforms because you will paint them with an irregularly shaped brush in the next step. Finally, change the gray fill of the bottom layer letters to another color or to a gradient (as Gordon did). 2 Creating and applying custom brushes and effects. Gordon looked to Illustrator's brushes to give the letter centerlines the color and spontaneity of traditional



brushwork. He opened the Artistic_Paintbrush brush palette (Window > Brush Libraries > Artistic_Paintbrush) and selected the Splash brush. To customize a brush, first drag the brush from the palette to the canvas. Select each brush object with the Direct Selection tool and replace the gray with a color. Next, drag the brush artwork into the Brushes palette and select New Art Brush from the New Brush dialog box. In the Art Brush Options dialog box, further customize the brush by changing Width to 50%, enabling the Proportional brush setting, and clicking OK. (You won't see the change in width displayed in the dialog box's preview.) Make several brush variations by copying the brush and then editing brush Direction, Width and other parameters. Now individualize your letterforms by selecting the first centerline and clicking on a brush from the Brushes palette. Try several of the brushes you created to find the best "fit." Continue applying brushes to the remaining centerlines. To create the look of loose pencil tracings for the character outlines on the top layer, Gordon edited the Dry Ink brush from the Artistic_PaintBrush library palette, changing its Width to 10% in the Art Brush Options dialog box. He completed the look by selecting each character outline and applying the Roughen Effect (Size=l%, Distort=10%, Smooth). (See the Transparency & Appearances, and Graphic Styles & Effects chapter to learn more about applying Effects and using the Appearance palette.) 3 Finishing touches. Gordon selected all the centerlines and offset them up and left while moving the font outlines down and right from the original font characters on the bottom layer, suggesting a loose style. He also simulated the appearance of hand-rendering by adjusting the transparency and blending modes of the brushed letterforms: Gordon selected the centerline objects, and in the Transparency palette, chose Multiply mode and reduced transparency to 75%. This caused the colors of brushed centerline paths to darken where they overlapped, mimicking the effect of overlapping transparent inks.



Experimenting by applying different brushes to centerlines to lend individuality to the letter



On top, the Dry Ink brush; left, the customized brush applied to the font outline; right, the Roughen Effect applied to the brushed outline



Artwork on three layers, from bottom layer (left) to top layer (right)



Left, the horizontal and vertical centerlines of the letter "t" with Normal blending mode and 100% opacity; right, strokes placed to form letter "t" and with Multiply blending mode and 70% opacity



Finished lettering on three layers, shown in composite view
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Joachim Muller-Lance The original characters of Joachim MullerLance's Flood typeface were drawn with a worn felt marker during a type seminar hosted
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by Sumner Stone. Two years later Muller-Lance



the Pathfinder palette to join the overlapping



rediscovered the drawings when Adobe asked



objects of each character into a single shape.



him for new font ideas. Realizing that the origi-



He also drew the holes and streaks as white-



nal character traces were not of font quality, he



filled objects above the black-filled objects and



redrew all of the characters using Illustrator's



used Minus Front (also from the Pathfinder pal-



Pen and Pencil tools. He composed many of



ette) to knock out the holes and streaks in the



the characters as separate, black-filled objects,



characters. Then Muller-Lance copied the art-



which he moved around while also adjusting



work for each character and pasted it directly



width, slant, and scale until he got the look he



into the appropriate character slot in Fontogra-



wanted. He used the Merge command from



pher, where he completed the font.
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Tim Girvin / Tim Girvin Strategic Branding & Design Designer Tim Girvin began the logo for this futuristic film by setting the title in Times



the Pathfinder palette to break the letterforms



New Roman and converting the type outlines



into pieces. After modifying some of their



to paths (Type>Create Outlines), He drew



shapes with the Direct Selection tool, Girvin



objects with the Rectangle and other tools



repositioned the pieces to form the asymmetri-



that he used with the Divide command from



cal letterforms of the logo.



Jennifer Bartlett / Tim Girvin Strategic Branding & Design Jennifer Bartlett set this logo using a propri-



ing positive values (to move characters up) or



etary Girvin font. To keep the letters of the



negative values (to move characters down)



tagline upright but parallel to the wave of the



in the Character palette's Baseline Shift field,



background banner, Bartlett selected individual



accessed by choosing Window >Type Charac-



characters by dragging with the Text tool



ter and choosing Show Options from the Char-



and adjusted their vertical positions by enter-



acter palette's pop-up menu. Chapter 6 Type
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Louis Fishauf / Reactor Art + Design
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Asked to create the visual identity for a pro-



lines behind the name. To convey perspective,



posed news cafe and media tower, designer



Fishauf pasted copies of the letters t and H



Louis Fishauf drew the letters for the name



behind the name, filled them with black, and



with the Pen tool, first assigning a thick stroke



manually offset each of these shadows to the



to the paths and then outlining the strokes



left or right. For the letters R and c, Fishauf



(Object >Path >Outline Stroke). He moved



drew the shadows with the Pen tool, keeping



points in the letter tips using the Direct Selec-



the curves parallel to the white letterforms



tion tool, angling the tips parallel to the black



in front.
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Ellen Papciak-Rose / In The Studio Ellen Papciak-Rose created the title "Zimbabwe" using geometric objects she drew with the Rectangle, Ellipse, and other tools. She composited the objects and used Minus



brush found in the Artistic_ChalkCharcoalPen-



Front and other commands from the Pathfinder



cil library (Window > Brush Libraries >Artis-



palette to knock out parts of the objects, form-



tic_ChalkCharcoalPencil). In the four panels of



ing the title letterforms. Papciak-Rose then



the poster, Papciak-Rose painted outlines of



painted the strokes of the objects with two



characters from the Sand font with the two



custom-built variations of a Charcoal-Rough



custom-built rough charcoal brushes. Chapter 6 Type
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Bjorn Akselsen / Ice House Press For this logo for Private Chef, a gourmet food



their outlines and interiors with the Direct



and catering company, designer Bjorn Akselsen



Selection tool to emphasize contrast in the



avoided the orderly appearance of calligraphic



strokes and applied three Distort filters from



and script fonts by using Illustrator to distort



the top section of the Filter menu (Pucker &



letterforms. First Akselsen drew the letterforms



Bloat, Roughen, and Tweak) to further distort



with traditional brush and ink, then scanned



the letter shapes and enhance their individu-



the artwork and placed it in Illustrator, where



ality. Finally, Akselsen used the Pencil tool to



he traced the letterforms. Next he reshaped



smooth out rough edges.



Pattie Belle Hastings / Ice House Press (Sharon Steuer illustration and production) In redesigning the logos for The Traveling Radio Show, Pattie Belle Hastings wanted to convey activity in the title type treatment. Starting with characters from TheSans typeface, Hastings created the title in one line (as it appears on the business cards and brochures) and then outlined the characters (Type >Create Outlines). Zooming in on the characters, she pulled down four guidelines from the horizontal ruler (View>Show Rulers), so she could use them to align the letters. She then selected individual type characters and positioned each vertically, visually aligning it to one of the
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guidelines. The characters were also individu-



with the left and right Arrow keys. For a sticker



ally colored, and then horizontally positioned



design (shown above), the title was split into



by Shift-selecting letters, and nudging them



two lines and enlarged.
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Frank Jonen Frank Jonen started the typeface, Book of Days, as an experiment in drawing a handwritten typeface by customizing some of the brushes that ship with Illustrator. He first sketched the letterforms on paper, then inserted the sketches into his Wacom tablet and opened Illustrator. Jonen selected the Paintbrush tool,



fied with the brush's roundness and slope,



and from the Brushes palette, selected the



Jonen traced the letterforms by drawing over



6 pt Flat brush. He drew some freeform circles



them with the Wacom stylus. When he finished



and flourishes, testing the look and feel of the



drawing the letters, he fine-tuned the brush



brush. To adjust the brush settings, Jonen dou-



for some paths by double-clicking their Stroke



ble-clicked the Stroke attribute in the Appear-



attribute in the Appearance palette and edited



ance palette (which is the same as selecting



values in the Stroke Options (Calligraphic



Options of Selected Object from the Brushes



Brush) dialog box. Jonen completed the font by



palette menu) and adjusted settings for Angle,



saving it as an EPS file and then importing the



Roundness and Diameter. Once he was satis-



EPS into FontLab using the ScanFont plug-in. Chapter 6 Type
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Crunching Type Transforming Type with Warps & Envelopes



Overview: Create and color a title using Appearances; use a warp effect to bow type; create an outline shape to "crunch" type; give the crunched type a dynamic, curved perspective effect using an envelope warp.



Warps and Envelopes are your superheroes for transforming headline type into any form you wish. No more need to convert type to outlines and laboriously move each anchor point by hand. Using Envelopes, it's literally as easy as drawing an outline and commanding the type to conform. With Warps and Envelopes, the type remains editable no matter how much you "crunch" it. Warps and Envelopes are always on hand to help rescue you from those looming deadlines!



Using Add New Fill in the Appearance palette menu to add a gradient fill to the type
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1 Creating and coloring the E-Men title. To create the E-MEN cover title, use 72 point Arial Black font. To add a gradient fill to your type, select the type and choose Add New Fill from the Appearance palette menu. See the Transparency & Appearances chapter for more on the Appearance palette.



2 Using a Warp effect to make the E-Men bow. There are 15 standard Warp shapes that can be turned into styles. For "E-MEN," Hamann applied Effect > Warp > Arc Lower. With Preview enabled, he used the Bend slider to bow the bottom of the letters (to 23%), then clicked OK. Effect > Warp works in many instances, but it didn't warp his gradient-fill along with the type. After applying Undo, Hamann chose Object >Envelope Distort > Envelope Options, enabled Distort Linear Gradients, and applied Object > Envelope Distort >Make with Warp, with the Arc Lower option at 23%. 3 Using a path to "crunch" type. To create the "CRUNCH!" Hamann again used the Appearance palette, this time to color "Crunch!" with a subtle gradient fill and a strong red stroke. Then, starting with a rectangle, he applied Object > Path > Add Anchor points twice, and then moved the rectangle's anchor points to form a dynamic jagged path. He then placed the path over the type, and with both the path and type selected he chose Object >Envelope Distort >Make with Top Object. 4 Using Envelope Distort >Make with Warp to create a curved perspective effect. To create a curved perspective effect, use Envelope Distort > Make with Warp to warp the "crunched" type. Because you can't nest one envelope inside another, first select your "crunched" type and choose Object >Envelope Distort > Expand. With your expanded type selected, choose Object >Envelope Distort >Make with Warp. Choose Arc in the Style popup menu of the Warp Options dialog box, and adjust the sliders until you find the desired curved perspective look. 5 Adjusting and adding a stroke to the type. To complete the "CRUNCH!" type, Hamann used Object Envelope Distort > Edit Contents to adjust the type. Using the Appearance palette, he added (in order) a yellow gradient fill, a 5 point black stroke, and a 10 point red stroke to the envelope enclosing the type to get the desired final effect.



With Effect>Warp >Arc Lower, the gradient fill remains horizontal



Using Object >Warp> Make with Warp (with Distort Linear Gradients enabled in the Envelope Options dialog box), the gradient bends also



The type and path before and after applying Object >Envelope Distort >Make with Top



The released type; with Warp sliders set to 0 showing the starting envelope shape; the final Warp option settings; the resultant envelope



The final strokes and the finished type
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Offset Fills Covering a Pattern with an Offset Fill



Advanced Technique Overview: Create a pattern using Scribble effect; apply the pattern to letter characters; add a new fill to the text object; choke the new fill by applying a negative Offset effect; use Roughen to warp type edges.



Filling lettering with patterns is a simple way of turning familiar fonts into fresh designs. Sometimes, though, you want a pattern to fill only part of each letter character. Finding a way to block patterns from the center of letter strokes was a challenge that Sandee Cohen, AKA VectorBabe, solved in creating this logo. 1 Creating and expanding a pattern, applying a brush, saving the pattern as a swatch. Breaking the edges



Top, black rectangle; Below, with Scribble applied to fill



Scribble Options dialog box



Top, Scribble effect expanded to a path; Below, Thick Pencil brush applied to scribble pattern path
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of type is the key to making font lettering look aged. Illustrator's Scribble effect is a perfect tool for replacing the solid fill of letter characters with an irregular pattern. Cohen started by drawing a rectangle and filling it with black. With the rectangle selected, she chose Effect > Stylize > Scribble. In the Scribble Options dialog box, Cohen customized the default values until she was satisfied with the loose drawing style the effect produced. You can further customize the scribbled object by turning it into a path and applying a brush to it. To do this, make sure the scribble rectangle is selected and then choose Object > Expand Appearance. This converts the Scribble effect in the rectangle into a path. Cohen applied the Thick Pencil brush (one of the brushes that ships with Illustrator) to the expanded scribbled path. In order to use the scribble object with the type you'll create, convert your brushed scribble object into a pattern swatch by dragging it to the Swatches palette. 2 Creating the type and filling it with the scribble pattern. Once your pattern is made, you're ready to create your text. First, open the Appearance palette—this will



help you see whether you're editing the characters or their type object as you perform the following steps. Select the Type tool from the Toolbox, click on the Artboard, and type your text (Cohen used 72 pt Caslon). Select the characters by dragging through the text with the Type tool; the text will have a black fill. Then select the Fill attribute in the Appearance palette and select your scribble pattern from the Swatches palette. 3 Adding a new fill, applying the Offset effect and using the Roughen effect. Cohen needed a way of covering up the scribble pattern in the centers of the letters. Using the Offset effect, she created a fill that covered part of the lettering underneath. To do this, first select the type object by clicking on it with the Selection tool. Now, create a new fill by choosing Add New Fill from the Appearance palette menu. The new fill, by default, will be colored black and will completely cover the pattern that filled the letters. With the new fill selected, choose Effect > Path > Offset Path and, from the pop-up Offset Path dialog box, enter a negative value in the Offset field. Be sure that the Preview box is checked so you can gauge the visual effect of the number you enter in the Offset field. (Cohen used -1 pt for Offset.) Complete the aging of your type by applying Roughen to the type object's fill to warp its edges. Select the type object with the Selection tool and choose Effect > Distort & Transform > Roughen. Because Cohen used a font with thin character strokes and serifs, she entered a small value for Size (0.4 pt), and selected Absolute, to be sure that the edges were not overly distorted. A Pattern of Change



Top, the type with default black fill; Below, the black fill replaced by the pattern



Offset Path effect applied to the new fill (shown here filled with gray instead of black)



Offset Path dialog box



Roughen effect applied to the new fill (shown here in gray)



Roughen dialog box



Pattern swatches are global. If you edit or create a pattern, simply drag the artwork with the Option (Mac) or Alt (Windows) key depressed and drop it on the swatch in the Swatches palette. The pattern filling your type will automatically change to the new pattern.
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Antiquing Type Applying Scribble in an Opacity Mask



Advanced Technique Overview: Create a type object; copy the object then style the text with the Roughen effect; create an Opacity Mask and paste the type object; apply the Scribble effect to the opacity mask; return to Outline mode.



When you want to recreate a hand-rendered or historical look but don't want to stray from the fonts you're already using in a project, consider using Illustrator's effects menu and an opacity mask. For this book title, Steven Gordon made an opacity mask that allowed him to chip away the edges of lettering when applying the Scribble effect, turning contemporary type into antiqued letters. 1 Creating text, adding a new Fill, and applying the



Left, the original type object with letter characters filled with black; Right, the type object filled with a custom gradient



The Roughen dialog box



Every type is unique Your settings for one type object will look different applied to another type object. Experiment! 216
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Roughen effect. Gordon began by typing his text and dragging with the Type tool to select letters in order to apply two different fonts (Zapfino for the Z and Optima for the other letters). Before further styling his type, Gordon clicked on the Selection tool and then choose Edit > Copy. (You'll need a copy of the type object for the opacity mask you'll make in the next step.) Now Gordon was ready to start styling his type. First, he made sure the type object was still selected and then opened the Appearance palette and chose Add New Fill from the palette menu. Gordon clicked on the new Fill attribute in the palette and applied a gradient to it. (For information on creating or editing gradients, refer to the Blends, Gradients & Mesh chapter.) The Roughen effect changes the smooth edges of objects to jagged or bumpy edges, which gives a handdrawn appearance. To roughen your type object, make sure the Fill attribute is not selected (you can deselect it by clicking in an empty area of the Appearance palette) so the effect will be applied to the whole object. Then choose



Effect > Distort & Transform > Roughen. In the Roughen dialog box, adjust the Size, Detail, and Points controls. (Gordon chose Size=0.5, Detail=10, and Points=Smooth for his type object.) 2 Copying the type object, creating an opacity mask, pasting the object and applying Scribble. You can



Choosing the Opacity Mask in the Transparency palette



antique your roughened type by making it look chipped or scratched. To do this, select your type object, open the Transparency palette, and, from the palette menu, choose Make Opacity Mask. Next, click on the opacity mask thumbnail (the rightmost of the two thumbnails in the palette) and select Invert Mask. Lastly, paste the type you copied in the first step (use Paste in Front instead of Paste so this copy will overlay the original you copied).



Customizing the options in the Scribble dialog



Changes you make in the opacity mask will affect the transparency of the original type object—black artwork in the mask will punch holes in the original type. With the copy you just pasted still selected, choose Effect > Stylize > Scribble. In the Scribble dialog box, choose one of the ready made settings from the Settings menu, or customize the effect using the dialog box's controls. Gordon started with the Sharp setting and then changed several of its values. With the dialog box's Preview enabled, he moved the Path Overlap slider to 0.2" to thin some of the chips in the edges. He also changed the Angle from the default, 30°, to 15°, so the chips aligned better with the angles in the type characters.



Selecting the artwork mode (as opposed to Opacity mask mode) in the Transparency palette



Getting your Fill To ensure that the effects you will apply later in the opacity mask cut opaque holes in the artwork, make sure that the characters are



3 Editing the type. Once you've finished with the Scribble effect, click the artwork thumbnail (the leftmost thumbnail) in the Transparency palette. If you need to edit the type—in order to change the text or modify kerning, for example—you'll have to do it in both the original type object and in the copy in the opacity mask. For some edits you make to the type, like scaling or rotating, you only need to work with the type object. The opacity mask will be changed simultaneously with the type object.



filled with black. (Double-click Characters in the Appearance palette and check the Fill attribute.) If you then select the type object with the Selection tool and paint the object (rather than its characters) by adding a new fill in the Appearance palette, the copied type object will not adversely affect the opacity mask. Chapter 6 Type
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To create this label design, Steven Gordon



he chose Edit > Paste in Front to paste the type



simulated a sunburst using the Flare tool in an



object into the mask. To make the sunburst,



opacity mask. He started by drawing a rect-



Gordon chose the Flare tool from the Rect-



angle and filling it with a three-color gradi-



angle tool pop-up menu. He positioned the



ent. He then selected the Type tool and typed



cursor between the о and n letters and clicked



"Zion" (he left the type object black so, when



and dragged the flare to extend it outward.



used later as a mask, the artwork would remain



To fine-tune the look of the flare, he double-



opaque). Next, Gordon clicked on the Selection



clicked the Flare tool icon and, in the Flare Tool



tool and copied the type object. He opened the



Options dialog box, he adjusted the controls



Transparency palette and chose Make Opac-



for Diameter, Opacity, Direction, and other



ity Mask from the palette menu. To select the



options. To return to working with the non-



opacity mask and begin working in the mask,



mask artwork, Gordon clicked on the artwork



Gordon clicked on the mask thumbnail (the



thumbnail (the left thumbnail) in the Transpar-



right thumbnail) and then clicked on Invert



ency palette. He finished the label by applying



Mask (he left the Clip option enabled). Next,



a dark brown color to the selected type object.
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